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SUMMARY 
The study examines a nuiber of woaen's cooperatives and 
collectives in EEC countries to see how such initiatives have 
helped both to create jobs and to integrate Monen into the 
labour aarket. 
The research was carried out through questionnaires and personal 
and telephone interviens. Thirty-two case studies are included in 
the report. An analysis of these businesses, by sector of 
activity, and recoaaendations are aade. 
We would like to thank ICON, STEW and the Direzione Femminile of 
the Lega for their assistance and, aost of all, the cooperatives 
and collectives which agreed to take part in the study. 
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1MTRQDUC710H 
The study exaeines the viability of a number of 
cooperatives/collectives set up and run by women, assesses their 
ïaportance in local job creation and their potential for 
integrating woaen into the labour aarket. 
A study carried out in 1981/1982 bv CREW for the European 
Coaaission showed that there was an increasing number of woaen s 
businesses in the EEC, in a range of sectors, that had helped the 
entry of woaen into the labour aarket. In some cases cooperatives 
led to better working conditions and pay and offered the chance 
of aore regular eaployaent. Cooperatives were shown to be a 
viable solution for many woaen because they thrive in labour-
intensive service industries where large nuabers of woaen work, 
often casually or part-time and in exploitative conditions. 
Cooperatives had also facilitated woaen's entry into non-
traditional sectors where employer's attitudes (and men's 
generally) are still very conservative. Woaen working together in 
the cooperative sector appeared to support each other, share 
skills and train other woaen in a way that is difficult to 
achieve in traditional fires. The aajority of woaen interviewed 
had said they preferred working collectively. 
The present study examines again the businesses covered in 1981 
to assess their present perforaance. In addition, a nuaber of 
cooperatives and collective businesses in the Netherlands have 
been added to the list of case studies. Seven cooperatives part-
funded by the European Commission's woaen's bureau are also 
included. 
To assess the present perforaance of the cooperatives included in 
the 1981 study, we used the answers given to the 1981 
questionnaire in order to coapare changes that have occurred 
since then. 
Of the original 22 collective businesses analysed in the 1981 
study, 10 had expanded and created aore jobs, one had 
consolidated its position, two showed no change and two had 
failed to improve their position. Six had gone into voluntary 
liquidation and one had already ceased activity when the last 
study was carried out. The aajority of the cooperatives were aore 
confident and had a clearer understanding of their business. Sone 
of the successes have encouraged other collective businesses to 
be set up. 
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The survival rate of the businesses exaained in 1981 is good 
coapared to the saall business sector. But in a nuaber of 
cooperatives the wages earned represented a supplementary income 
for the woaen concerned, either because the cooperative was not 
generating enough revenue or because of cooperative policy. 
Most of the cooperatives suffered froa under -capitalisation and 
limited aarketing skills. The basic characteristic of all 
cooperatives is that their capital is their labour force and this 
is especially true for woaen s cooperatives. Although the women 
often had the skills to carry out their trade they rarely had the 
necessary business skills. The critical factor has been their 
ability to break into the aarket. Harketing skills are crucial, 
particularly for aanufacturing cooperatives where aarketing 
strategy can be as iaportant as production. In soae cases, the 
cooperative had lost touch with its aarket or did not aanage 
to adapt quickly enough. 
Lack of funds also meant that the cooperatives could not pay for 
advice on proaotion or attracting new clients. Most contracts 
were obtained through word of aouth. Although support agencies 
helped the cooperatives in their early years, they often could 
not provide aore specialised advice once the cooperative started 
trading. Many of the cooperatives said that they could manage 
day-to-day business decisions but would have welcomed advice on 
marketing from people specialised in their sector. 
Wages were often coaparable to other firas operating in the same 
sector. All members were involved in decisions concerning wages. 
Setting prices and calculating costs did not pose a real problem 
for aany of the cooperatives, although charging a 'realistic" 
price caused difficulties. Many cooperatives found it difficult 
to get new clients who were prepared to pay higher prices. 
Clients who normally were used to paying higher rates soaetimes 
expected cooperatives, and especially those run by woaen, to be 
cheaper than other firas. Craft cooperatives operating in rural 
areas had to find outside outlets if they were to charge higher 
prices. But finding these outlets aeant aoney and tiae that they 
did not have. 
At the beginning, most cooperative members were enthusiastic and 
interested in the running of the business. But in a number of 
cooperatives this changed with tiae. As long as the work was 
there, aeabers started to lose interest in the business side and 
it was left up to one or two woaen to aanage the cooperative. 
This was particularly the case where aany of the founder aembers 
had left and new ones joined. 
Expansion reaains a problem for many of the cooperatives. Access 
to finance for new investaents often aeans providing collateral 
that the cooperative may not have. Soae of the cooperatives are 
also reluctant to take large financial risks, preferring to take 
a cautious line when deciding future growth. 

COOPERATIVES STUDIED IM Î98Î 
The 1981/1982 study concentrated on France, Italy and the UK, and 
cooperatives were chosen froa five different areas of 
activity.The analysis was based on the practical experience of 
the woaen concerned. Different aspects of collective self-
management were exaained including the setting up of the 
cooperative; aarketing, pricing and costing; finance; aanageaent 
and decision aaking; organisation of work and training. 
The situation in each of the three countries varied. In France, 
apart froa a few exceptions, aost woaen's cooperatives / 
collectives were feainist initiatives such as bookshops, coffee 
bars and aagazines. In aost cases woaen either registered as a 
liaited coapany (SARD but with collective self-aanageaent 
arrangements or as a non-profit aaking association under the Law 
1901. In the UK, the nuaber of woaen's collective self-aanaged 
groups was increasing, a trend that has continued. Most of these 
cooperatives were registered under the Industrial Coaaon 
Ownership Movement (ICOH) rules, which have aade it easier to set 
up as a cooperative in the UK. In Italy, where the concept of 
collective self-aanageaent is rooted strongly in the labour 
aoveaent, a wide variety of woaen's cooperatives exist. An 
interesting developaent in Italy has been the entry of 
cooperatives into the social services sector. Services include 
creches, hoaehelp, and assistance for people with disabilities. 
The cooperatives often have contracts with local authorities. 
This is a growing cooperative sector, eaploying aainly woaen. 
A nuaber of collectives in the Netherlands are included in the 
present study fallowing the growth of such businesses in the last 
few years. 
The reasons why woaen choose to set up cooperatives vary but a 
desire to create jobshas been behind all the initiatives. A lot 
of the woaen were not officially registered as uneaployed but all 
were looking for work, especially work that took into account 
their children's needs. The aain alternative, especially for 
unskilled woaen, was low-paid work, often in the black. 
Cooperatives/collectives were chosen froa the following areas: 
Fenimst activities 
The aain aotivation is usually pol i tical/ideological. It steas 
froa the desire to research into, write about, do a service for 
woaen. 
Sectors traditionally enploymg monen 
There are two aain reasons for setting up cooperatives in these 
sectors. They are seen as a way of saving jobs in the face of 
aass redundancies in industries such as textiles. Secondly, for 
woaen working in low- paid (often undeclared) unskilled jobs or 
as hoaeworkers, cooperatives are seen as a way to improve wages 
and working conditions and in aany cases to gain recognition that 
the job is valid and necessary. These jobs are often identified 
with a woaen s role - catering, cleaning but also hoae helps in 
the social services sector. 
Hon-traditional skills 
Woaen training in these skills often have problems finding jobs 
because of eaployers' conservative attitudes. There are 
additional difficulties with hostility froa aale workers and 
constant pressure to prove oneself. As a result, aany woaen set 
up on their own, working through friends and contacts. A women's 
cooperative can offer a way out of the ghetto and allow woaen to 
coapete on the open aarket and prove their skills. 
Social services 
Cooperatives are often set up to provide services which otherwise 
would not exist and are vital if woaen are to be relieved of the 
burden of being solely responsible for caring for their faailies. 
Another aspect is the desire to give jobs in this sector 
professional recognition. 
Cr*1t industries 
Few job opportunities exist for woaen especially in the depressed 
rural areas. Crafts such as spinning, knitting and related skills 
are historically feaale "hoae industries". Cooperatives are a way 
of socialising this work, bringing woaen out of the isolation of 
the hoae. Cooperatives can also by passing aiddle aen and thus 
increasing earnings. 

PROBLEMS AMD ISSUES RAISED IM STUDY 81/26 
Many of the issues highlighted in study 81/26 reaain valid. These 
are suaaarised below under two general headings: setting up 
cooperatives, their viability and cooperative structure. 
Setting tif cooperatives 
Examples of another cooperative succeeeding were also iaportant. 
The Kennington woaen (KOCC) inspired other cleaners to start 
cooperatives (case study 1) and Raggged Rabin (case study 5) 
encouraged woaen s clothing cooperatives in Wales. 
Local authorities played an iaportant role in giving start-up aid 
and aany of the cooperatives could never have got off the ground 
without this help. 
Trade unions played a big role in conversions where they had a 
direct interest in saving their members jobs (case study 3 ) . 
Local branches can also give support when they see cooperatives 
as a way of bringing woaen into the official labour aarket. 
Although Italian trade unions generally support cooperatives they 
were, however, hostile to cooperative intervention in social 
services, seeing this as an intrusion into the public sector and 
a threat to their aeabers. The attitude of the unions is now 
changing slightly (case study 13). 
In Italy, the large cooperative associations are the aain source 
of support, advice and help in getting finance. The associations 
have aade efforts to proaote women by starting women's sections 
which have helped woaen in the low paid service sectors and home 
workers (case study 18). 
Banks reaained the aain source of finance in Italy where 
cooperatives can soaetiaes obtain slightly lower interest rates 
because their associations have good relations with a bank. 
However, personal guarantees are often necessary. Host of the 
saall cooperatives studied were financed by contributions from 
members and personally guaranteed loans. But this was not 
adequate as they were forced ta operate with very little capital. 
There was a general wish for easier credit. 
Viability of coopératives 
The widespread belief that cooperatives usually pay lower wages 
was not the case with women's cooperatives. In some cases, the 
cooperatives were paying higher rates than those normally paid in 
the sector. This was particularly true for cooperatives in 
sectors that have traditionally employed large numbers of women 
as unskilled and low-paid workers (case study 1). The only 
cooperatives paying lower wages than private industry were in 
sectors where woaen are underrepresented, eg, building (case 
study 6 ) . Wages in these industries are usually high and women 
fora a ainority of the workforce. 
In Italy, workers are covered by national collective agreeaents. 
The woaen working in cooperatives therefore usually earned wages 
that are noraal for a particular sector or category of work. 
Cooperatives are allowed to pay lower wages during the start-up 
period. 
In most of the cases studied, everyone received the same wages In 
those cooperatives where there was a differential scale, the 
wages at the top were lower than in private industry. 
In soae sectors jobs such as hoaehelps, previously done in the 
black and so falling outside collective agreeaents, were upgraded 
because of the existence of a cooperative as new work categories 
were negotiated with the public authorities (case study 13). 
In cooperatives where there was no or very little finacial help 
at the beginning, the woaen often had to work unpaid for long 
periods leading to a drop in enthusiasa. Without wages, the women 
had to depend on their faailies and friends, which caused 
tension. 
In soae of the cooperatives a liait was put on earnings to avoid 
eaployers' and tax contributions. Although the woaen were 
soaetiaes earning higher rates per hour than in private industry, 
they could not earn aore than the legal minimum. Hany 
cooperatives said that eaployers' contributions were too high and 
that this limited their growth and perpetuated their aarginal 
position in the econoay. 
Although all the cooperatives said that aarketing was crucial, 
they often did not have sufficient resources or skills to be able 
to do this alone. Expert advice was thought to be necessary. 
Problems arose because cooperatives had not adequately assessed 
markets or were unable to recognise and monitor changes in the 
aarket and adapt accordingly. Often the cooperatives knew how to 
provide a product or service but lacked the aarketing skills to 
reach aore custoaers. Host of the work came froa "sympathetic" 
clι ent s . 
What the women considered to be their marketable qualities, ie, 
better quality work by a aore responsible workforce, did not 
always sell. Local f i r a s suspected woaen s cooperatives and 
preferred to opt for traditional industry "that talked their own 
language." In this context, the role of local authorities was 
stressed. Contracts from public bodies could help cooperatives 
establish their credibility. This is especially the case in 
sectors were woaen are underrepresented. Soae of the cooperatives 
were unable to coapete with coapanies whose workforce, often paid 
in the black, was aade up of low paid woaen workers. 
Host of the cooperatives did a feasibility study or sone aarket 
research before setting up but unless a cooperative understood 
what the figures aeant and how they were reached, it was unable 
to establish proper financial control. Woaen with little formal 
education were aore likely to perceive "figures" as a problem. 
Support and training to enable the cooperative to understand the 
figures was considered as necessary. 
Understanding the aarket was particularly iaportant for 
cooperatives set up after a closure/bankruptcy. In aost cases the 
cooperative was able to keep the fire's old clients and continue 
production but had problems expanding into new aarkets. Advice on 
how to diversify was needed (case studies 3, 4 and 15).Assessing 
costs and overheads posed probleas leading to underpricing. 
Initially, at least, prices depended aore on existing aarket 
prices than any internal considerations. In the cases of sub­
contracts froa larger firas the cooperatives had little say on 
the price fixed. 
Clients often expected the prices to be lower because the 
business was run by woaen. This is particularly true of craft 
industries where the products are traditionally aade by hone 
workers and so are expected to be cheap, despite the craftmanship 
and the long hours of labour. 
Cooperative Structure 
In many of the cooperatives, decisions were taken during regular 
and informal aeetings. Part-tiae workers and outworkers, often 
not aeabers of the cooperative, were involved in at least the 
cooperative's eajor decisions. 
Cooperatives foraed after closures/bankruptcy tended to have aore 
hierarchical structures and day-to-day decisions were aade by the 
president/aanager and the executive coaaittee. Soae cooperatives 
tried to involve everyone in day-to-day decisions through 
inforaal consultations. 
Saall cooperatives were often rushed for tiae to discuss policy 
and do adainistration so aeetings were held outside working 
hours. This created probleas as not all aeabers had the sane 
coaaitaent and attendance could be low. All the cooperatives felt 
that everyone should "know what is going on" and participate 
fully in aeetings. 
Host cooperatives said that collective self-aanageaent had to be 
learned and this was a long process. Soae of thea said that 
training in sharing and evaluating inforaation could have avoided 
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some problems. Difficulties arose because knowledge of business 
aanageaent had coae froa woaen's experience as eaployees with 
privately owned firas and it was difficult to iaagine an 
alternative style. This led to some aeabers doainating the group 
which found that no structure existed to resolve this. Problems 
also arose in integrating new aeabers and there was a tendency to 
rely too auch on a few woaen who had learned soae administrative 
and aanageaent skills. Hany of the cooperatives recognised that 
the tiae spent in aeetings was unpaid work but few considered the 
adainistration as an overhead when they were doing it theaselves. 
There was some evidence that where men were involved the 
structures were aore hierarchical and there was less flexibility 
in the working arrangeaents (case study 4 ) . 
Probleas also arose in cooperatives set up for political cr 
ideological reasons by people who did not depend on the 
cooperative for their livelihood. Women often joined to get a job 
and showed no interest in the running of the cooperative, for 
thea it represented the employer. Efforts to involve them were 
not very successful and the women regarded extra denands on their 
tiae as a burden (case study 12). 
Host of the smaller cooperatives tried to organise the work so 
that everyone shared all the different tasks. Working hours were 
flexible to fit individual requirements and, where possible, some 
work was done at hoae. Jobs were rotated so that everyone 
experienced all stages of production and learned new skills. 
Administrative tasks were also shared out. In soae cases flexible 
working arrangeaents caused probleas - soae of the women found it 
hard to adjust especially after working for a long tiae in 
private industry. Cooperatives said that there was not adequate 
preparation and discussion of such working arrangements. 
Another aspect of this problea was that some of the woaen in 
cooperatives initially had idealistic views of working 
relationships (case study 14). Job rotation also posed problems 
in the case of skilled work or where the work demanded highly 
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qualified people (case study IS). Cooperatives that were started 
after closure/bankruptcy rarely had job rotation or formally 
organised flexitime although woaen were encouraged to learn new 
skills froa each other. 
Woaen had differing views on childcare although there was a 
general attitude that this would be provided if the need arose. 
Soae of the cooperatives tried to integrate work and childcare 
by starting rota systems, ie, each person was responsible for the 
children for one week as part of their job (case study S ) . 
Despite the difficulties, aost of the woaen felt that they had 
benefitted froa the flexibility of hours and working 
arrangements, which were rarely considered or allowed in other 
businesses. Host jobs at present have been designed by and for 
the workino male. 
Although cooperative aeabers tried to train one another, they 
often did not have the facilities or tiae to do so. Some of the 
bigger cooperatives provided their awn training course (case 
study 13). Others were able to take advantage of local courses 
and integrate training with work. Hany of the woaen felt that 
training in addition to the job left thea too little tiae to do 
anything else. 
To avoid this, soae cooperatives deeanded that all the women 
should be trained before joining the cooperative to remove the 
burden on the skilled workers (case study 5 ) . Where cooperatives 
belie.EQ that aeabers should be allowed to pick up the skills on 
the job, tension soaetimes arose as the burden of teaching became 
too auch for the skilled workers (case study 6 ) . 
Training to ïaprove skills and help cooperatives diversify and 
enter new aarkets was considered useful (case studies 15 and It». 
But problems arose because soae cooperatives could not afford to 
send a full-time worker on a training course, even for a short 
period. Compensation to cooperatives for the loss of one or two 
eaployees while training was suggested. 
AMALYSIS BY AREA OF ACTIVITY (1985) 
FEM1M1ST ACTIVITIES 
Cooperatives were started in this area with the primary aim of 
promoting and offering a service to woaen. Soae also had job 
creation as a eajor goal which in aost cases influenced the 
success or failure of the project as a business. 
Carabosses, a feainist bookshop, and Barcarosse, a women's cafe 
in France, (case study 2 0 ) , were both closed down at the end of 
1984. The coffee shop and bookshop were never intended to provide 
employment but a new service linked to feminist politics. This 
affected the financial approach. Workers were subsidised and the 
running of the two activities depended aainly on voluntary help. 
When the question of viability caae up, a complete restructuring 
was needed and the capital was not available for the task. One 
of the woaen said that the two enterprises were somewhere between 
a business and a voluntary organisation; they were "aarked by the 
feminist politics of the 1970s" and the group "was unable to 
link this with the creation of a commercial enterprise." The 
business was sold and the bookshop will be reopened on different 
lines with the aim of becominq viable. 
Cooperatives in this area have the additional problem that many 
of their clients are unable to pay high and sometimes even 
realistic prices for the product or service offered. All groups 
in this area said that their prices had to be kept low. The 
alternative and women's movement in some countries is also 
suffering froa declining resources. In France, this is reflected 
in the saaller nuaber of feainist publications. Les Travaelles 
(case study 1 9 ) , a photocoaposition enterprise in France, said 
that aany of its clients have ceased publication. 
Collective decision aaking and new ways of organising work are an 
iaportant aspect of feainist businesses. In Virginia, this has 
led to a 32-hour week. Although at the beginning, "everyone did 
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everything', this did not work out and the collective divided up 
the work. "Each identified what sha liked doing aost' and the 
cooperative offered training in these skills during working 
hours. All the woaen are involved in decision aaking. Virginia's 
clients are aainly froa the woaen's movement as a result of a 
deliberate policy of the collective. 
De Bron (case study 23) in the Netherlands, a translators 
collective, also pointed to flexible work structure and offering 
a service to woaen as being the aain reasons for starting up. The 
group of five translators chose to translate woaen's writings. 
Although De Bron has now established a good reputation, it can 
only offer a supplementary incoae and this is despite the 
cooperative s relatively high prices. 
Les Travaelies was registered as a limited coapany but run on 
collective lines. Despite the eaphasis on collective decision 
aaking the woaen eaployed there eventually re-established a 
hierarchy between the founding aeaber, the former owner, and 
theaselves. At the tiae of the last study the owner of Travaelies 
said that "the fact the woaen had no direct financial stake in 
the business aeant that it was easier for thea to reject the 
burden of management." Under the new ownership, the women will 
still be consulted but the responsibility for major decisions 
will be taken by the owner. Wage differentials will also be 
introduced, with the owner being paid a slightly higher salary. 
The business will continue to be run on flexible lines with the 
woaen choosing the hours they work. Changes in aanageaent were 
welcoaed by the employees who said they did not want to be 
concerned with the running of the business. 
Feminist businesses have a restricted aarket. Atteapts to attract 
aore "conventional clients" that can pay higher prices have not 
proved very succesful. This puts an automatic liait on the 
business which can be critical if revenue is not sufficient to 
cover costs and the payaent of reasonable wages. This seeaed to 
be less of a problem in Aasterdaa where there is a large 
alternative aarket (see Virginia). 
The Woaen's Coeeunity Press (case study 26) in Ireland, which was 
part-financed by the Coaaission's woaen's bureau, said that 
creating a aarket beyond 'a certain circle" reaains a major 
problem. Lack of finance limits aarketing while the group has to 
compete with 'very-high powered, commerciai aethods of bigger 
publishers.' Set up in 1984, the collective eapioys three full-
time workers and one part-tiaer on a self-eaployed basis. Al 1 
receive the saae, low, wages. 
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SECTORS TRADITIOMALLY EMPL0Y1M0 MOMEM 
A nuaber of cooperatives were set up in order to save jobs in 
industries such as textiles that have traditionally eaployed 
woaen. The cooperatives were also seen as a way of iaproving 
wages and working conditions. 
Two of the textile cooperatives studied before, Louise Argyle 
(case study 4) and Bargoed Blouse (case study 3 ) , were formed 
after the fira eaploying the woaen had closed down. Both have 
created additional jobs since last studied and increased their 
turnover. 
Finding reliable clients and establishing their credibility on 
the aarket were major probiens for both cooperatives. Bargoed 
Blouse started with one big contract from a London fire that had 
been a client of the foraer company. At the tiae the woaen said 
that it was risky to work only for one fire. To find new clients, 
however, aeant increasing production and without public 
authority aoney to buy new aachinery the cooperative would have 
found it difficult to consider expanding. It has now aanaged to 
find new custoaers and has abandoned the original contract 
because it was finding "better deals" elsewhere. Bargoed said 
that the cooperative's first clients "thought we were just a 
group of woaen and tried to get us cheap." 
In this sector cooperatives often work on a sub-contract basis. 
This has aeant soaetiees that even if they are producing at 
maximum capacity they cannot cover costs as the contract usually 
fixes the price paid per garment. As Louise Argyle pointed out, 
without a strong financial base it is difficult for the 
cooperative to challenge the price offered. Louise Argyle had to 
start again froe scratch because a lot of the work obtained at 
the beginning "didn't have a realistic price and the coapany made 
losses and accumulated debt.' The cooperative was helped in its 
early years by an outside aanager. This did not work out as the 
eanager "did not understand the deeocratic structure of the 
cooperative" and tried to run the business "in the old style." 
The cooperative was saved by a eajor order that it has had for 
the last two and a half years. The contracting fire pays well and 
on tiee, and this has given Louise Argyle breathing space. NADIA 
(case study 18), an Italian cooperative set up by hoaeworkers in 
the textile industry, also depends on one aajor order from a 
reputable fire. 
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Attempts by soae of the cooperatives to produce and aarket own-
label garments have not always been succesful. Louise Argyle 
tried this but a lack of outlets and the women's limited 
knowledge of the industry "on a management level, earketing, 
selling and pricing" forced the cooperative to abandon own-label 
production. Louise Argyle is hoping to restart its own designs 
but the woaen said they still feel "insecure" with aarketing and 
sales being their weakest points. However, the cooperative would 
have to pay top wages to bring in specialist help. 
The Italian cooperative association, Lega, is trying to organise 
a consortium of textile cooperatives in Umbria in an effort to 
overcome the problem of aarketing and selling own-label designs 
(see NADIA), thus helping the cooperatives to aove away from 
dependence on outside firms. 
The importance of keeping abreast of market changes was shown by 
Ragged Robin (case study 5 ) , which went into voluntary 
liquidation in summer 1985. Ragged Robin's designs represented "a 
new thinking" in clothing. But by 1985, "everyone was eaking 
sieilar clothes' and Ragged Robin did not react as quickly as it 
should have done. A slight drop in sales early in 1985 and a 
change of policy by the bank which withdrew the cooperative's 
overdraft facilities, led to the decision to wind up the 
business. Once the cooperative started going into debt, it only 
took six eonths for the position to get critical. A rescue plan 
was accepted by the bank but most of the members were not 
prepared to take financial risks. Hany of thee were new and did 
not have the same c o m m t a e n t to keep the cooperative going as the 
founders. 
The ìaportance of sufficient 
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Hany aanufacturing cooperatives have little tiee or eoney for 
proeotion and advertising yet this is crucial. For a 
eanufacturing cooperative falling one week behind in production 
eeans a large debt that it is difficult to cover later. 
Despite the problees faced by cooperatives in the textile sector, 
eost eanaged to improve working conditions and bring their wages 
into line with recoeeended rates. In the case of NADIA, the 
cooperative also offered job security for woeen who were 
previously working in a precarious situation as homeworkers. 
Louise Argyle, Bargoed Blouse and NADIA have taken on apprentices 
who were then offered jobs at the cooperative. 
Although some division of labour exists, eeebers participate in 
all eajor decisions. New recruits, however, sometimes showed less 
c o m m t a e n t towards the running of the cooperative and were 
reluctant to take risks (case studies 3 and 5 ) . 
Better working conditions and rates of pay were achieved by the 
cleaning cooperatives in the UK, created after the example set by 
Kennington Office Cleaners (KOCC - case study 1 ) . Two of 
cooperatives paid higher rates than private contractors in the 
area and two paid just under the standard rates. Ail the 
cooperatives managed to increase the number of jobs. 
The cleaning cooperatives offered part-tiae work and earnings 
were kept below the tax and eeployer contribution threshola. This 
created some problees as in some cases the cooperative was seen 
as a "stop gap" until children were older. Many of the eeebers, 
after their initial enthusiase, lost interest in the eanagement 
of the business leaving it up to one or two woeen to make major 
decisions and chase up clients. This was especially the case with 
new recruits who joined the cooperative mainly because of the 
good pay and working conditions. Lack of interest in the running 
of the business limited the possibilities for expansion. The 
women's previous experience in private fires eight have eade it 
eore difficult for thee to ieagine an alternative style of 
management. In only one cooperative, that had to start again from 
scratch, did all members take an active interest in the business 
(case study 1 ) . 
The cleaning cooperatives had difficulties getting contracts from 
private fires and none succeeded in getting big and long-term 
contracts froe the public or private sector. KDCC said that to 
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Catering (case study 2) said that it had few problems 
work but the contracts never generated enough income to 
sts. Like the cleaning cooperatives, Tic Tac had problems 
big contracts and relied on personal recommendations to 
íents. Tic Tac said that aany prospective clients saw 
ives as being 'aore like charities rather than a real 
', expecting the work 'to be done for nothing." 
The secretarial cooperative Spectrum (case study 7) said that 
although their prices were comparable to "teap" secretaries or 
hoire typists, their income was lower because they had to cover 
higher overheads. Spectrum went into voluntary liquidation in 
August 1962. The cooperative argued that it needed word 
processors if it was to raise productivity and compete. But by 
the time Bootstrap, the organisation backing Spectrum, agreed to 
a loan for this investment, the business had already collapsed. 
Lilith, a translators cooperative in Naples (case study 16), said 
their prices were slightly below the standard rate because of 
coapetition from freelances who often undercharge. To develop the 
business - branch into interpretation - or iaprove quality they 
needed to invest. But the cooperative was not generating enough 
revenue to finance investeents and could not afford or have the 
necessary guarantees for bank loans, which carry a high rate of 
interest. 
Public spending cuts and industrial decline in inner city areas, 
resulting in a fall in demand also can hara cooperatives in the 
services sector. One of the cleaning cooperatives said that 
companies in difficulties often cut cleaning services first. 
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The iaportance of funds for investaent often is underestiaated in 
the services sector. Yet this sector is becoming sophisticated 




Saining credibility as a business was the hardest task for 
cooperatives starting in sectors where woaen are under 
represented. For aost of the cooperatives, work was obtained 
through personal recommendations and groups syepathetic to their 
aies An extrene exaeple of the problees that can be faced by a 
cooperative entering a sector alaost closed to woeen is given by 
the Dutch group Het Schipstercollektief (case study 24) which 
tried to offer a barge transport service. Despite a lot of 
financial support, which enabled the woaen to buy the barge and 
provide training for other woeen, the business never got off the 
ground. They said they were systeeatically ignored when contracts 
were awarded and they received no help in acquiring the 
specialist skills required in commercial navigation. It was 
commented, however, that their entry into this tightly organised 
sector might have been easier if barge transport was not in 
decline, caking any coepetition unwelcome. 
It was easier for cooperatives entering less-protected sectors 
where there is still room for expansion. This was the case of 
Artemis (case study 6 ) , a building cooperative in London. 
Although Artemis was disbanded, the members set up new 
businesses, one being a carpentry cooperative employing three 
women full-tiee. Arteeis never had problees with finding work 
although most of its customers were froe the woaen's aovement and 
public bodies. A bicycle repair collective in Amsterdam (case 
study 25) also found few problems getting work even though prices 
charged were higher than average. 
An electronics cooperative in London , Live wires, (case study 
2 7 ) , said that it was inevitable that woeen have to prove their 
credibility in a technical field. The cooperative said it had 
probleas convincing clients that women could work in 
electronics; soae clients were sceptical and others tried to take 
advantage of their apparent inexperience. The cooperative was 
part-financed by the Coamission's woaen's bureau. It has two 
regular contracts that were both won with the help of the 
cooperative's backers the publicly financed London New 
Technologies Network (LNTN). Without the equipment of LNTN, the 
cooperative could not operate. However, its dependence on the 
machinery af the parent organisation also limits the kind of work 
it can take on. The cooperative said that it needs to expand if 
it is to becoae self-financing and pay regular wages but requires 
capital for investing in eachinery. 
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Access to funds, especially for investernt , can be particularly 
difficult for woaen's cooperatives in thi» sector as they have 
the additional burden of convincing financing bodies that they 










This is a controversial area of cooperative activity because it 
is often feared that the principle of the public sector's 
responsibility to provide social services will be threatened if 
local authorities use cooperatives. Fears about privatisation and 
the contraction of the welfare state have resulted in trade 
unions, anxious to preserve their eeebers' jobs, being suspicious 
and antagonistic towards cooperative involvement in social 
servi ces. 
The cooperatives argue that they are helping support public 
services by bridging the gap between the rise in deaand that the 
public sector cannot aeet and the services offered by private or 
charitable organisations. The president of CADIAI, a large, well-
established hoee help cooperative, eade a distinction between 
basic services, which eust remain the responsibility of the local 
authorities, and the wide variety of auxiliary and "top-up" 
services, which often are run better, and more efficiently, by 
cooperatives such as CADIAI - 'we re not a cheap alternative, 
we re better." 
Many cooperatives have now established good working relationships 
with local authorities and gained credibility. Not all have 
achieved the same success and professionalism as CADIAI, which 
says it wants to see aore sel f-regulation among the cooperatives 
in this sector. CADIAI has an ïapressive record - it has made 
hoite helps a recognised category of workers, won recognition for 
the training certificates given by the cooperative and put pay 
and working conditions of its members on a par with local 
authority workers. Trade union attitudes have softened over the 
years as cooperatives become a recognised part of the scene: 
"it's in their interest. Our eembers are their potential 
members." 
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collectives aiaed at supplying basic services through a group 
practice, often inspired by exaaples in Britain and the USA. Hany 
are set up to proaote preventive médecine, create a new type of 
relationship between doctor and patient and educate the public on 
health issues. Woaen's cooperatives like Agora (case study 14) 
grew up out of the feainist self-help collectives of the 1970s 
with the aia of putting these experiences to professional use 
and, where possible, aaking an "input" into the public sector 
services. Agora initially had aainly young users but, as the 
cooperative aade a naae for itself, older woaen started to come. 
The cooperative is now planning to take over larger preaises. Its 
only disappointaent has been that its expansion has taken place 
in the private rather than public sector. 
Rosa Luxeabourg (case study 11) was started to put certain 
educational theories into practice. As well as running an 
educational centre for infants and young children, it provides 
services for children with disabilities and runs a family advice 
centre. A contract with the local authority for the creche and 
regional contributions for the educational centre help keep fees 
accessible. The cooperative is a success in teras of its work and 
the quality of the service, but despite recognition, the 
financial rewards are liaited. 
A big proble* for cooperatives which have contracts with local 
authorities or receive public subsidies is frequent delays in 
payeents. A number of cooperatives also said that spending cuts 
in the public sector is making it more difficult to get 
contracts. 
Whatever the problees, the social services sector undoubtedly has 
seen a notable expansion and consolidation of cooperatives over 
recent years. The three cooperatives aentioned above have 
improved their position since last studied and have created 
valuable new services. Buzzi, another cooperative running a 
creche, is still operating (case study 12). Crescere Insieme 
(case study 10) had already ceased operating when the last study 
was carried out but this was the result of a political decision 
by the local authority, not dissatisfaction with the 
cooperative's services. The success of soae cooperatives does not 
eean that eany others set up in the past 10 years have not fallen 
by the wayside. The sector is still relatively new and 
unorganised and eany of the political probleas reaain unresolved. 
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Priaula (case study 29) started up this year and offers "less 
conventional" services. It seeas to be an atteapt to organise 
stop-gap services for situations that are not covered by noraal 
social services or cases where people do not know where to turn 
for advice and help. It has coaaissioned a aarketing study with 
the aid of a grant froa the Coaeission's woaen's bureau but the 
results are not yet available. It remains to be seen whether 
there is a real need for the service proposed. The cooperative 
also has to build up useful inforaation and gain access to a data 
bank if it is to becoae an effective referral service rather than 
a glorified babysitting and odd-job business. However, it seeas 
that more funding will be required to do this. 
When we first looked at social service cooperatives in Italy in 
1981, there were no cooperatives we knew of working in this field 
in other countries, although non-prof it-aaking and charitable 
organisations have always played a big role in aany countries. It 
is interesting to note that the first hoae help cooperative was 
set up in the UK a few years ago. Little Woaen, based in 
Sutherland, does cleaning work for elderly people who fail to 
qualify for a hoae help under the local authority scheae but 
cannot cope on their own. 
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CRAFTS AMD RURAL AREAS 
Craft cooperatives in depressed rural areas have to contend with 
a weak economy that puts an autoaatic liait on the prices 
charged. One of the craft cooperatives, La Panole in Udine, 
Italy, ceased trading because the products were not coaeanding 
sufficiently high prices to pay adequate wages and to cover costs 
(case study 17). The cooperative was helped by a consortiua which 
handled proaotion aad marketing of the products. But the 
consortiue closed down in 1983 as all the cooperatives were 
suffering because of this saae problee. La Panole had thought of 
aoving into eore profitable areas such as knitting and dress­
making but this again aeant money for investments which it did 
not have. Local people were unable to pay higher prices and 
tourists expected that products traditionally cade by rural women 
should be cheap despite the craftseanship and long hours of 
1abour. 
Finding outlets for the products outside the immediate area so as 
to fetch higher prices is also difficult. The cooperatives, 
usually run on a small scale, cannot cope with the size of orders 
that big stores require. They have to find small shops in towns 
and cities that are prepared to order eore eanageabie quantities. 
But seeking new clients requires eoney for travei and can be 
tiee-consueing. 
A Welsh cooperative Pryfcopyn Tanat (case study B> said that most 
of their sales were local and they did not have the eoney to find 
buyers further afield. The cooperative had thought of starting a 
mail order service but the idea was dropped as they did not have 
the resources "to produce in the quantity and variety needed to 
make up a catalogue.' Although the cooperative has been going for 
five years it is not generating enough income to pay proper 
wages and none of the women depend on the cooperative for their 
living. Also in Wales, a group of women set up in October 1984 a 
cooperative to jointly market local craft. But the cooperative 
has not aanaged to get off the ground properly (case study 3 2 ) . 
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feedstu<M ^ey later branched into agri-tour i sa. The cooperative 
now has 9,000 aeabers in 30 villages on the island and 21 
consumer outlets. It has an annual turnover of Lit 6 billion. One 
of the cooperatives that received a subsidy froa the Commission s 
woeen s bureau was an agri-tourisa cooperative on the Greek 
island of Lesbos (case study 30). The cooperative, which started 
to providr a bed and board service for tourists in the suaaer of 
1984 r.(iw eeploys nine people - four woeen who are aeabers of 
the cooperative and five aen. The cooperative has doubled its 
membership to 50 and has aade a substantial profit in its second 
year o< operation. These cooperatives aie to provide an 
alternative to "industrialised tourisa." 
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EUROPEAM COMMISSIOM MOMEM'S BUREAU 6RAMT POLICY FOR COOPERATIVES 
6rants to woaen's cooperatives and other local eeployment 
initiatives were first given by the European Coeeission women s 
bureau in 1983. The decision to help women s businesses was taken 
within the framework of the 1982 action programme on the 
promotion of equal opportunities for woaen. 
Although no clear criteria were fixed, the woaen's bureau's aim 
has been to fund cooperatives starting up. Ail the groups funded 
had to have as objectives the creation of jobs and self-
sufficiency. 
In a paper given at an OECD conference in May 1985, the 
Commission said that cooperatives "were felt to be one method of 
stiaulating the process of change in enabling woaen to work in 
occupations considered to be traditionally men s." Local 
initiatives, offering the possibility of eore flexible working 
arrangements, could benefit particularly women "upon whom most of 
the burden of family responsibilities still falls." 
The Commission decided that the limited funds available "would 
be best used in supporting the creation of jobs, in cooperatives 
or in similar local initiatives in countries where either 
cooperatives were not recognised as such or where the procedure 
for establishing cooperatives was so expensive or cumbersome that 
it ruled out small initiatives". 
Ail the grants were smali, ranging from 1,500 ecus to 10,000 
ecus. It was felt that these grants could create jobs although 
"these are amounts which would not normally pay one person's 
salary for aore than six aonths." The woaen s bureau said its 
grant policy took into account two fundamental aspects: "the 
obtaining of some, often very small, aaount of capital and the 
support of some outside agency, who can be relied upon, for moral 
support and advice." The woaen s bureau itself does not have the 
staff or resources to offer this type of support. As the bureau 
was unable to do its own evaluation as to the viability of each 
project, it tried to fund projects that had sufficient support 
locally. There was no special condition attached to the grants. 
Each group subaitted a written proposal and the aoney was awarded 
in relation to the group s needs and requests. All women's 
eeployeent initiatives were eligible and the proposals were 
judged on their eerits. There was a clear policy not to finance 
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totally any one project but to aake a contribution towards start­
up funds. 
The grants have been used in a variety of ways: subsidising wages 
for a certain period, investaent in tools and aaterials, a 
aarketing study and the production of a catalogue. All the groups 
interviewed found the funding "useful' and some said thay would 
not have set up without this backing. One group coaeented the 
grant helped "in giving credibility to the project and therefore 
access to soae national funding bodies." They argued, however, 
that it eight have been eore useful if the funding was spread 
over a longer period and "gradually slowed down" instead of being 
cut off after one year. This would have pereitted better 
planning. The group said that the sudden ending of funds can 
create a feeling of hopelessness and lead to the collapse of the 
busi ness. 
The grants never covered all the start-up costs and the 
cooperatives said that delays in payment and the fact that the 
money was paid in two stages created cash-flow problees. This 
accentuated by the proviso that "the full grant be spent before 
it is received". None of the groups said they had changed their 
projects so as to have access to the woeen s bureau arants. 
Some of the groups warned of the danger of expecting the business 
to become viable after one year. In this respect the grant could 
end up as a "publicity stunt" when the projects succeed and if 
they failed everything would be biaeed on the group, they said. 
If a large amount of initial capital was necessary before the 
business could start trading, the grant offered by the women 5 
bureau was not of key ieportance. For groups setting up in new 
technologies, where the capital outlay is enoreous, the grant 
"only just covered the purchase of basic office equipment and 
hand tools." The group said that such small grants can only be 
useful if the group has a strong support structure. In the case 
of this cooperative, they were dependent on another group for the 
equipment needed to carry out their work. 
Two years, or even less, eight be a short period to ex.aaine the 
success of the cooperatives that received grants froe the women's 
bureau. The grant, however, was not a eajor factor in detereining 
the success or failure of the cooperatives, compared with other 
factors such as the skills of the women, the market they were 
entering and the problem of under-capitalisation. Host of the 
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businesses helped by EEC funding had not yet aanaged to eeploy 
workers full-tiee with good salaries although there where notable 
exceptions. At the saae tiee it eight be passing too strict a 
judgeeent to expect all the businesses to stabilise tbeeselves 
within such a short period, create jobs, run collectively and be 





A study such as this inevitably tends to highlight the problems 
and difficulties of the cooperatives exaained. It should be 
eephasised that none of the woeen interviewed regretted the 
experience gained in setting up and working in cooperatives. This 
was also the case for woeen working in cooperatives that had 
ceased trading. Soee went on to start other businesses, saying 
that the lesson of past eistakes helped thea run the new 
cooperatives on a better footing. Some of the cooperatives that 
failed also served as a aodel for others and gave a chance to 
aany woaen to enter paid eaployeent and go on to other jobs 
helped by skills they acquired in the cooperative. 
Cooperatives do have potential for creating or saving jobs but 
froa the saall sample exaeined it becoees obvious that they 
cannot be seen as "the answer" to woaen's eaployeent problees. 
Cooperatives cannot be expected to succeed where P r i v a ^ 
industry fails. As part of broader e c o n o m e planning and with 
sufficient support, cooperatives being locally based and having 
as their aain aotive the creation of jobs, could play an 
important role in job creation. Cooperatives can also help in 
improving working conditions and wages and offer the chance of 
aore regular employment. By organising the work collectively they 
can provide more flexible working arrangements, allowing women 
with family responsibilities to return to paid employment. 
The aajority of woaen interviewed preferred working c 
but probleas did arise with self-eanagement. After t 
enthusiasa soee eeebers lost all m t e r e 5 t in the runn 
business. This was particularly the case once the coop 
running seoothly and wages could be paid regularly, 
members were happy to leave the business "ticking 
little realisation that a constant effort was necessar 
their market, renew skills and develop the busi 
business knowledge and confidence in business skills 
participation in cooperatives. Often the woaen 
experience of work was in traditional coepanies and 
not easily adjust to working collectively. 
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Detailed analysis identifying possible openings is necessary. 
Host of the cooperatives when they set up had little knowledge of 
anything other than basic financial control. This led in some 
cases to failure as they could not properly control their 
business by planning their needs well in advance. The iaportance 
of business planning as opposed to an attitude of wait and see 
was underestimated by soae of the groups. Hany of the 
cooperatives needed a general understanding of their aarkets and 
the strategy they should develop, plus help with advertising and 
production of proaotional material. This would have helped them 
analyse where the business was going and where changes needed to 
be aade. 
Lack of earketing skills also prevented eany of the cooperatives 
from expanding (although financial constraints were also 
iaportant), aaking it difficult to break out of the vicious 
circle of insufficient capital, low vaiue added contracts with 
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Access to credit was particularly difficult for a lot of the 
women's cooperatives who found banks suspicious not only because 
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the businesses were collectively eanaged but also because they 
were run by woeen. Soee of the cooperatives criticised 
'traditional finance" for ignoring cooperatives. There is a aajor 
need for banking facilities to accept cooperatives as valid 
businesses and thus aake available easier access to credit, low 
interests loans for working capital and fixed assets. Credit 
lines and bank loan guarantees are necessary to aake it easier 
for small cooperatives to have access to euch needed finance. 
Outside support can be important to help the groups prepare loan 
appi ι cations. 
A number of governmental and regional schemes now exist to 
promote the setting up of seall businesses by the unemployed. 
These include help with wages or the continuation of paying 
uneeployeent benefit in the first year of operation and offering 
to give part of the benefit normally received in a lunp sum as 
capital for the business. Funding has also come froe public 
authorities and regional bodies in the fore of start up grants 
and in soee cases froa ministries. But preliminary studies on 
these schemes have shown that a much smaller proportion of women 
tend to take advantage of them. 
The only country that has introduced a special scheme for women's 
cooperatives is the Netherlands. Interest-free government loans 
of up to 50,000 florins repayable over seven years are being 
offered to woaen wanting to set up cooperatives. The scheme was 
started in 1964 and will run for three years on an experimental 
basis. The businesses are expected to become viable within two 
years of receiving the loan. The majority of businesses applying 
for the loan in the first six months were groups wanting to set 
up as cafes, bookshops, publishers and printers. 
One of the cooperatives included in the study was helped by a 
women s initiative to raise finance for start-up expenses. The 
scheme involves a collective savings system for women s groups 
and individuals. Savings are put into a common pool and loaned 
out at low interest to woaen wanting to start a business. 
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financed did not have any other source of eoney, was not evident. 
If the project failed, the grant is a write-off. Soae suggestions 
were aade that the eoney could be better used if it was given to 
groups to pay for market studies. Grants to coeeunity or 
specialised bodies to identify openings for woeen's businesses 
could also be useful. The grant may go further if given to groups 
already trading and showing signs of viability but in need of 
eoney for specific investments to develop their business. The 
grant could be repayable and organised as part of a revolving 
loan fund. Finance could also be given to support agencies or 
cooperative associations to promote the creation of women's 
busi nesses. 
In coordination with other funding bodies, the women s bureau 
could help in setting up projects in sectors where there is a 
clear opening for expansion by co-financing secondary level 
cooperatives or centres offering services such as aarketing, 
advertising and technical services for businesses in the sector. 
With the aid of EEC funds, demonstration projects could be set up 
in sectors or activities with expansion possibilities to act as 
examples and encourage other women to set up their own 
initiatives. Pilot cooperatives would also be useful in jobs and 
sectors where woaen have always been under-represented. 
Specialist advice to help cooperatives better understand the 
market they are operating in is expensive and funds could be 
released to allow cooperatives to pay for such advice. Training 
is also necessary in eanagement skills and in internal 
organisation to help sake the transition to self-management. 
Training to update the skills of the eeebers is needed. 
Local authorities can also play an iaportant role in the 
proeotion of cooperatives. Other than the provision of grants and 
facilities, local authorities should be encouraged to give 
preference to cooperatives in their purchasing policy and 
awarding of contracts. They can provide initial capital for 
revolving loan funds adainistered by outside support agencies to 
help the business over short-tera cash flow difficulties. 
To help investments, tax relief could be given to individuals who 
lend money to cooperatives. Tax benefits and exceptions or easing 
of eeployers' and social security contributions, at least in the 
first years, would also encourage cooperatives to create more 
jobs with full wages. 
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Support could be given to promote links aeong women's 
cooperatives in different EEC countries encouraging inter-trading 
and support. 
The basic needs and problees of women's cooperatives and 
employment initiatives have not changed over the years. Awareness 
of thee on the part of the EEC, governments and public bodies has 
increased but atteepts to support such initiatives remain 
pieceeeal and isolated. 
Outside support is often lieited to the start-up stage. Re­
examining the cooperatives studied four years ago it was clear 
that although many had received soae fora of start-up help, they 
were often left to develop the business in isolation and felt the 
lack of advice on aore complex issues such as earketing, 
investment and diversification. 
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CLEANING COOPERATIVES IN THE UK CASE STUDY 1 
KEMM1MGT0M OFFICE CLEAMERS COOPERATIVE (KOCC), LOHDOH.UK 
kOCC was registered in May 1978 as a Friendly Society under the 
Industrial and Provident S o c i e t i e s Act. with I COM model r u l e s . 
Started by seven women, the c o o p e r a t i v e began office contract 
cleaning in November 1978. By 19Θ 2 , it employed 20 women part 
time, their hours ranging fron six tc 15 a week. All had 
chil d r e n . Th,e c o o p e r a t i v e had an annual turnover of £ 1 9 , 0 0 0 and 
nine contracts with c h a r i t i e s . By 1 β 8 5 , the number employed by 
the cooperative amounted to 2* and hours worked range from 10 
15 a weet. Annual turnover has grown to £ 2 7 , 0 0 0 . 
HISTORICAL BACKGR0UMD 
The ïaea of setting up a c l e a n e r s c o o p e r a t i v e arose from 
d i s c u s s i c i held at a local mums a η 5 t o C d 1 e r s group o r g a n i s e d and 
attended by a local community worker ­ the women lived on the 
same housing e s t a t e . At the b e g i n n i n g , group d i s c u s s i o n s were 
mainly focussed on the family and, in p a r t i c u l a r , on p r o b l e m s 
with chiid : a r e . H o w e v e r , as the group became more c l o s e l y knit, 
income and employment became the main focus of a t t e n t i o n . At the 
time aii but two of the women had p a r t ­ t i m e jobs. E v e r y o n e ' s job 
seemed to fit the same pattern ­ unsocial h o u r s , low pay, a b s e n c e 
of any related tenefits such as holiday and sic' pay, little or 
no union o r g a r i s a t i o n , job insecuri t y and so on. There were few 
oppo r t u n i t i e s locally for p a r t ­ t i m e werk, apart from c l e a n i n g , 
and ail the wo^en we^e di s s a t i s f i e d with their work. C o m p l a i n t s 
w e r e made about the low pay ­ ranging at the time from £0.50 to 
£1 ar ►•our - tad su p e r v i s i o n , a lack of ne c e s s a r y e o u i p m e n t and 
inadequate materials that would s o m e t i m e s be s u p p l e m e n t e d out of 
t h e ι ·- O N - wages. Unionisation was di s c u s s e s and a local o-ganiser 
< r c » the General and Municipal W o r K e r s Urion '6MWU' was invited 
to one c * the me e t i n g s . During the discussier., one of the women 
suggested trat they would be better off or g a n i s i n g their own work 
in a c o o p e r a t i v e . With support from the GMWU and help from the 
community w o r k e r , the group continued to me11 r e g u l a r l y , 
registered as a c o o p e r a t i v e , applied f c r a council loan and 
looked for c o n t r a c t s . 
A'med with the feasibility study, the director of the Lady 
"a-garet Hall Settlement Trust (the community ce"t-e involved) 
a r. d the community worker presented the c o o p e r a t i v e s case to the 
local bark. A loan was made dependent on collateral or 50"/. of the 
initial funds. 
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Having tried conventional finance, the c o o p e r a t i v e approached 
Lambeth Borough Council for start-up c a p i t a l . An appl i c a t i o n for 
a loan was subm i t t e d to the Council, which had just appointed an 
employment development officer to promote jobs in the borough. 
Although the development officer s u p p o r t e d the scheme, 
b u r e a u c r a t i c p r o c e d u r e s and Council e l e c t i o n s meant a long delay 
before the loan was approved. The delay d i s c o u r a g e d the women and 
meetings were called off until something p o s i t i v e happened. 
During this p e r i o d , the cooperative and its s u p p o r t e r s started a 
campaign and, wit* the backing of the local Trades Council 
c h a i r m a n , p r e s s u r e was put on the C o u n c i l . In June 1976 the 
Zcuncil approved a loan of £8,000, r e p a y a b l e over two years at 
10.57.. In fact the cooperative only used £ 1 , 0 0 0 of the loan to 
buy e q u i p m e n t . 
C0MPETIM6 FOR C0MTRACTS lunrciiñu run LuniKñiis 
Originally the co o p e r a t i v e aimed, in co m p e t i t i o n with othe 
contract cleaning firms, at local b u s i n e s s e s . But the women ha 
no s u c c e s s . Members also went round all the "big b u i l d i n g s " i 
the a^ea asking for work. Firms were s u s p i c i o u s of th 
» r a t i v e, and refused, saying that the women did r 
gh e x p e r i e n c e even though most of them were e>;| 
ters. 
The c o o p e r a t i v e used the services of an est i m a t o r to prepare its 
tender, which was moderately priced so as to allow the 
coo p e r a t i v e to break even and pay a fair wage. But the 
co o p e r a t i v e ' s tender price 'lowest e s t i m a t e for paying fair 
wages) was higher than other fires. As a c o n s e q u e n c e of the legal 
requirement on local Council's to accept the lowest bid, the 
tender was r e j e c t e d . By paying itself the recommended union rate 
the c o o p e r a t i v e was easily undercut by large firms which pay low 
wages. 
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MAMA6EMEMT AMD DECIS10H MAK1MG 
At the be g i n n i n g , the women lackeo c o n f i d e n c e in their own 
ability to make decisions and run a b u s i n e s s . Through another 
scheme in the area, they heard of the Action Research Centre 
! ARC) created by a number of large c o r p o r a t i o n s to prov i d e advice 
and personnel to community b u s i n e s s v e n t u r e s . kOCC requested 
funding for a manager and ar, interview was arranged. The 
c a n d i d a t e for the job, a man, was an exp e r i e n c e d b u s i n e s s person. 
But it was felt that he was ho s t i l e to the concept of a 
coo p e r a t i v e and to the fact that it was a fem a l e - d i r e c t e d 
venture. The cooperative decided that he would be more of a 
liability than an asset and abandoned the idea, deciding to run 
the bus i n e s s on their own. 
Everyone working at KOCC was given the option to join. Potential 
new m e m b e r s , usually recruited * r o m the housing e s t a t e , were told 
how the cooperative was run and had to show a commitment to 
working c o l l e c t i v e l y . Each had to work for three months at the 
coop e r a t i v e and was expected to attend all the me e t i n g s before 
they could become full members. If they decided not to join the 
co o p e r a t i v e , they could continue working t h e r e . "As long as they 
do the job properl y , we don't complain." 
Two of the women, who were trained by the community w o r k e r , were 
mainly r e s p o n s i b l e for invoicing, b o o k - k e e p i n g and the paying of 
wages . They were not paid for this work which was in addition to 
clean i n g . All the members were involved in the costing of 
c o n t r a c t s , buying supplies and coping with d a y - t o - d a y p r o b l e m s . 
It was hoped that every member would do some of the 
adm i n i s t r a t i v e work. 
But this did not work out. Many of the members saw the 
coo p e r a t i v e as "a stop gap" until their children were older and 
they could look for full-time work. By 1985, only four founder 
members were still with KOCC. Many had left to take on full-time 
work. The age group of the women is now more varied, starting in 
the early twenties to late fifties. Many have young children. Of 
the 24 present w o r k e r s , two of which are men, 15 are members. Thè 
majority are not interested in the running of the cooperative and 
are there because of the good pay and working c o n d i t i o n s . 
Over the years, attendance at the monthly m e e t i n g s dropped and 
now the coo p e r a t i v e has a meeting every three m o n t h s . "When it 
comes to talking about bonuses or a rise in pay ever y o n e has an 
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There is a £1 fee to join the cooperative and potential members 
are no lorger required to attend all the meetings. They are asked 
to join after working for three months at KOCC. 
MAGES AMD COSTS 
At the beginning, t*e ccoperative decided it would pay £1.25 an 
hour (just above the union negotiated rate at the time in a 
largely non-unionised industry). Most of the women earned less 
than £1 before. It was also decided, against the opinion of the 
community worker, not to give sick pay. One week's paid holiday 
was earned for every =;>; months worked. Money earned from the 
contracts, after wages were deducted, was put back into the 
cooperative to buy equipment and material. No w or k er was allowed 
to earn more than the tax or national insurance threshold. Those 
or, social security also kept to the earnings limit. Pay and 
conditions were reviewed once a year and this resulted in a 
yearly increase, to £1.40 an. hour in 1980, and to £1.68 an hour 
ι,η 1981. 
The system of calculating wages has now changed as the 
cooperative no longer pays an hourly rate. Wages are paid 
according to each contract. The cooperative keeps 157. for tax, 27. 
for administration, 2Ϊ - 37. to cover holiday pay and 17. for 
cleaning materials. The remainder is paid in wages. Although 
wages now vary according to the contract the cooperative does not 
feel that this poses a problem. The system still means that the 
cooperative pays on average at least £2.00 an hour. Wages are 
reviewed every year and contracts every two years. The new pay 
system gives the women more freedom to fix the hours they work 
"as long as the work is done properly." They argue that on some 
days the work can be done in fewer hours and on other days more 
work is needed: "there is not much sense in fn:ing an hourly 
base, they receive the same money even if they do less hours. 
They don't lose out. "Each pe rson is entitled to two week's paid 
holiday for every year they work at KOCC. As before sick pay is 
not paid. All the people employed by KOCC keep within the 
earnings limit which in 1965 was just over £3*. 
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The woman responsible for administration and management is not 
paid for this work even though the cooperative agrees in 
prin c i p l e that she should be paid, 
Now the cos t i n g and pricing of jobs is done by the woran 
responsible f o r administration. She finds clients and negotiates 
prices. Every contract must pay for itself "otnprwise we would not 
do it". The cooperative's prices are still "good value for money". 
'he cooperative maintains that cleaning "is a dirty job" and 
companies have to *?e made aware that they need to pay "a proper 
price". 
The cooperative has some 12 contracts at the moment, although the 
volume of work varies. Some are from private firms and others from 
c h a r i t i e s . The biggest contract employs five women. The cooperative 
no longer advertises and receives most of its work through 
r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s . One big handicap is that the c o o p e r a t i v e does not 
have its own office and is still based in a neighbourhood centre. 
M0RK1M6 ARRAMGEMEMTS 
Prom the start, the cooperative decided not to employ s u p e r v i s o r s , 
"he women supervise themselves and are r e s p o n s i b l e for their 
contract. They know that if they do not do the job properly, it 
will reflect on the whole group and they will risk losing the 
centraci. All the women have keys to their place of work and can do 
the work when they like as long as it is ready for the next day. 
The jobs are distributed by the woman r e s p o n s i b l e for 
administration. Jobs are rotated regularly on many of the 
co n t r a c t s , "that way it doesn't get boring." 
Now, if there is a complaint, clients are asked to take it up 
directly with the cleaner concerned. This happens rareiy, and 
usually clients prefer to deal with the woman responsible for the 
administration. The complaint is then discussed with the cleaner 
involved and if there is no improvement a recommendation is made to 
dismiss her. Dismissals, however, are rare. 
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C0MCLUS10MS 
KOCC was the first w o m e n ' s c l e a n i n g c o o p e r a t i v e started in the 
UK. It set an example and enc o u r a g e d the setting up of similar 
c o o p e r a t i v e s all over the co u n t r y . The women set up the 
cooperative so as to create jobs for the m s e l v e s and improve their 
working c o n d i t i o n s and pay, as well as offering a better s e r v i c e . 
None of the women had any b u s i n e s s e x p e r i e n c e although a few had 
been s u p e r v i s o r s . 
Ir 19E2, the founder members said they were aware that funding 
and dealing with a d m i n i s t r a t i o n could be complicated. They 
learned to depend on each other and share the bur d e n . "The 
cooperative at the time was new and employers would not trust u s , 
because they said that no b u s i n e s s could oe run with just a group 
of l a d i e s . " E s t a b l i s h i n g the c o o p e r a t i v e ' s c r e d i b i l i t y , 
especially with private f i r m s , was one cf the hardest b a t t l e s . 
"In our opinion, what we were and what we had to offer were 
highly m a r k e t a b l e . Working as we were for o u r s e l v e s , we were 
certain that t^e quality of work would be s i g n i f i c a n t l y h i g h e " 
than in other firms, where e m p l o y e e s were pressurised and 
underpaid". This line of thinking did not seil weil. Local firms 
could not understand how a bus i n e s s could function e f f e c t i v e l y as 
a co o p e r a t i v e . To gain some c r e d i b i l i t y , "we started to play down 
the c o o p e r a t i v e aspects of the b u s i n e s s . " 
The women feit that c o o p e r a t i v e s were a possible way of creating 
jobs for w o m e n . "Women are not seen as unemployed. They are seen 
as h o u s e w i v e s . But women are the ones w*e the children look to 
for c l o t h e s , s h o e s , paying b i l l s , e t c . " 
The expertise of the worsen was also neglected. The group 
discussed sales strategy and agreed upon tenders c o l l e c t i v e l y , 
but outsiders were appointed for tasks they feit were beyond them, 
such as drawing up tenders. The women were not encouraged to view 
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the p r e m i s e s to be cleaned when the t e n d e r s were drawn up so as 
to give their opinion. Yet all the women knew how much space they 
were capable of cleaning on an hourly b a s i s . 
The community worker also said that during the discussion for 
w a g e s , sick pay and h o l i d a y s , the group tended to be hard or. 
itself and adopt c o n s e r v a t i v e financial p o l i c i e s . She commented, 
h o w e v e r , that the group's k n o w l e d g e of b u s i n e s s management had 
come from individual e x p e r i e n c e as e m p l o y e e s with privately owned 
firms. The group found it difficult to imagine how an a l t e r n a t i v e 
style of management might work. 
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FURTHER EXAMPLES OF CLEAMERS COOPERATIVES 
Following the example of K DCC, new c l e a n e r s c o o p e r a t i v e s were 
started up in 1980 and 1961. The idea to create these 
c o o p e r a t i v e s came frcm women t h e m s e l v e s o r from local employment 
d e v e l o p m e n t o f f i c e r s . A short a n a l y s i s is given of three of the 
c o o p e r a t i v e s . 
CLYDECLEAM CLEAMERS COOPERATIVE - 6LASG0M, SCOTLAMD 
Founded in May 19 80, in Glasg o w , (also using ICQM model r u l e s ) , 
the c o o p e r a t i v e has expanded from the original six workers in 
1982 to 21 wor k e r s . Most of the c o o p e r a t i v e ' s founder members 
have left, however. 
Tie initial idea came from the deve 1 coment officer of the 
Scottish C o o p e r a t i v e s D e v e l o p m e n t C o m m i t t e e ( 5 C D C ) . The 
c o o p e r a t i v e started in an unusual way : the o f M c e r obtained the 
con t r a c t s f i r s t , and the cl e a n e r s second. His main motive was to 
help women to return to paid work-, to achieve greater job 
sat i s f a c t i o n ¿rltj better pay and working c o n d i t i o n s . The main 
p-oblem he foresaw at the time was the w o m e n ' s lack of business 
e x p e r t i s e . 
Funding was never considered to be a pro b l e m . The SCDC arranged 
an overdraft from the C o o p e r a t i v e Bank, the main condition being 
that the SCDC was involved in the running of the coo p e r a t i v e at 
least at the initial stage. It was easily able to buy the 
necessary equipment. 
The c o o p e r a t i v e now has more than 24 c o n t r a c t s , which are 
sufficient to cover its cos t s . Most of the co n t r a c t s have been 
obtained through word of mouth, good s e r v i c e and by "knocking on 
doors of new offices setting u p." Most of the contracts are 
small employing one woman. Two of the c o n t r a c t s employ three 
women. H o w e v e r , t h e c o o p e r a t i v e has had bigger contracts - in 
1963, it won a contract to clean a new pr i v a t e hospital untii it 
had trained its own staff. T*e c o n t r a c t , which lasted about 10 
wee k s , was worth some £30,000 and the c o o p e r a t i v e had to bring in 
20 outside workers to help. All the out s i d e w o r k e r s were cleaners 
who had lost their jobs. They were paid a slightly higher wage 
th a n the cooperative w o r k e r s of £2-00 an hour "as the wo rk was 
heavy and they had no share in the p r o f i t s . " 
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In September 19B2, the c o o p e r a t i v e employed one woman worker 
full-time to o r g a n i s e the administration and find new c l i e n t s . 
She had just finished an intensive course at Glasgow u n i v e r s i t y 
on business management on the suggestion of the SCDC officer at 
the time. She is paid £125 a week ana is also expected to do 
cleaning. She is a single parent and had been made redundant by 
her previous e m p l o y e r s . 
All the 21 workers are m e m b e r s of the c o o p e r a t i v e . The women come 
fro" a mixed age group and most have children who are all at 
school. The working a r r a n g e m e n t s a r e less flexible than those of 
KOCC. The c o o p e r a t i v e is "strictly" run with each woman having 
her own job. If any p r o b l e m s arise with a contract, it is for the 
women involved to settle them. However, the c o o p e r a t i v e is 
careful to maintain overall a high quality service. Wages are 
paid per contract a n d d e p e n d on how much work each woman does. 
Wages are now £1.80 an hour, "extremely good compared to other 
c o m p a n i e s ' which the c o o p e r a t i v e said pay £1.40 to £1.50 an hour 
with some paying as little as £1.00 an hour. Many of these 
contractors have a high turnover of staff because of the bad 
wages and working c o n d i t i o n s . However, t h e r e is ceiling on the 
wages earned at the c o o p e r a t i v e to ensure that the women do not 
go above the tax and c o n t r i b u t i o n s threshold. The women also 
receive two weeks holiday pay a year and there is a p r o f i t -
sharing scheme. Some of the money is put aside into a r e s e r v e . 
The cooperative pointed out that although its prices are low, it 
is sometimes hard to c o m p e t e . It said that many of its 
competitors eventually lose contracts by getting t h e m s e l v e s "a 
bao name". This has s o m e t i m e s worked in favour of the c o o p e r a t i v e 
as firms are then ready "to give us a chance." 
Following the example set by KOCC, the cooperative in its early 
years held monthly m e e t i n g s to decide policy. E v e r y o n e could 
participate and the m e e t i n g s were held on Sundays "although this 
caused some p r o b l e m s as there was less time to spend with the 
farily and f r i e n d s . " The SCDC officer also attended these 
meetings. At the time, the development officer who took most of 
the day-to-day d e c i s i o n s said that perhaps the greatest problem 
"arose from the women not being able to see themselves as capable 
of organising their own work, particularly their r e l a t i o n s h i p 
with their c u s t o m e r s . " He added, "it has been a question of 
encouraging and educating the women to become c o o p e r a t o r s . " 
There are now only four meetings a year and although all the 
women attend they see the meeting as "just an occasion to see how 
things are going." Most members "are not interested in the 
running of the c o o p e r a t i v e . " One of the women commented that the 
main problem was that the c o o p e r a t i v e "started on the wrong 
lines". Most of the women "are basically just interested in doing 
the job." More regular m e e t i n g s are out of the question as the 
women feel this would interfere with their family life. The full 
time administrator d o e s , h o w e v e r , keep the members informed ard 
contacts them every day. The lack of inte rest in the c o o p e r a t i v e 
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has sometimes created p r o b l e m s when it came to finding workers to 
carry out an e m e r g e n c y contract as few were ready to take on the 
work. N o n e t h e l e s s , all the workers have taken up the option of 
joining the c o o p e r a t i v e after a six-month trial period. 
Attempts by the c o o p e r a t i v e in 1962 to diversify into carpet 
cleaning after sending some of the women on a training course 
"did not work out." The training given by the private company 
proved to be poor. 
This year the c o o p e r a t i v e tried to expand and advertised for an 
additional worker to help with administration and m a n a g e m e n t . No 
women answered the advertisement and a man was taken on. But 
after eight weeks and the loss of one contract, he was dismissed. 
Despite this setback the c o o p e r a t i v e is confinent that it can 
expand by d i v e r s i f y i n g into more specialised h y g i e n e , bathroom, 
kitchen and wall c l e a n i n g . But the members said they did not 
want to grew too big and risk loosing "the i n d i v i d u a l i t y " of the 
cooperative, 
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0*70* FR1EMDLY CLEAMERS COOPERATIVE, 0RT0M, PETERBOROUGH, UK 
Started by five women, the cooperative registered under ICO^ 
model rules in April 1961. To satisfy the then legal minimum 
membership requirement c + seven for a friendly society, the 
community worker involved and the c o o p e r a t i v e ' s a c c o u n t a n t also 
became m e m b e r s . 
The women, who lived on a new housing e s t a t e , had moved to Orton 
with their husband who were working there. There are few jcb 
opportunities in Orton. Tc find a job, even a p a r t - t i m e one, 
means travelling to the nearest city, P e t e r b o r o u g h , four miles 
away. The women felt t h e r e was potential in office cleaning and 
w e r e helped by the local community worker to set up the 
cooperative. 
In February 1 982, the cooperative decided to pay one of its 
members £5 per week to organise the work in an attempt to save 
the c o o p e r a t i v e . Lack of commitment and di s i n t e r e s t had brought 
it to near c o l l a p s e . This woman was r e s p o n s i b l e for getting the 
work, n e g o t i a t i n g with new employers, sorting out a work rota, 
estimating for t e n d e r s , paving wages and org a n i s i n g m e e t i n g s . She 
was not asked to do cleaning. An accountant was also paid £5 a 
week to do the books and the cooperative used his of f i c e . 
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The cooperative now has seven members and one worker who is not a 
member. Two of the members are men, "we decided men could clean 
as well as women." Ages range from 30 - 40 years old and all 
except one have children. Although the cooperative hardly makes 
any profit, it has managed to keep jobs going. One of the members 
has taken on the administration and is paid £10 a week. 
The cooperative now has five contracts and in 1984 had an annual 
turnover of £ 1 4 , 0 0 0 . To get the c o n t r a c t s , "one needs to go 
around and knock on doors", said one of the members adding that 
although all the contracts are small everyone in the cooperative 
has a few hours work a week. 
The cooperative was helped by the Cambridge Development 
Corporation and is now in touch with the newly opened Cooperative 
Development Agency in Peterborough. The women received advice on 
costing and pricing and helped in finding contracts. 
The cooperative is now more confident about its future and is 
currently negotiating another contract. They feel that personal 
relations are extremely important and all the members are now 
interested in the running of the cooperative. If there are 
problems these are taken up at the monthly meeting. With mo re 
contracts the cooperative is hoping to restart a rota system to 
ensure that everyone gets a fair share. The idea in 1982 to start 
window cleaning did not work out because "of the high insurance". 
Many of the women also did not want to do it. 
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With the help of the community worker the cooperative received 
grants from Newcastle City Council and the Northern Region 
Cooperative Development Association (NRCDA). The council gave 
£259 to help register the cooperative, £186 to buy equipment and 
£250 as working c a p i t a l . The NRCDA gave a cash grant of £400. 
To receive the money from the council, the community worker 
produced cash flows for a two-year period. It was hard to 
convince the council that money was needed for working capital. 
The council argued that the workers themselves had to put money 
into the cooperative. "They did not see that it was unrealistic 
and wrong to ask people to work free for two or three months," 
the community worker said. 
The women were also greatly helped by KOCC. They met both the 
community worker from Lady Margaret Hall Settlement Trust and the 
women in KOCC. It was a real help just to "know someone else who 
had done i t." 
With the money approved, the women advertised in a local free 
sheet, wrote to organisations who might be "sympathetic" and 
distributed leaflets. However, most of the contracts were won 
through personal c o n t a c t s . The community worker said at the time 
that Hardwork Cleaning was able to gain credibility quickly 
because of Newcastle's small size where it is easier to make 
personal contacts. 
By spring 1982 the cooperative had nine members. All had worked 
as cleaners. Some were registered as unemployed and for all it 
was a return to paid work. Those on supplementary benefit kept to 
the earnings limit. The cooperative had 12 c o n t r a c t s , all much 
smaller than those of KOCC, employing one cleaner a few hours a 
week. The cooperative also decided to accept domestic work so as 
to build up clients immediately rather than waiting several 
months, as KOCC did, to get the first contract. 
By 1985 the cooperative's membership grew to 11 wonen. All work 
as cleaners and the original nine members are still working 
there. The cooperative now has 16 contracts and no longer does 
domestic cleaning. Most of the contracts, however, are small -
only two employ three women. All the contracts were obtained 
through personal recommendations. The women also get small 
cleaning jobs from the council on a regular basis, "such as 
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cleaning empty Council h o u s e s " , which are well paid. 
From the start the c o o p e r a t i v e decided to pay union rates - in 
1962 this was £1.47 an h o u r . They were able to give themselves a 
107. rise later in the year, slightly higher than the increase 
recommended by the union. This brought the hourly rate up to 
£1.61. By 19S5, the wages rose to £1.95 and they are expected to 
go up again by another 127. "as we try to keep up with the local 
authority r a t e s . " The wage increases are reflected in a similar 
price rise. The wages paid compare well with "decent employers", 
ano are better than many other cleaning c o n t r a c t o r s . Other than 
one woman who is on s u p p l e m e n t a r y benefit and keeps within the 
earnings limit, all the women depend on the c o o p e r a t i v e for their 
main income. For the first three years the women did not receive 
holiday pay but now everyone gets a week's paid holiday on 
condition that they are members of the c o o p e r a t i v e and have been 
with the business for one year. Everyone is paid on an hou'lv 
basis. 
To set their prices the c o o p e r a t i v e initially added 307. to the 
labour cost for o v e r h e a d s . This was lower for domestic cleaning. 
The c o o p e r a t i v e still uses the same formula but now adds 33X f o r 
overheads due to a rise in costs. Although the prices are 
"realistic" they are slightly lower than private contractors. The 
cooperative has doubled its monthly turnover to £ 1 , 2 0 0 . Ce rt3in 
cash-flow problems have arisen because of late payments. This has 
happened with tne c o u n c i l , where delays of up to two months have 
o c c u r r e d . 
All the workers are members of the c o o p e r a t i v e . At the beginning, 
decision-making meetings attended by all the women were held 
every fortnight. Chairing of m e e t i n g s was rotated so that 
everyone got a chance even though "some aren't very good at it." 
The wages were paid during these m e e t i n g s and the jobs 
distributed. This was seer, "as an incentive to aake the women 
attend and it has worked very w e l l . " H o w e v e r , some of the women 
were more involved in the running of the c o o p e r a t i v e than others. 
Anyone interested in working for the c o o p e r a t i v e had to come to 
the m e e t i n g s . After their third meeting they were asked to join. 
Membership was obligatory for the w o r k e r s . 
The cooperative has now "got very lazy on the business side.' 
Although meetings are stll held fortnightly with wages and jobs 
being distributed, most of the women "are bored with the business 
side." Nobody chairs the meetings which have now "been taken 
over by chatting." One of the women said that the cooperative 
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lost the routine "of having an agenda'' and holding a real 
business meeting. If there is a real problem it gets discussed 
but this is rare. This c h a n g e in attitude has caused d i f f i c u l t i e s 
as the running of the c o o p e r a t i v e has been left to two women. One 
of them said that every so often they compiai n to the other 
members and things improve for a few m o n t h s . But the general 
attitude is "you know what you are doing so get on with it." But 
this is not "what a c o o p e r a t i v e is about." 
One of the two women has been doing the c o o p e r a t i v e ' s books from 
the start as well as sending out the monthly invoices and taking 
day-to-day d e c i s i o n s . Although she was not paid f e r this work, 
which is additional to her cleaning job, the c o o p e r a t i v e agreeo 
in 1964 to pay her £100 a year for tht administration "as I 
objected to doing it a l l . " This is nowhere near the original hope 
that she could be paid for administration at the same rate/h cur 
given for cleaning. The cooperative tried to rotate the 
administration but this did not work out. One woman agreed to be 
treasurer "and ended up doing this job for the last two y e a r s . " 
Members of the c o o p e r a t i v e have never asked to see the books, 
"when you show the accounts they say, how lovely". As long as the 
wages and holiday money is paid "they are happy." 
The cooperative "is not looking f o r more work." It has enough for 
the present 'and unless more people take an interest in the 
running of the cooperative we are not planning to expand. It is 
not worth it." The woman doing most of the administration said 
she finds the r e s p o n s i b i l i t y is a heavy burder at times "but I 
am used to it." However, if a big c o n t r a c t was awarded to the 
cooperative it would not be turned down. Specialist cleaning, 
started in 1982, of carpet shampooing and a buffing service 
"never got off the ground" as there was little demand for it. 
The cooperative has no o u t s i d e help, "we think we can manage on 
our own", and said it feels more confident about its b u s i n e s s . A 
local cooperative development agency was recently set up and 
before it the ICOM North office advised the women when they 
needed help. The c o o p e r a t i v e said that it feels more confident 
knowing there is a group there ready to help. Since 1982, another 
cleaning cooperative has been set up nearby. 
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TIC TAC CATER1MG COOPERATIVE ­ LOMDOH, UK 
Set up in 1982, Tic Tac Catering employs three women p e r m a n e n t l y 
with more t a k e n on w h e r, larger c o n t r a c t s come in. The c o o p e r a t i v e 
provides a canteen service on contract and does occasional 
c o n f e r e n c e s and b u f f e t s . 
SETT1MG UP THE COOPERATIVE 
The idea of setting up Tic Tac cams from a founder member of 
K e n n i n g t o n Office Cleaners C o o p e r a t i v e 'KOCC', who was in the 
catering b u s i n e s s before she had her four c h i l d r e n . KOCC gave her 
the e x p e r i e n c e to enable her to start up on r,er own. At KOCC she 
had helped with the bocks in addition to cleaning wc­ri. She 
wanted a f u l l ­ t i m e j c b (c 1 e s η ι n g is mostly p a r t ­ t i m e · , but she 
»­as unable to f ι r< d one that t o c i inte account school h c ·.· r = . 
Using her own savings she started Tic Tac. It was not easy to 
find other women to join the c o o p e r a t i v e . "Many want to help but 
are not prepared to share the p r o b l e m s . " Having the fu li 
responsibility of a business m ? d e the start up h a r c ç r a r. ¿ £ n c 
depended on outside help from Lady Margaret Hall Settlement Trust 
and Lambeth C o o p e r a t i v e Development Agency ( C D A ) . 'k DCC was muer 
easier as we were many and could share the burden of setting up 
the b u s i n e s s . " 
Start­up funding was a major problem. KOCC helped by' giving sc­rce 
money for equipment and the co o p e r a t i v e received a local council 
grant that covered setting­up e x p e n s e s . 
Tic Tac's first contract in spring 1982 was to run a small 
canteen at a bus depot. Takings ranged from £12­16 a day and with 
that the c o o p e r a t i v e had to pay wages and buy food. She also did 
occasional c o n f e r e n c e s and other small jobs. Two more women 
joined the c o o p e r a t i v e in 1963. 
MAMA6EMEMT AMD DEC1S10M MAK1MG 
Finding other women prepared to share the running of the 
c o o p e r a t i v e was a major problem. Now the three members jointly 
take all d e c i s i o n s concerning the b u s i n e s s . Although as many as 
seven women have been employed by Tic Tac it was difficult to get 
them all involved in the running of the b u s i n e s s despite 
encouragement by the members. The founder said the cooperative 
felt "that we couldn't keep carrying people unless they took full 
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responsibility of all aspects of the work." When the new women 
were taken on they w e r e tolo that Tic Tac was a c o o p e r a t i v e run 
collectively and were asied to join. But "they did not want to 
know as long as they got their wages." 
The founder member said ore of the problems me, be that newcomers 
to the group "don t know what it was like at t^e beginning and 
are less motivated. The* accept there is a job they have to do 
and not the responsibility that goes with it." 
The administration of the cooperative is acne mainly by the 
founder with the help of Lambeth CDA. 
promised. For the last contract, the-, were assured 50 people a 
day. But the average was about 10 ano on some days there were 
only about five customers. The cooperative ended up running the 
service at a loss. The women said that they were "fed up running 
a ca-fe service" and the cooperative is now looking to develop its 
buffet service, offering not only English but also Caribbean 
f ood. 
The cooperative would need £500 a week to cover the cost of 
running a canteen service and paying three w a g e s . Weekly earnings 
fron the last contract totalled £200-£300. Since abandoning the 
contract, the cooperative has consideren opening its own cafe in 
addition to the buffet service. But the·/ said that prenises a r e 
expensive to rent and they would need income of at least £1,000 a 
week to cover costs. 
A long-standing contract is providing lunches for a trade union 
ir London at meetings or conferences. The cooperative charges a 
fived rate per person depending on the number of p a r t i c i p a n t s . 
The prices chargée by the cooperative are still relatively low. 
To ensure that they remain competitive the cooperative checks 
regularly the prices charged in local shops and r e s t a u r a n t s . çc 
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b u f f e t s , the price varies d e p e n d i n g on the number of people 
expected. Payment is gua r a n t e e d for the num b e r s the o r g a n i s e r s 
say will attend. The c o o p e r a t i v e s :> ι d that they only make money 
on the buffet service if they cater for more than 10 p e o p l e . 
Tic Tac tries to gu a r a n t e e a minimum £2.50 an hour rate for wages 
but this is not always p o s s i b l e . The women are paid a c c o r d i n g to 
the hours worked and all keep within the ea r n i n g s t h r e s h o l d for 
tax and c o n t r i b u t i o n s . But the women said that they would go 
full - t i m e if they got a big con t r a c t . E a r n i n g s from the 
co o p e r a t i v e remain low and the women cannot live on their w a g e s . 
The c o o p e r a t i v e said that at the b e g i n n i n g , d e s p i t e the low 
er i c e s , people still had the atti t u d e that the work could be done 
for nothing. "Many see c o o p e r a t i v e s as being more like c h a n t i e s 
rather than a real b u s i n e s s . " Now that Tic Tac is better known 
"it is easier to charge higher p r i c e s . " 
The c o o p e r a t i v e is doing a publi c i t y campaign to attract more 




CASE STUDY 3 
BARGOED BLOUSE COOPERATIVE - BARGOED, MALES 
This cooperative of 26 women was set up in October 1980, three 
months after their factory was closed down. It started 
manufacturing clothes on sub-contract to a London firm . By 
1981, the cooperative had 30 workers and a weekly turnover of 
£2,000-£3,000. Three years later, Bargoed Blouse increased its 
labour force to 47 workers and has a weekly turnover of more than 
£4.000. 
HISTORICAL BACKGR0UMD 
The women were only given 24 hours notice of the factory's 
c l o s u r e . They immediately called a meeting and invited an 
official from thei.r trade union, the Transport and General 
Wc'kers' Union (TGWL'I. He suggested that they should try to 
reopen the factory themselves; with their skill and experience 
they had a good chance of succeeding. 
Some cf the women decided to call another meeting to discuss how 
they could set up on their own. The only knowledge they had of 
cooperatives came from newspapers. Out of the 42 workers made 
redundant in 1980 , 17 came to the meeting. They decided to set 
up a cooperative and elected an organising committee of four 
women. 
1MIT1AL FUMD1MG 
Between them , the women found £1,000 from their own resources. 
A London firm agreed to continue its contract with the factory 
and c-Hered them 1,000 garments a week. The women then approached 
a local bank which agreed to make them a loan (matching £1 for 
£1).however, this was not taken up as the local council offered 
rent-free premises for two years and the women were able to 
obtain the machinery through a hire purchase arrangement. During 
the start-up period they were greatly helped by the TGWU. 
SETTIMO UP TME COOPERATIVE 
Production of 1,000 blouses a week started almost immediately. 
However, the women drew no wages for the first two months. They 
were able to cope because of their husbands, who agreed to 
support them until the cooperative became viable. The two single 
women were a,&le to draw unemployment benefit; in the UK 
unemployed married women cannct claim this benefit in their own 
right. They decided not to provide facilities for children as 
only one woman had a young child. The rest of the children were 
at school. 
Within six months of operation, the women took on some part 
timers to help with the work. As production increased, they 
reeded mo re full-time staff but were unable to expand as they had 
only 16 machines. The local council offered to buy 10 more 
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machines for their use, free of charge, until they could afford 
to buy them. This decision was taken as the Council felt it would 
be helping to create more jobs in the area. It also wanted to 
support local i n i t i a t i v e s . 
DEC1SI0M MAKIMG AMD HAHAGEHEHT 
In its early years all the full-time workers at the factory were 
members of the c o o p e r a t i v e , taking part in the General Assembly. 
A committee of 16 women met once a week, during the lunch hour, 
and took the day-to-day decisions. Four of the women, with the 
help of the ac c o u n t a n t , were responsible for ma n a g e m e n t . The six. 
part t i m e r s , were also consulted about any major d e c i s i o n s to be 
taien. As the cooperative was small, a lot of informal 
consultation also took place. Anyone working in the factory full 
time for 12 months was given the option to join. The c o o p e r a t i v e 
was almost *ullv unionised and felt that trade union support was 
c u c i al . 
Although new workers were taken on by 1985 the c o o p e r a t i v e ' s 
membership fell to 15, comprising the founding m e m b e r s . The 
cooperative still has a policy of offering full-time workers the 
option of joining after working with the cooperative for one to 
two years. But one of the women said that although many of the 
workers are interested in the cooperative "the majority with 
children are afraid to take the risk." Ail the w o r k e r s , h o w e v e r , 
are committed to the cooperative and like "the good a t m o s p h e r e " . 
She pointed out that as the cooperative still has a policy of 
rotating jobs the nere" enjoy their work more. 
Most of the daily d e c i s i o n s and contact with clients is done by 
three women. Any major decisions including new c o n t r a c t s are 
taken to the whole cooperative for a final go ahead. 
MAGES AMD COSTS 
From the beginning, the women agreed to pay the hourly rate 
recommended by the Wages Council. However, during the first year 
they were unable to pay such wages. After the first two months 
the women earned only £30 a week. This was increased gradually 
and by 1982 the women were earning relatively high w a g e s . 
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paying piece rates was rejected by the cooperative which felt 
that this would jeopardise the standard of work. One of the 
women said that the c o o p e r a t i v e ' s reputation depends on its high 
s t a n d a r d s and many of their c l i e n t s have criticised the pi e c e -
rate system, saying that the quality suffers as the workers rush 
to get a maximum number of g a r m e n t s finished. 
When the cooperative started the price charged per garment was 
already fixed by the London firm. As a result the women rarely 
had to do their own costing. The c o o p e r a t i v e said that it had now 
"lea rred its lesson" and is more confident in assessing the costs 
involved on each contract and the price it is able to accept. 
In 1984, the cooperative finished with the London customer as it 
found it was getting "better deals e l s e w h e r e . " One of the women 
commented that at the beginning many firms approached them for 
work. "They thought we were just a group of women and tried to 
get us to wo rk on the cheap." 
Now three w o * e r are responsible for costing and pricing. When a 
new client approaches them they ask to see a sample of the work 
that needs to be done and they assess the cost involved. This is 
then put to the whole cooperative for a final decision. The three 
women are then responsible for n e g o t i a t i n g the price with the 
client if the original offer is to low. 
The cooperative now has some five regular customers and is 
producing about 2,500 garments a week. The size of the orders 
a v e r a ç e 6,000 - 10,000 garments and they have two big orders for 
22,000 blouses. The majority of firms are London based. Most of 
the clients approached Bargoed Blouse on their own initiative. 
0R6AM1S1MB TME V0RK 
By 1982, the cooperative employed 30 p e o p l e , six of whom were 
part timers. The work, was arranged in three-hour shifts. They had 
doubled their production and had taken on a cutter allowing them 
tc produce the whole garment from beginning to end. Having a 
cutter also meant that the c o o p e r a t i v e could take on new work. 
Now the cooperative employs 47 p e o p l e . Thirty work full time 
while 17 are part timers working from 9 a.m to 4 p.m. "so 
finishing in time for the children coming back from school." Two 
of the workers were school leavers when they joined Bargoed 
El ouse. 
All the women are encouraged to rotate the jobs so that they 
e"perience all the stages of p r o d u c t i o n . "Before we all stuck to 
one job. Now we see the work that needs to b e d o n e , and then we 
all do it together, learning the different skills involved. It 
works very well, maybe because we are wo m e n . " One of the women 
commented that the system of rotating jobs has made the work more 
enjoyable . The women now only work two s h i f t s . 
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Now it has paid back the 16 m a c h i n e s it bought on credit and has 
invested in new machinery. The c o o p e r a t i v e has not yet paid for 
the 10 machines bought by the council but said that it could do 
so "at any time." Changing fashion styles have meant that the 
c o o p e r a t i v e had to invest in new m a c h i n e r y . 
With 47 staff, the c o o p e r a t i v e ' s premises are being used to full 
capacity. "We are overflowing into the store r o o m s . " But the 
women are reluctant to c o n t e m p l a t e f u r t h e r expansion either of 
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the b u s i n e s s or premises. Employing 50 women is seen as a maximum 
'or the c o o p e r a t i v e . "When, we started, the r e c e s s i o n was deep set 
and there was little work on offer," said one of the women, 
aoding that in the last two years they have had no problems 
getting c o n t r a c t s due to an increase in demand. 
Three new textile cooperatives have started near Bargoed B i ouse 
♦and the women said that they now have s u f f i c i e n t wort to pass on 
orders to the new cooperatives. Bargoed B l o u s e w e l c o m e s the new 
c o o p e r a t i v e s in the area and said that they work closely 
t o g e t h e r . Bargoed Blouse has also opened a small factory shop 
selling its own­label garments and is now p l a n n i n g to invite the 
three new c o o p e r a t i v e s "to get together" and sell in the shop. 
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LOUTSE ARGYLE - Hebburn, Tyne and Wear, U.K. 
The cooperative was set up by 18 women after the factory where 
they worked was closed down. Registered under ICOM model rules on 
27 April 1981, the women started manufacturing two months later, 
cutting, making and trimming clothes on sub-contract from other 
firms and producing their own-label children's wear. 
The women occupied the factory so as to save their jobs. They 
also felt that by producing their own-label garments they could 
offer a better product than previously. They were confident they 
could succeed as they were all experienced in the industry. But 
difficulties in finding outlets for their own garments and with 
contracts that were underpriced forced the cooperative in 1983 to 
abandon its own garments production and reorganise its work. 
Historical background 
Both the Northern Region Cooperative Development Association and 
local politicians from Tyne and Wear County Council supported the 
women and offered them advice and practical help. Louise Argyle 
was seen as an experiment by the council. As part of the 1981 
Labour Party manifesto, the council had a policy to support new 
small businesses, especially cooperatives, in the area. The 
council was keen to provide both start-up finance, loans and 
grants. It also paid for temporary management. The council 
believed that locally based small businesses and cooperatives 
were important for creating jobs. Tyne and Wear has suffered from 
a "branch economy", ie., most of the firms are owned by people 
outside the area, especially London. They came to Tyne and Wear 
because of government incentives such as grants and rent-free 
premises for two years to anyone prepared to invest in the area. 
Many large firms took advantage of this scheme but when the 
two-year period was up, they closed the factory and left. Louise 
Argyle was one of many such cases. 
Initial funding 
The cooperative, being an experiment for the council, never 
thought that funding would be a problem. They received without 
difficulty an £11,000 loan from the council to be repaid in small 
amounts over six years and a £10,000 grant as working capital to 
cover wages and equipment. The women also contributed some £5 a 
week to a special bank deposit account; enabling them to invest 
£100 in total each. Premises were provided by the council. 
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Setting up the cooperative 
Temporary management to help the cooperative during the start-up 
period was provided by the council. The idea was that the manager 
would do the feasibility study and train the women to do their 
own marketing and administration. Although employed by the 
cooperative, he was paid by the council. 
The cooperative had problems contacting potential clients and 
they got most of their contracts through word of mouth. In 
addition to sub-contracts for cutting, making and trimming 
garments it also made its own-label clothes which it sold to 
shops and through mail order. At the time the cooperative 
believed that its small and flexible operation, its good 
reputation for quality and reliability, and better-than-average 
designs which were reasonably priced would be sufficient to 
attract clients. But this did not prove to be the case and the 
cooperative stopped its own-label garments. 
Looking back, the cooperative feels the main problems were that a 
lot of the work obtained "didn't have a realistic price and the 
company made losses and accumulated debt." 
An additional problem was the women's lack of knowledge "of the 
actual industry on a managerial level, marketing, selling, 
pricing." 
Decision making and management 
Initially, the management adviser and an executive committee -
elected by the general assembly - were responsible for day-to-day 
decision making. A policy committee, also elected by the general 
assembly, met once a month outside working hours to discuss major 
decisions. All the workers had to join the cooperative and iso 
participated in the general assembly. New workers were given a 
seven-month trial period before they were asked to join the 
cooperative. If they refused to join they could no longer work 
there. 
The adviser, who did everything in the first four months, trained 
some of the women in management skills. But when he left there 
was a "vacuum" and the cooperative asked to have a new temporary 
manager. He was financed by the Enterprise Trust Limited, which 
was set up "to educate potential cooperators and provide 
temporary management." The trust was financed jointly by the 
local council and the European Social Fund so as to promote small 
businesses and cooperatives in the area with the aim of creating 
jobs. 
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When the new manager came in 1982, the cooperative was on the 
verge of bankruptcy. "Everyone thought he was going to save the 
company. But things did not work out." The new manager "did not 
understand the democratic structure of the cooperative" and tried 
to run the business "in the old style." As a result there was "a 
lot of infighting" and many of the founder members left (four 
original members remain). The situation was worsened by the 
cooperative's financial difficulties. Some of the contracts 
taken on by the cooperative at that time were underpriced "and 
the factory split in two", with one production line carrying the 
debt of the other. Once the orders finished "they were not 
renewed and the cooperative started almost from scratch." At that 
time the women were helped by the local Cooperative Development 
Agency which came in "to get the cooperative back on its feet" 
and managed to obtain a major order with a firm that the 
cooperative has worked with for more than two years. 
The day-to-day decisions continue to be taken by an executive 
committee of five members elected by the general assembly. 
Production policy is also decided by the committee. There are 
also weekly meetings which the present 17 members of the 
cooperative attend. "Priorities are finance and production." 
Employees may become members after a six-month trial period after 
being proposed and seconded by two existing members. To be 
admitted they need "a 100% vote" in favour. The cooperative now 
will employ those who are refused membership or who do not wish 
to become members, but they cannot take part in meetings. 
However, most of the employees become members. 
One of the cooperative's newest members, the only man working at 
Louise Argyle, is responsible for bookkeeping. He came on a 
part-time basis and was asked to stay. He has no training in 
management and said that he joined the cooperative because they 
could find noone else to do the books. "But people outside often 
address me as if I was a manager." 
Wages and costs 
At the beginning the women had problems deciding on their costs 
and prices. They determined the cost of producing the clothes, 
looked at "what the market could stand" and arrived at their 
final price somewhere between the two. The biggest problem was to 
calculate the overheads. Cash-flow problems also arose as clients 
did not always pay within 30 days. 
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Although in 1982 the cooperative was selling more than it could 
produce it was covering only 70% of its running costs. Monthly 
costs totaled about £28,000. Some £21,000 was used for buying 
materials of which more than £15,000 was for own-label clothes 
and the rest for garments under sub-contract. Despite taking on 
two new workers, enabling the cooperative to increase its 
production, it was unable to cover costs. 
In 1982 the cooperative had machinery valued at £12,000 and 
fittings valued at £3,000. Wages were about 5% higher than those 
normally paid in this sector, giving take-home pay of some £50 a 
week. 
Now Louise Argyle has one major customer "which pays a good price 
for high-quality work" - oiled cotton waterproof shooting 
jackets. The garments are cut and delivered to the cooperative 
where they are made into finished garments. This firm has been a 
customer of Louise Argyle for more than two years. Under the 
contract, the firm "usually pays within seven days" avoiding 
cash-flow problems. But problems sometimes arise as the firm is 
unable to occupy the cooperative full time, forcing it to seek 
work "from less reputable firms, with the chance we'll be ripped 
off." 
The cooperative is slowly replacing its now outdated machinery. 
Wages remain a priority and have slowly increased over the last 
two years "but are still well below the national average." 
Take-home pay varies from £67 to £80 a week. Members are on the 
higher rate. Other companies in the area pay a slightly higher 
basic wage of £85 with piece rate bonuses. 
The cooperative is aware of the risks involved in depending on 
one client but said that the shooting jacket order has enabled 
the cooperative "to keep its head above water." It has managed to 
improve the hours worked and the wages. All the debts have been 
repaid and the cooperative is now able to put money aside for new 
machinery. This is despite the fact there has been no price 
increase "because we did not feel confident enough to ask for 
one." The order for jackets was increased and the cooperative is 
planning to move into a larger factory at the end of this year 
(1985) "to cope with the new order." Costs have been reduced 
because the cooperative has dropped its own-label garments and 
paid back its debts costing it before some £300-400 a month. 
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The cooperative feels that with the new factory it will be able 
to start doing own-label garments again. However, the cooperative 
still feels "insecure about production lines." The main weakness 
is marketing and sales, yet to bring in a specialist on this the 
cooperative would need to pay top wages. Another problem with 
own-label garments is cash-flow as most clients would expect 30 
days minimum before paying for the garments and often they do not 
pay until "months later." They are hoping, however, to be able to 
build up enough capital to cover cash-flow emergencies before 
starting own-label garments. 
The cooperative has been able to cover its running costs but said 
that at times "when there are production problems" this has not 
been the case. Monthly overheads are now £256 and the monthly 
wage bill comes to some £6,000 a month. 
Organising the work and expansion 
Despite the problems faced by Louise Argyle it has managed to 
increase the number of workers to 25, two more than the 1982 
figure. During its turbulent years many of the members left and 
new younger workers have now joined the cooperative. In 1982, 
there was a mixed age group of women ranging from 20 to 59 
(average was 45). Now the average is down to 32 years. The 
cooperative still feels that age is important so that "they do 
not all have children/retire at the same time." Although most of 
the women have children there are no child-care facilities. Two 
of the new workers taken on by the cooperative were school 
leavers, "to give them work experience", and one has become a 
member. 
Everyone works the same hours although the work week has been 
reduced from 40 hours in 1982 to 33 hours. Bonuses are paid to 
everyone. Overtime is unpaid although time can be taken off in 
lieu. 
The cooperative does not rotate jobs because of the 
"divisionalised system of production." Their only male worker is 
responsible for administration, two of the women are passers 
(quality control) and the others are machinists. The male cutter 
is no longer with the cooperative since it had stopped making its 
own-label garments. 
The women are encouraged to improve their manual skills by 
training each other. The cooperative would like to take on 
another 12 women but said that there is a severe shortage of 
experienced machinists and the cooperative does not have the time 
or resources to train more than one or two women at a time. 
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All the workers at Louise Argyle are committed to the 
cooperative. "They know the difference from working in a straight 
company." They are interested in the running of the cooperative 
and "no longer see it as just another job." They all agree that 
it is "better than working for a private company." The weekly 
meetings are well attended and members "keep themselves fully 
informed", especially on decisions concerning finance and 
production. 
At the beginning the women did not realise the work and time 
involved in carrying out management and administration. They 
could no longer just "walk in and sit down at a machine and that 
was it." If there is tension or production problems "we usually 
end up switching off the machines and having a meeting" so that 
the members "can have it out there and then." 
Louise Argyle initially wanted to set up a "sister" cooperative 
nearby that would be independent but work closely with it, 
sharing expertise and costs. But this did not work out. The 
economic circumstances of Louise Argyle and the problems faced by 
the cooperative which resulted in many of the members leaving 
meant that the plans for the sister cooperative were dropped. 
Since 1982 three new textile cooperatives have been set up in the 
area and Louise Argyle said that they work together "sharing 
information and renting each other's machines." The cooperatives 
meet every month at the local Cooperative Development Agency. The 
most valuable information shared concerns potential clients. 
Louise Argyle said that there are many "cowboy operations" which 
offer low prices for the work and have been known to pick up the 
garments and disappear without paying or giving cheques that 
bounce. The three cooperatives have been set up in a period when 
many textile companies have gone bankrupt but Louise Argyle said 
that it is questionable if all these bankruptcies were genuine as 
many companies close down once the government subsidies run out. 
Louise Argyle is now more confident and for the first time is 
planning expansion. With the new larger factory they will be able 
to increase production under the present order and hope to start 
producing their own-label garments with the help of designers 
from Newcastle polytechnic. The cooperative said, however, that 
the abolition of the metropolitan council will reduce "the 
availability of grants" necessary for expansion. 
4.6 
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RAGGED R0B1M - LAMPETER, MALES 
Set up in autumn 1979, Ragged Robin manufactured children's and 
women's clothes. All the designs were original and sold mainly 
through mail order. The cooperative employed 10 people and in 
1994 had an annual turnover of £68,000. But in 1985 the 
cooperative had serious financial problems and ceased trading in 
August. 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUMD 
The idea of setting up the cooperative came from 10 women who 
were unable to find work in the area. They all had young children 
and most were single parents. One was an unemployed designer and 
others were trained on government training schemes. 
The women worked unpaid for seven months before they received a 
£4,000 loan 'roir. Industrial Common Ownership Finance. By mid-June 
1980, the Welsh Development Board gave them a small factory on 
the Llambed industrial estate. 
The women started out by producing wel 1-designed and reasonably 
priced children's clothes. Their designs sold so well that they 
branched into women's clothes. They had a lot of support from the 
women's movement and felt that about half of their sales were to 
that market. 
MAMAGEMEMT AMD DEC1S10M MAK1MG 
Monthly meetings were held to discuss policy but as the group was 
small there were a lot of informal consultations. Problems arose 
early on because of the tendency of some members to dominate the 
group. The cooperative found this hard to deal with as no 
structure existed to resolve such problems. 
MAGE S AMD COSTS 
Although the price of each garment was relatively low, Ragged 
Robin managed through high productivity and sales to cover costs 
and wages. 
Everybody earned the same hourly rate although total wages were 
kept beloN the tax or national insurance threshold. The 
cooperative wanted the tax laws changed to give special 
concessions to cooperatives because the present tax system 
"crippling" for them. Cooperatives must pay tax "on wages, 
corporation ta>· on the income of the firm and then extra tax on 
any bonus paid." 
0RGAM1S1M6 THE M0RK 
The cooperative had flexible work arrangements. Administration 
was shared out as was child care. Each woman took her turn to 
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look after the children for a week as part of her job. Any woman 
who wanted to join the cooperative was asked to go on a training 
scheme as a way "of showing their commitment to the work." This 
avoided possible c o n f l i c t s between "skilled" and "unskilled" 
wegers - without proper training facilities it was felt the 
burden on the skilled to train newcome's would have been too 
much. 
C0MCLUS10MS 
Ragged Robin's liquidation came as a complete s u r p r i s e . The 
venture was one of the first women's c o o p e r a t i v e s in the UK and 
set an example. Its success was due mainly to the original 
designs of c o m f o r t a b l e clothes that were reasonably priced and 
well made. In the last two years, many of the founder members 
left for other jobs and many of the women recruited did not have 
the "same commitment" to keep the cooperative going. This was 
especially true when financial problems set in and risks had to 
be taken. "The balance changed," said one of the women. When 
financial p r o b l e m s arose "they got nervous ano left." By the 
time the c o o p e r a t i v e ceased trading in August and went into 
liquidation only three members remained. Although the c o o p e r a t i v e 
managed to make a profit in 1984, a decline in sales and a change 
of policy by the bank caused severe problems. 
Looking back, one of the women said that the c o o p e r a t i v e lost 
touch with its m a r k e t . Ragged Robin's clothes represented "a new 
thinking" when the cooperative first started. But by 1985, 
"everyone was making similar clothes." The woman said that Ragged 
Robin continued to produce the same styles "and did not change 
as quickly as it should have done." 
Some of the women from Ragged Robin are new planning to set up a 
rew cooperative "which will be totally different". They do not 
feel that "it was a waste of time." Ragged Robin served as a 
model for other c o o p e r a t i v e s and gave a chance to many women to 
enter paid employment. After leaving the cooperative many went on 
to other jobs. 
5.2 
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ARTEMIS BU1LD1MG COOPERATIVE - HACKMEY, LOMDOM, UK 
Set up in 1979 by four women (two full-timers and two part-
t i m e r s ) , the c o o p e r a t i v e started building and carpentry work-
lmmediateiy. In June 1982, when two of the members left, the 
cooperative decided to close the business. It was more a personal 
choice than economic necessity. 
SETT1MG UP THE COOPERATIVE 
All the women started doing manual work through their involvement 
in the squatters m o v e m e n t . They set up the c o o p e r a t i v e when they 
were offered a job by an architect working for a housing 
association. The contract was for restoring s h o r t - l i f e housing. 
The houses belonged to the Greater London Council and had to be 
made habitable for five »ears. The work involved fixing the roof 
and stripping out g u t t e r s . 
The women decided to set up a cooperative because "it was the 
obvious choice p o l i t i c a l l y " . After their first contract the» 
undertook many other jobs including bigger contracts such as the 
conversion of 15 a p a r t m e n t s . Jobs ranged from, fitting kitchens to 
builoing e-.ternal s t a i r c a s e s , fire escapes and French w i n d o w s . If 
the» needed other skills for a jab, such as e l e c t r i c i t y or 
plumbing, they tried to employ other women. 
Most of the contracts came from personal contacts in the women s 
movement. The c o o p e r a t i v e made some attempts to reach new clients 
through publicity but they found it hard to come to terms with 
selling themselves as a business while at the same time keeping 
their political integrity. 
MAMAGEMEMT AMD DEC1S10M MAK1MG 
Cooperative decisions were made during informal m e e t i n g s . All the 
women - both the f u l l - t i m e r s and part-timers - participated in 
the meetings. The biggest problem was finding time for 
administration which at times was neglected. 
HAGES AMD COSTS 
uearning how to est i m a t e the costs for each job came with 
experience. The women charged about £20-25 a day labour for each 
person working. If they took longer to complete a job they paid 
themselves lower wages. The price included about 20'. for 
overheads, the cost of materials used and labour. The cooperative 
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telt that it could not charge the same rates as established 
firms. At the same time it was careful not to und e r - p r i c e the 
work merely because it was done by women. 
0RGAM1SAT10M OF THE MORK 
At the beginning only one of the women had received formal 
t raining (in carpentry) and the rest of the women learned the J O D 
under her g u i d a n c e . Although carpentry remained their speciality, 
they did other work such as reslating r o o f s , plastering and 
glazing. The women felt it was important to bridge the gap 
between skilled and unskilled w c M and insisted on everyone 
learning to do ail the jobs of the cooperative. 
Although the women were free to choose their hours some of them 
felt that it would have beer preferable to have only full-time 
werkers doing the same hours a weei . However, everyone feit that 
t*e choice of par t - t i m e work should be available for every woman 
working in t^e co o p e r a t i v e . None of the women had children. 
TRA1H1HG 
Some problems f o s e at the beginning as there was only one 
trained carpenter. Sometimes the burden of teaching the others 
became too much and she felt the need to be recognised by the 
cooperative as having the "expertise". At the same time, it was 
evident that some of the members "would have felt trapped in 
formal courses, preferring tc pick up tr-e skills on the job." 
Artemis stressed that the ease with which they picked up the 
stills "contradicts what men usually say about manual work." They 
added that there was no "mystery" tc these jobs but a matter "of 
learning how to co p e . " 
The cooperative was critical of government run courses in manual 
trades. Women were always in a minority and "had to face the 
ambivalent reactions of other male trainees and an environment 
that was not suited to their needs." They also said that the 
courses were too specialised, pointing out that although they 
were carpenters they often had to do jobs that involved other 
skills like plastering. They said courses geared towards general 
building skills would be more useful. 
A plan to set up a "joinery workshop" to design furniture and 
offer women acprent ιceships never materialised because the 
cooperati»e closed down. 
C0MCLUS10MS 
Tne cooperative stressed at the time that the women s movement 
had helped enormously to establish women in manual trades. 
CASE STUDY 6 
Through the cooperative they found it easier to enter the 
building trade although most of their w e k came from contacts in 
the women's movement. The women also said in 1982 that the 
c o o p e r a t i v e enabled them to join "the well-paid labour market 
usually closed to women." 
The c o o p e r a t i v e closed down because two of the women emigrated. 
The two women who remained decided to make a clear break and each 
set up their own b u s i n e s s e s . 
une of the b u s i n e s s e s is s 11 i 1 running. Τ η i s cooperative 
s p e c i a l i s e s in carpentry and employs three women full-time. The 
former Artemis member said that the e x p e r i e n c e gained with the 
c o o p e r a t i v e has resulted in the present b u s i n e s s , called 
" o u t s k i r t s " , being run on a better footing. Most of its clients 
ar e from contacts in the women s movement and public bodies. 
Their a>-eraoe t a k e - h o m e pay is some £100 a week. 

CASE STUDY 7 
SPECTRUM SECRETARIAL SERVICES - MACKMEY, LOMDOM 
Founded in August 1981 by two women, the cooperative offered 
secretarial services, including audio and shorthand typing, book­
keeping and a telephone answering service, as well as occasional 
jobs such as switchboard, telex and reception work. 
The cooperative started work in June 1981. But it was unable to 
cover its costs and in August 1962 went into voluntary 
11quidation. 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUMD 
The founder members, both single p a r e n t s , saw the cooperative as 
a way to create jobs for the m s e l v e s and ot h e r women and 
achieveing greater job satisfaction. 
Beth of the women were experienced secretaries and had worked as 
"temps" 'on temporary contracts) for employment agencies. They 
hoped they could offer an alternative service to the "temp" 
agencies. 
The women were helped by Bootstrap Enterprises Limited, a 
registered charity working with groups of skilled people in the 
Hackney area wanting to set up their own business. In exchange 
the groups agree to train unskilled people on the job. Bootstrap 
offers technical advice, initial finance for equipment and free 
premises in its workshop building. They help groups through their 
first years, "keeping an eye" on their business. Bootstrap 
discusses with the groups involved how much they consider to be a 
reasonable salary. Rent for space in the Bootstrap building is 
only paid when the group can afford to pay itself the agreed 
salaries. 
In this case, Bootstrap provided office space, a loan for 
equipment and advice on setting up. In return, Spectrum agreed to 
take on two trainees who mere learning typing in college and 
needed office experience. With the help of Hackney Cooperative 
Development Agency they got a start-up grant from Hackney 
Council's Economic Development Unit. This grant however could not 
be used for buying equipment. 
SETT1M6 OP TMÍ COOPERATIVE 
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By spring 1982, the two founder members earned £75 each a week, 
giving them take home pay of £50. They felt "awkward and unfair" 
because they could not afford to pay the trainees until they 
became competent typists and took on some of the work. Despite 
tr·e long hours the women were only able to pay themselves a 
minimum wage. For example, a home typist would be able to keep 
all her money as she had no overheads and a temp working for an 
agency would get a full weekly wage, 
Overheads, such as rent, telephone and electricity were all paid 
to Bootstrap. The cooperative's two electric typewriters worth 
more than £800 in 1982 were bought with a loan from 
Bootstrap.They also had the use of photocopiers, duplicators and 
an electronic stencil cutter, which belonged to other 
cooperatives. The women felt they would greatly benefit if they 
had their own equipment. They also said that a word processor 
would help them to offer a wider range of services. 
0RGAM1SAT10M OF THE MQRK 
The women were not required to work a fixed nuaber of hours each 
week. They did what they could "in relation to the time 
available, stamina, childcare." Bootstrap had a creche but this 
only operated until early afternoon and the women had to rely on 
each other and friends the rest of the time. 
The cooperative tried to organise the work so that everyone 
shared administration and book-keeping. 
conclusions 
Despite the flexible hours offered by the cooperative which gave 
the women concerned the possibility to return to paid work, the 
women reported in spring 1981 that the cooperative took up a lot 
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more time and energy than they had bargained for. This led to 
disillusion as they had to work hard "for often very few 
financial r e w a r d s . " By the end of August that year the 
cooperative went into voluntary liquidation. The two members both 
found full-time secretarial jobs. 
"re women made an agreement with Bootstrap that if there was no 
upturn in the business by a certain date the c o o p e r a t i v e should 
cease trading. The upturn did not happen and the c o o p e r a t i v e was 
wound up. The £1,000 cash, balance paid the costs of handling the 
liquidation and taxes. The women forfeited back pay and Bootstrap 
agreed not to press for the repayment of its £1,750 loan. After 
the closure of Spectrum, Bootstrap staff tried to analyse the 
reasons behind the f a i l u r e . 
The wage level agreed with Bootstrap was a d e p a r t u r e from 
Bootstrap's normal policy of tying wages to income. This is 
because Bootstrap felt it was more important to give the women a 
degree of financial security rather than making them wait until 
they had enough income. Bootstrap said that this policy did not 
work because the wages were not high enough to give the women a 
feeling the business was going well and not low enough to make 
them face decisions about the future of the b u s i n e s s . This, 
Bootstrap said, created conditions from which other problems 
stemmed. 
Each group at Bootstrap has to make a cash flow forecast as a way 
of monitoring the b u s i n e s s . If there is a major deviation from 
the forecast, Bootstrap can foreclose on its loan and force a 
cooperative into l i q u i d a t i o n . Spectrum was told by Bootstrap 
staff on several occasions that it was not reaching its targets. 
But no time scale was set by which to measure how long the 
cooperative had "to get things right". It was only when the 
problems became critical that Bootstrap staff asked Spectrum to 
meet the directors. But arguably it was already too late. Now, 
Bootstrap says that cash flow forecasts are prepared with target 
dates by the groups before the start of the b u s i n e s s . 
As the cooperative went into decline and motivation was low, the 
quality of work, suffered and Spectrum lost many of its c u s t o m e r s . 
Further problems arose as dissatisfied clients complained to 
Bootstrap and not to the group. When the complaints were passed 
en to the cooperative it was "often resented and seen as 
ι r.terf erence. " 
Bootstrap also blamed the m e m b e r s ' attitude towards book-keeping 
and business planning. They said that after an initial burst of 
enthusiasm the member r e s p o n s i b l e for the accounts never kept 
them up to date, while the other member refused to do the 
accounts as she did not like this type of work. Their attitude to 
business planning was one of "wait and see". 
Bootstrap commented that the fact both women were single parents 
contributed "without a doubt" to their difficulties. They often 
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had problems" attending meetings and particular d i f f i c u l t i e s 
w^en it was necessary to work late to get a job finished or when 
the chi 1 dren were ill. 
The women had argued on a number of o c c a s i o n s that they needed a 
word processor to increase their t u r n o v e r . But Bootstrap felt 
that income had declined because of their change in attitude 
rather than inadequate machinery. It was only at a later stage, 
when the cooperative was in deep t r o u b l e , that Bootstrap 




CASE STUDY 8 
PRYFCOPYM TAMAT - POMYS, MALES 
Started in January 1981, the coo p e r a t i v e produces handspun, 
woollen g a r m e n t s , sells spinning wheels and offers beginners 
courses in spinning. The coo p e r a t i v e now has six active members 
and six o u t w o r k e r s . In 1984 it had a turnover of £ 4 , 0 0 0 . There 
has been little change since 1981. 
SETT1M6 UP THE COOPERATIVE 
T^e initial growth in membership did not last and by 1985 only 
six women remained, all founder members. Most of the women left 
for personal reasons and the cooperative did not recruit new 
people. 
MAMAGEMEMT AMD DEC1S10M MAK1MG 
At the be g i n n i n g , all the workers were given the chance to join. 
Those who decided not to became o u t w o r k e r s . They still had a sav­
in some of the dec i s i o n s , such as the number of hours worked. 
Now the coo p e r a t i v e said that it restricts membership to 
spinners. All the outworkers do knitting or crochet. 
The c o o p e r a t i v e initially was helped by three male a d v i s o r s . One 
of the men wanted to become a manager with his salary paid by the 
Development Board of Rural Wales. The idea was eventually dropped 
as the women felt it would be "inappr o p r i a t e " , adding that if 
they wanted a manager they would have chosen one of the members. 
"It was not fair to pay one of us to manage the o t h e r s . " 
The c o o p e r a t i v e ' s main decisions are taken in monthly meetings 
which all members attend. Day-to-day decisions are taken by 
individual members who each have responsibility for a certain 
aspect of the work. There is also a lot of informal consultation 
as the group is so small. All the women have other p a r t - t i m e jobs 
and are not paid for any of the administrative work, they do. 
8.1 
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k hen the c o o p e r a t i v e had 14 members meetings were held weekly. 
One of the women said the meetings became " u n m a n a g e a b l e " b e c a u s e 
they "went on for ever." The coo p e r a t i v e had probl e m s with one 
of its members "who did not do any work or commit a certain 
number of hours to the c o o p e r a t i v e " . Trying to sack her became an 
ordeal and, since then, the present members are more sceptical 
about taking on new peo p l e . One of the women said that some 
members' refusal to share all the tasks led to a break down in 
the c o o p e r a t i v e . Now everyone has specific r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s and 
only the chair at the meetings is rotated. They said that early 
teething p r o b l e m s led to some members having second thoughts 
about setting up the business as a c o o p e r a t i v e but now "we are 
plodding along hoping to hit the big time." 
MAGES, PRICES AMD COSTS 
The c o o p e r a t i v e ' s income covers all the co s t s . The women were 
paid for the voluntary time they put into the c o o p e r a t i v e when it 
started and there are no longer delays in the payment of wa g e s . 
The small loan has also been repaid. 
Apart from wages the coo p e r a t i v e has few other major costs. The 
'leeces are bought locally and the machinery already owned by the 
women is still adequate to cope with the present work load. 
The c o o p e r a t i v e ' s major difficulty has been to find clients that 
will buy in bulk. Most of its sales are local and despite some 
efforts by the women they have been unable to find an outside 
buyer. The lack of outlets also limits the price they can charge 
as the local economy is relatively poor, 
Their main outlet is a small shop in a nearby village that is 
open during the tourist season. The women said that it would be 
"unfair" if they put their prices up for t o u r i s t s . The women take 
turns to look after the shop and also spin there. They were 
helped by Clwyd County Council with a £79 grant to buy second­
hand shop f i t t i n g s . The Council also gave them a gas fire for the 
shop. Some g a r m e n t s are sold at craft e x h i b i t i o n s which the women 
try to attend during the winter months. They were advised to open 
a shop in C h e s t e r , 50 miles away, but they feel it would have 
been imposible to run because of the long travelling time. 
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Ί > 6 idea of a mail order service never worked out "as we felt 
f a t we wouldn't be able to produce in tne quantity and variety 
needed to make up a catalogue." 
The members are *ree to choose the number of working hours. 
Outwcrkers f ι ,· their own hours with the cooperative m e m b e r s . If 
an order comes in one of the women rings up a spinner and "asks 
ther to get going", this "gives an incentive to work faster." The 
«col is t--- taken to an outworker. Most of the work is done at 
nome and sometimes the wc-en work in smaii groups in each others' 
houses. The women also spin in the shop when it is open. 
The cooperative sees no reason to try and fix hours for everyone 
although cne of the women said that if they had a regular big 
buyer more rigid working hours might have to be organised, 
presently the system is working well with the spinners doing 
enough to keep all the outworkers busy. Without more orders the 
cooperative is not thinking of recruiting new people. In the last 
two years the cooperative has produced and sold 800 g a r m e n t s . 
Fro« th· start,, the cooperative has searched for aore flexible 
work arrangements especially as many of the women have children 
and all live in scattered, remote rural areas. One woman 
commented in 1982, "cooperatives ailow for flexibility of hours 
and working arrangements that are generally not thought about or 
allowed in more orthodox work environments. Most jobs at present 
have been designed for the working male." 
The women havt always maintained that they want "to go it alone". 
A l f o u ç h they have had outside support they now feel more 
confident about running their business. But as one woman said, 
"all we need now is a break". Only then will the cooperative 
consider expanding its membership and output. 
8.3 

CASE STUDY 9 
The cooperative received som· assistane· froa Hackney Cocce rativc 
Development Agency and get a £1,000 grant froa Hackney Council's 
Economic Development Unit. When last studied, one the cooperative 
members said that the grant was "a mere token gesture" which *\t 
■ ot "touch upon the real problems." The cooperative fir.­ced :*e 
rest of its costs with contributions *ro» its members and from 
friends. They f * 11 that a major need was "banking facilities 
which accept cooperatives as a valid way of working.' 
MAMAOÍMÍMT, DEC1S10M MAK1M6, ORGAMISATIOM OF MORK 
Running the cooperative was fairly uncomplicated. All the workers 
were aeabers and most had experience of cither living or working 
in groups. Weekly ■••tings wer« held to allocate the work and 
take decisions. Jobs were rotated. Each woaen decided her working 
hours and kept a personal record sheet. By spring 1982, three 
woaen worked full time (30 hours a week) and four part time (10­
20 hours a w e e k ) . 
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Although tne c o o p c a t i v e received some outside support, "when it 
ccaes to the crur-h you are on vour own trying to run a business 
on nothing." Even aaking applications for- aoney "takes an 
e n c m o u s amount of time" that the cooperative did not have to 
spare. 
Ore of the woeen said that in the last five years aany people had 
entered the cooperative aoveatnt "without a lot of specific 
skills but a lot of idealise." She said the Knitter« cooperative 
would have prefered «ore professional advice preferably from 
people who had already worked in a cooperative. 
Apart froa one woman, none of the other cooperative members 
continued with knitting. One went into teaching, "She had trough 
cf trying to live on low wages" and one got involved in ;nother 
cooperative. One of the members said that ?he did not consider 
their attempts to make the cooperative work "a waste of time" but 
added she was "disappointed". When the crisis point was reached 
"many shrug their shoulders and turn away." 
S"e p o m t e i out that it is particularly difficult for 
manufacturing cooperatives as there is little tiae or aoney for 
promotion or advertising. She said the cooperative calculated it 
would need £<S00 a week turnover to cover costs. "If you are one 
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«eek o e h i n d in your work it automatically means a £600 debt, then 
νου are stuck," as the money is not there to buy the materials to 
increase production and catch up. "To keep a m a n u f a c t u r i n g 
c o o p e r a t i v e going you need at least 10 people producing if you 
i'! to cover overheads and production c o s t s . " 
Sne criticised "traditional finance" for ignoring c o o p e r a t i v e s 
a*i said that people start to lose enthusiasm after working 
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CRESCERE INSIEME - Albano Laziale, Lazio, Italy 
Crescere Insieme ran a creche on contract for the commune of 
Albano Laziale for about one year in 1979/80. The commune has now 
resumed direct control and the cooperative is inactive. This 
report is included unaltered because it illustrates many of the 
arguments and problems arising from cooperative involvement in 
this sector. 
Historical background 
The main legislation is the law 1044/71 - a five-year plan for 
setting up local authority kindergartens and creches with 
financial assistance from the government. The regions (the 
highest tier of local government with legislative and planning 
powers) had to implement this law by producing their own 
legislation defining the general criteria for building, 
management and control of creches. The law allows a contribution 
of Lit 40 million for the construction and Lit 20 million towards 
the running costs of each creche. 
The law has been implemented very slowly. One of the reasons for 
this was the Stammati decree which blocked the recruitment of new 
staff for existing services and limited the recruitment of staff 
for new services to one third. A later law relaxed the 
restrictions on staff for new services and allowed full 
recruitment. 
In addition creches were seen as very expensive to set up and run 
compared with the limited number of places each one can offer. 
Even if the region tops up the state contribution, the commune 
(the lowest tier of local government) still has to find a major 
part of the costs itself. 
The national lav was implemented in the Lazio region by law 5/73 
integrated by L.R. 38/77 providing for additional regional 
financing to that of government. The regional law is similar to 
many of the others. The communes or their organizations must 
exercise control through a committee elected every two years with 
three representatives from the commune, six from the families, 
one from the staff and one from trade union organizations. The 
committee is responsible for planning and supervising the service 
with particular emphasis on educational content and parent 
participation. 
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The 1974 provincial plan allowed for about 25 creches but in 1980 
only four or five were operating. 
The commune of Albano Laziale started building a creche but in 
spring 1978 the Stammati decree was passed. At the same time the 
founding group of the cooperative (all women) was getting 
organised and the first contracts were made with the commune. The 
idea of a cooperative running the creche on behalf of the commune 
aroused fierce political controversy. Although the PCI/PSI/PRI 
junta eventually came out in favour, there were doubts even in 
the junta parties about the principle of a cooperative running a 
public service. This is despite the fact that they regarded the 
opening of a creche as a priority and had the building but not 
the staff to run it. Finally they decided there was no choice but 
to resort to an outside agency and in July 1978 the commune 
decided to issue an invitation to tender to cooperatives, i.e., 
non-profit making enterprises, for the running of the creche, 
with the stipulation that 50% of the members came from the 285 
youth unemployment list. (The idea of a tender for a service 
where quality rather than price is important is also very 
problematic.) Since it was the only group to have organized 
itself, Crescere Insieme got the contract but only for one year. 
Even then the controversy continued although the cooperative had 
acquired other members who had the right qualifications and had 
presented a budget which represented a very reasonable cost per 
child (Lit 160,000). The cooperative started operating the creche 
in March 1979. Ironically a law was passed soon afterwards 
allowing tne recruitment of the full staff needed for new 
services. 
There was another problem - the financial drawback of having an 
outside agency run a public service. Government and region 
financing was only available for creches directly run by the 
local authorities. The commune, having given the contract to the 
cooperative, argued that since the cooperative was being run on 
its behalf and under its supervision it was still a publicly run 
creche. The regional court of auditors did not agree and the 
commune was faced with a Lit 9.6 million a month bill. Thus when 
restrictions on staff recruitment were relaxed the commune felt 
it had no choice but to resume direct control, especially as 
political opposition to the cooperative had never ceased. Also 
the financial burden obliged the commune to ask the families for 
a means-tested financial contribution. 
Setting up and membership 
During the contract period, the cooperative had 17 members, 16 
working in the creche and a president who participated without 
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payment outside her working hours. Ten of the members were part 
of the original promotional group and had been active in the 
feminist movement. Some of these women - mostly young - had 
already been in close contact with each other in the campaign to 
open a consultarlo (family clinic). They then decided to start an 
initiative with both political and employment objectives and when 
the question of a creche came up it had wide support. "It seemed 
to be an ideal opportunity to provide jobs for young people and 
also to participate in the creation of social services for 
women." They then started contacting other young women on the 285 
list with nursery teacher qualifications (which the original 
group did not have). Although the six members contacted in this 
way had initially been concerned with finding a job, they were 
also interested in the idea of a cooperative. The group was drawn 
together in the months of negotiation with the commune and the 
new members started to identify strongly with the cooperative. 
They chose as president a woman who did not want to be employed 
by the cooperative but who was already in the cooperative 
movement and had been involved in the group from the start. The 
local cooperative association gave advice and support. 
Organization of work 
The cooperative staff total of 16 had six members with specific 
qualifications. They organized a flexible work schedule which 
allowed them to function with three fewer staff than normally 
required. In addition to a regular 40-hour week, the members 
spent two hours every Saturday dealing with organization and 
structure. 
The president contributed 10 hours a week to administration. The 
cooperative members and parents met together regularly in 
assemblies. Their efficiency Is shown by the fact that they kept 
within fixed budget limits and could still pay themselves higher 
salaries than originally planned (everyone got the same salary). 
Both thai commun« and th« parents were satisfied with the quality 
and organization of the service. 
When th· commun· resumed direct control and recruited its own 
staff, many of the members became unemployed again. The commune 
was unable to recruit the group as a whole, despite their 
success, because of th· stipulation that 50Z of the staff had to 
come from the 285 list. Thirteen of the cooperative members had 
been on the list but as they had been working for the cooperative 
they were no longer registered. 
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The events at Albano were followed with great interest in other 
areas and the introduction of a regional law was proposed 
allowing cooperatives to enter the sector. However, it was 
opposed by the majority of the political groups and parties, 
including the left, since it was feared that the precedent set by 
Albano would lead to a whole series of such arrangements and thus 
"expropriate the public function." 
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ROSA LUXEMBOURG - EDUCATIONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES COOPERATIVE -
LFCCF, ITALY 
The cooperative was founded by a group of 26 people in January 
1980 and started operating on 10 September the same year. Tt 
runs a children's educational centre (creche plus nursery), a 
family consultancy financed by the Region, and has recently 
started a service to help children with disabilities. It has 54 
members In total, as In 1981, but this figure hides a large 
turnover in membership. Twelve remain from the original founding 
group. Turnover stood at Lit 85 million in 1984 (before the 
start up of the new service). 
Setting up and finance 
The educational centre, the cooperative's first activity, was set 
up mainly for political motives to improve child-care and nursery 
school provisions in the area and create a better structure and 
duality of service with equal involvement of all concerned, 
particularly the parents. The women had no outside help in 
starting up and learnt from experience and "all the mistakes we 
made." The initial capital came from membership contributions 
but the idea of having annual contributions, mooted earlier, has 
been dropped because "the members make enough sacrifices as it 
is." Additional finance was found at the beginning through a 
bank credit, personally guaranteed by the members of the 
Administrative Council. The cooperative now has a permanent 
credit line negotiated annually. This is essential because the 
local authorities pay so late. The first premises were lent by 
one of the members free of charge and all the equipment (tables, 
blackboards, cushions, etc.) was made by the members. These 
premises became inadequate after a year and the cooperative has 
moved to larger (600 m 2 ) , better equipped premises. It acquired 
them by taking over the running of a creche belonging to the 
local branch of the state tobacco company which was then merged 
with the cooperative's own educational centre. Some equipment 
and materials belonging to the former creche were still there, 
others have been bought by the cooperative or made by the 
members. The rooms, "rather spartan" when they moved in, were 
redecorated. The family consultancy is run in different 
premises. 
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Activities 
The educational centre is almost unique in Italy in offering a 
unified educational structure for children aged 0-6 years. The 
Italian school system makes a sharp distinction between creches 
and nursery schools. The cooperative believes that there should 
be more contact between children in this age bracket rather than 
"segregation" by age. The cooperative's experience confirms that 
children make better progress in this set-up both educationally 
and in their social development, said the President. However, 
since the cooperative now receives Regional contributions for the 
nursery service, a formal distinction has had to be introduced. 
This has not affected the way the centre is run. For the creche 
service, the centre has contracts with the comune of Lecce and 
the tobacco company. When it started, the educational centre 
operated in the private sector and there are still private users; 
income is now split 50:50 between public and private. The 
teachers, who have the usual qualifications for this work, 
receive additional training for a week and participate in regular 
sessions on methods and content of teaching, etc. Fourteen women 
are involved in running the centre. 
The f_amj.lv _c on sul t_an_cv_ is a service for women and couples with 
personal problems and is run with financial aid from the Region. 
The five members working there specialise in various fields 
(contraception, psychology, etc.i and work on a const.' Caney 
basis. One of the consultants is a man. 
The seryice_ for_ c_iild_ren_witl__d_tsj_b_il_it_ie_s started at the end of 
1984 when the cooperative got a six-month contract from the 
comune. The work involves providing special assistance and 
back-up for these children in schools in Lecce. When the con­
tract expired, there was a change of administration in the town 
and there has been a delay in negotiating a new contract. But 
the service should be starting again soon. Twenty members are 
involved. As in the educational centre, the cooperative organi­
zed its own training but no specific qualifications are demanded 
for this work. 
Wages and fees 
All the work in the cooperative is now paid, including coordina­
tion and preparation of projects, except for participation on the 
Administrative Council. Payments vary from full-time wages in 
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the centre and the service for the disabled (though not on an 
employee basis) to small fees for consultancy. Some members are 
not working until the new contract for the disabled service 
starts - luckily the suspension of the service coincided with the 
summer holidays. Wages are still much lower than equivalent ones 
paid by the hour at standard rates for their professions - this 
is higher than the rates paid to other members. The service is 
'.ree for users and covered by Regional contributions. Fees for 
the educational centre are higher than .average for the private 
sector because, explained the President, schools in this sector 
often rely on "black" working or are subsidized by religious 
bodies. 
Costs of maintaining a high standard of care are mounting con-
stantly and for the contract with the comune, the cooperative has 
en reet the strict standards laid down for the public sector. 
Although it has managed to expand its services and active member-
ship, the cooperative's finances are on a knife edge because it 
'epends to a large extent nn payments from public bodies, noto-
rious in Italy for being late payers. Last year, the cooperative 
received Regional contributions it was owed for the previous 
three vears. 
Cooperative structure and decision-making 
As in all cooperatives, the main structures are the General 
Assembly and the Administrative Council. The Council meets "when 
it chooses", which is at least once a month. The educational 
centre has its own management committee made up of working 
members, parents and a representative from the cooperative as a 
whole. The integration of parents into the school is considered 
irportant. The other two services do not have a similar struc-
ture because of the nature of the work - the family advice centre 
does not have the same continuous relationship with its users and 
the service for the disab^d children is carried out in different 
schools although "members always work in close coordination with 
the parents." All three services have a degree of autonomy in 
decision-making. This autonomy is a result of a shake-up in the 
cooperative; whan last studied there were guarded comments about 
"differing levels of participation and motivation" and 
"hierarchial" rather than "cooperative" attitudes betraying 
conflict in the cooperative. The President admits "it was a bad 
year" and that these tensions were exacerbated by the coopera-
tive's financial problems. The cooperative also had a large 
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number of sleeping members. The upshot was the "exclusion" of a 
large number of members, the drawing up of internal regulations 
to avoid unnecessary conflicts and greater autonomy for members 
in running their particular service. The Administrative Council, 
"still dominated by founding members", is expected to become 
"more representative of the cooperative in future." Working 
relationships are now said to be much better. 
Future plans 
The cooperative has drawn up two major projects. One concerns 
training for the disabled, for which they have applied to the 
Furopean Social Fund for a grant, the other, integrated services 
for various groups of "disadvantaged young people", for which 
they have applied for funding under a Regional youth law. 
Conclusions 
The cooperative has firmly established Itself as an educational 
centre and provider of special services for disabled and disadvan­
taged children in the area. "We are the reference point for our 
sector." Constant efforts are made to improve teaching and 
services through seminars and refresher sessions. If applica­
tions for two major training projects get the go-ahead, the 
cooperative's horizons will expand, the constant theme being 
non-segregated structures for children and young people with 
disabilities and greater involvement of families. The coopera­
tive's financial situation is still fragile, however, and wages 
are lower than they would like. 
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COOPERATIVE BUZZI, MILAM, ITALY 
This cooperative was set up in 1977 in the Hospital V. Buzzi in 
Milan. The initiative to set up a creche caae froa 27 hospital 
workers in response to a greatly felt need. 
by 1982, Buzzi had 111 members including 65 woaen (aany of them 
p a r e n t s ) . Six woaen were eaployed to run the creche. The 
cooperative had an arrangement with the Milan comune to provide 
1Θ subsidised places to outside users. Buzzi was included in the 
previous study and no up-date information is available. 
SETT1MG UP AMD F1MAMCE 
lhe idea of setting up a creche in the hospital caae fro» trade 
ur.ion representatives who sent round an internal questionnaire 
and held meetings to see if there was support for the initiative, 
riore than 300 women worked in the hospital in one of the areas of 
Milan with the poorest level of child-care provision. In 
addition, the opening hours of public nurseries were too limited 
for those on shift duty. 
This «as ar. unusual aove. There are not aany coapany creches in 
the province because the unions had always felt that the correct 
line was to push for public provision. However, as no creche was 
planned in the near future, they decided to press ahead. They 
diso contacted the consiglio di zona ia kind of district 
committee) to get public support. Despite opposition froa some 
consiglio aeabers - it was feared that a precedent would be set 
which would then be exploited by private profit-making 
initiatives - the consiglio was represented on the cooperative, 
lo organise the service properly and to lower costs the group 
approached the hospital administration for aid. They were unable 
to obtain funds froa the regional hospital authority because of 
severe financial restrictions but the hospital itself gave money 
from a donation it had received. 
The hospital agreed to provide the cooperative with premises free 
of charge, subsidised meals from the central kitchen and an 
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annual grant of Lit 5 million. Later the hospital provided a free 
aedical service. 
COSTS AMD FEES 
Although the hospital's contribution represented a tremendous 
saving in costs, the cooperative was still forced to demand quite 
substantial fees froa parents at the beginning. 
There was a slight discrimination between hospital and non-
hospital parents. The fees were scaled according to income with a 
maximum liait but were still auch lower than in the private 
sector. When the arrangement with the comune was aade to provide 
outside places, the cooperative was able to introduce a flat rate 
equivalent to the coaune s. The aonthly cost to the comune 
compared favourably with the cost per child in public creches 
without taking into account the fact that the hospital creche 
opened for longer hours. 
COOPERATIVE STRUCTURE 
In addition to the normal cooperative structure (administrative 
council, general assembly, etc.) there is a èanageèent committee. 
This is organised on the lines of the committees which the 
regional law requires in local authority schools - representation 
from the teacning staff, parents, the consiglio di zona and the 
unions. There are also three representatives fro· the 
administrative council and one froa the hospital council. 
The founding aeabers had hoped that the aanageaent committee 
together with the teachers would gradually take over auch of the 
adainistration but this had not happened. The founding aeabers 
took the major decisions while working aeabers, the teachers, did 
not see the cooperative as their concern, but rather as their 
employer. 
QRGAM1SAT10M OF MORK 
The cooperative eaployed six woaen to run the creche. They were 
all trained for this work and for two of thea it was their first 
job. The woeen were all uneaployed before working in the 
cooperative. 
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The work is organised on a rota so that the aore unsocial hours 
are shared out. They were also expected to do a lot of the 
cleaning and tidying up in the school although a cleaner was 
later taken on to do soae of the heavier work. The teachers felt 
they should not have to do these aore "menial" tasks. 
The creche staff were not involved in setting up the cooperative. 
They became aeabers because it was a condition for the job - some 
were unhappy about this being 'forced' on thea. 
C0MCLUS10MS 
The cooperative aeabers and parents were all satisfied with the 
educational standards set by the cooperative and demand for 
places was high. 
The cooperative's aain problea was the gap between the 
"benevolent' aeabers and the working ones. The woaen workers did 
not join the cooperative with any self-management ambitions and 
regarded the demands on their tiae and energy over and above a 
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CADIAI - Home help cooperative - Bologna/Italy 
The cooperative started as an association in 1973 when women 
already working as home helps decided to get together to improve 
their conditions. This kind of work is much more varied than just 
"home help": it can range from baby-sitting to looking after 
children and physically or mentally disabled people, care of the 
elderly and more specialized nursing work. Typically such workers 
(almost always women) work in precarious conditions, generally in 
the private sector. CADIAI set itself up as an organized 
reference point for the whole sector with the aim of promoting 
the status of these workers, defining their professional role and 
ensuring its members a regular income with paid social security 
contributions. 
CADIAI was formally set up as a cooperative in September 1974. 
There were 27 founding members and in the early years there was a 
membership high of 273, many of whom, however, did not work or 
worked only occasionally for the cooperative. There are now about 
100 members, all of whom work full time for CADIAI. The 
cooperative has abandoned one-off jobs such as baby-sitting and 
concentrates on more continuous specialist work, most of which is 
for the local authorities. 
Registered capital has risen from Lit 4,350,000 in 1979/80 to 
some Lit 100 million. 
Setting up and finance 
The women had the support of the regional cooperative association 
and were given material help by a big cleaners' cooperative in 
the form of administrative advice, a loan of premises and a 
secretarial service. This help was important for the 
cooperative's success as the founding members had few financial 
resources themselves. Thanks to the weight of the Bolognese 
cooperative movement they were able to obtain three bank credit 
lines, equivalent at the time to about a month's outgoings - Lit 
30 million. The cooperative is now in good financial health and 
has recently moved into more central premises, the location being 
important since many members rely on public transport. 
Market 
Their initial market comprised the network of contacts that the 
founding members had built up. This was exclusively private, 
formed mainly of medium to high-income families who earned too 
much to be eligible for local authority services but not enough 
to pay for full private care (eg. for aging parents), which is 
very expensive. The local authorities' services are directed at 
cases of urgent need and deprivation. There are also growing 
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numbers of old people who do not necessarily need institutional 
care but require a lot of assistance. Thus a "half-way" solution 
was required which CADIAI could provide. However, the importance 
of this market for the cooperative has declined over the years 
and now represents only about 10Z of the whole. 
The cooperative also started services in two other areas: for the 
local authorities and supplementary care for long-stay or 
convalescent foreign patients in private clinics (mainly for the 
Libyan Embassy). 
Its strategy to expand and acquire clients focused on three main 
areas: 
- acquiring new members with experience (and contacts); 
- proper publicity even with a minimal budget; 
- continual pressure on the local authorities for recognition, at 
least politically, of their role. Members were active from the 
beginning on the local socio-health public bodies. The 
cooperative was convinced that it could play an important role 
in supplementing the local authorities' services. 
Local authorities 
The pressure on the local authorities was necessary because the 
cooperative ran up against an almost totalitarian concept of the 
authorities' role, particularly strong in the province of Bologna 
because of the high number of services provided. On the other 
hand, the cooperative could not expand much geographically -
transport costs would have made fees too high. 
The cooperative initially managed to conclude contracts with many 
of the smaller communes in the province and eventually with the 
commune of Bologna itself. Bologna, which already had a 
relatively good record of providing social services, initially 
had reservations about cooperative intervention in this sector. 
The smaller communes had fewer resources and the financial crisis 
of recent years had made them more "pragmatic". (In addition, the 
Stammati decree caught the cooperatives by surprise). 
In 1979/80, the cooperative got 13Z of its work from the local 
authorities and nine of the cooperative members worked full time 
for four of the smaller communes. In Bologna, they started a 
service accompanying handicapped children to school in 
collaboration with another cooperative which provided the 
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vehicles. Members worked with public health bodies on the 
educational integration of spastics, while others, who had 
followed special courses, ran a re-education centre for the 
severely mentally disabled. Now contracts with the local 
authorities account for 90X of the cooperative's work, about half 
in Bologna itself and half in the province, involving work with 
che aged, disabled people and drug addicts. 
Initially, the advantages for the local authorities were that 
they could buy in exactly the number of hours they needed, get 
staff that was already trained and obtain this at a lower unit 
cost. But the difference in cost was already being phased out by 
CADIAI when last studied and this process is now complete. "What 
we offer is a professional efficient service - our services are 
better." 
Libyan Embassy 
In the early years, this link was very important for the 
cooperative. It provided supplementary care in private clinics 
for Libyan citizens sent abroad for specialist treatment. Bologna 
is one of the main reception centres in Italy. At one point 44Z 
of the cooperative's clients were Libyan but the link has now 
been severed. The Libyan government did not prove to be a 
reliable client and payments were often made late - or not at 
all. "We'd sign a contract with an Embassy official only to find 
six months later when we demanded to be paid, that he'd been 
declared an enemy of the revolution or something, and the 
government disclaimed any responsibility." The cooperative also 
decided that this kind of work in private clinics did not accord 
with the cooperative's "image." 
At the beginning the cooperative carried out a wide variety of 
services, even "one-off" jobs to ensure work. But the policy to 
concentrate on more consistent, long-term work, already decided 
on when the cooperative was last studied, has now been fully 
implemented. 
Membership 
The cooperative started with a nucleus of mainly middle-aged 
women and then, as demand grew, took on many young women, often 
on a part-time basis and without much experience (although it 
preferred some experience even if it was gained helping in the 
family). In this way it acquired a large number of members who 
were not working for the cooperative on a regular basis. This 
situation has now been reversed and non-active members have been 
dropped. The average age of members has dropped steadily as the 
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members of th« founding group reached retirement age «ad young 
recruits were taken on. Men have always played a peripheral role 
and at present number four or five. The management of the 
cooperative has always been in the hand· of women. 
This sector la almost exclusively dominated by women because 
"caring" is traditionally regarded as a female role - by the 
women themeslvee, who have de facto training in the family as 
vivee. mothers and daughter·, and by the user·» especially the 
elderly, who prefer to have women eround them. In the privat· 
sector th« work is almost alweys "in the black"» badly paid and 
without social security. It ha· no professional statue and no 
career structure, also because there are no school· offering 
training. The cooperativa ha· nevar had a policy of employing 
women only but very few men are drawn to thia work - for the 
above reason« - and th« few who enter the cooperative do not stay 
long. 
Recruitment 
During it· Initial expansion the cooperative was in danger of 
being used «a an agency by those wanting part-time* occasional or 
holidsy jobs. This led to problem« because of: increased 
administration («nd consequently cost·); · high annual turnover 
of staff; a waste of the cost· of training, which had to be 
carried out anyway to keep up the standard of service and 
maintain th· cooperativa'e reputatie«. 
A new policy vai implemented to overcome the·« problem« aiming 
to: 
- try and keep on aa member« only those prepared to work 
full time (at least 36 hours « week); 
- make thia a criterion for new membare; 
- favour aa new membera those who wasted to work for th« 
cooperative on « long-term basis; 
- look for new members with previous experience. 
This policy haa been successful. Th« only problem is that it is 
still difficult to recruit people with qualificatioms or 
experience. Th« cooperative therefore ha« to carry out it« 
training. 
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Training 
Owing to the lack of any formal outside training, the cooperative 
set up its own annual training course, lasting five months. The 
course, which was part funded by the region, was obligatory for 
all those who wanted to become members. There were theory courses 
in the evenings covering sociology, paediatrics, child 
psychology, geriatrics and dietetics with practical training in 
local authority creches and a geriatric hospital. The course was 
not held for a couple of years when, in 1980, the region decided 
to end its financial contribution. Training has now been 
restarted, despite the lack of financial support. The training 
the cooperative offers for care of the elderly is now an 
officially recognised qualification. This is not the case in 
other fields because there are no clear occupational profiles to 
use as a criterion. The cooperative wants to see the 
establishment of proper professional standards and qualifications 
in the sector. The cooperative is also running a course on drug 
dependence financed by the European Social Fund. 
Wages and costs 
The cooperative chose to work on an employee basis with all its 
possible implications vis-a-vis contributions and regulations. 
However, there was a problem in that there was no recognized 
category of work or contract for home helpers outside the public 
sector. This had to be negotiated and in 1976 an agreement was 
reached with the labour inspectorate, trade unions and insurance 
institutions on a category for such workers and the basic salary 
on which to tax contributions. It was followed by a ministerial 
decree recognizing a new category of workers in the province of 
Bologna - home helps. 
Structuring wages and fees was a thorny problem in the early 
years. The cooperative's fees were often higher than those for 
private sector businesses, which could charge less because they 
did not pay contributions and had no administrative overheads. 
There were a wide variety of working conditions, different types 
of users, nightwork, replacement of workers on holiday, etc. to 
be taken into consideration. This, coupled with initial rapid 
expansion, involving many people working odd hours, led to a 
heavy and costly administration. As a result, the cooperative had 
a loss in 1977, forcing it to raise its fees and freeze wages. 
This action got it out of the red and enabled it to put some 
money into the reserves and raise wages the following year. It 
also introduced a policy of more full time work concentrating on 
larger "blocks" of work mentioned earlier. A block increase in 
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hours entails a lower increase in administrative costs. At the 
end of 1979 it restructured fees, grouping them so as to ensure a 
minimum hourly wage. The wages and working conditions offered by 
the cooperative are now "exactly the same" as those of the local 
authorities. As a result the cooperative's services do not come 
cheap and it also has competition from other cooperatives set up 
following its example. Until recently these cooperatives were 
cheaper because they were "weaker internally." CADIAI believes 
that the Lega and the other cooperative associations should take 
action to ensure similar wages and standards in the sector. 
Monthly outgoings total about Lit 170 million. 
Structure 
The cooperative has a nine-member administrative council and a 
general assembly which meets every three months. Five members, 
including the president, do day-to-day administration and 
coordination. To involve the other members who work individually 
or in small groups, often in the surrounding province, group 
assemblies have been set up in the workplace or by sector. This 
enables the workers to discuss problems and serves as a link 
between them and the cooperative as a whole. In addition, there 
are three committees working in parallel to the council: 
administration and finance; staff (one administrator responsible 
for organization of work flanked by an educationalist and a 
social worker); commercial policy and marketing. The council is 
well attended and there is about 50Z participation in the general 
assemblies. Attendance rates are seen as quite high compared with 
a lot of other cooperatives considering that many members live in 
the province and have to travel a long way. The administration is 
felt to be running smoothly. 
Strategy and prospects 
CADIAI lays constant stress on its professionalism - at any hour 
of the day or night. This is very important in the private sector 
because of its relatively high fees. Contracts with the local 
authorities have multiplied and they now constitute the bulk of 
CADIAI's market. This is expected to continue. Relations with the 
various communes and public health bodies are good. The trade 
unions were initially suspicious of the cooperative and while 
these suspicions have not disappeared, relations have improved: 
"with the number of cooperatives now, it's in their interest." 
CADIAI had hoped to see its service develop as part of a network 
of support structures (canteens, day hospitals, rehabilitation 
centres, protected housing for the elderly and the handicapped, 
etc.), but while its work with the local authorities has 
increased considerably, the squeeze on public spending means that 
there has been no real expansion for the last two years. In 
addition, a regional law has been passed promoting the role of 
voluntary organisations in this sector. 
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The cooperative has no plans to increase its members in the near 
future, the emphasis is now on diversifying and improving its 
services. Next year, for example, there will be new services for 
the elderly, a field where the cooperative is specialised. The 
cooperative is already running protected houses and there are 
plans for day centres. 
CADIAI celebrated its tenth anniversary last year and its 
achievements have been quite remarkable. It has already made 
substantial progress in improving the working conditions, wages 
and status of its members, not to mention creating a new category 
of workers. Members now have the same pay and conditions as 
workers in the public sector. In the last study it was commented: 
"the local authorities are the main providers of social services 
and the role the cooperative can play ultimately depends on 
decisions taken by them. The demand for services is increasing, 
especially as many women are not able or willing to carry out the 
family's traditional role. As public services do not yet meet 
these needs, the only alternatives are in the private sector or 
voluntary/charitable efforts. It may be argued that a cooperative 
can offer a valid professional solution under local authority 
control and supervision (a point which must be stressed) which is 
less expensive than direct local authority provision and less 
centralized and bureaucratic. It is a question which must be 
studied further." The cooperative undoubtedly has proved that it 
can provide a professional service, indeed, its efficiency is the 
strong point rather than cheapness, and it has stable working 
relationships with local authorities. There are now a number of 
competing cooperatives without, in the opinion of CADIAI's 
president, there having been adequate organisation of the sector 
by the cooperative associations. This problem remains unresolved. 
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AGORA - BOLOGNA, Italy 
Medical cooperative (surgery and medical information) 
Agora was set up in February 1980 by a group of 10 women who were 
doctors or medical students, and started operating in September 
of that year. Of the initial group, seven worked in the 
cooperative, five of whom were fully active, while the others 
were still students. There are now 14 members, of whom nine are 
active plus a non-member secretary and four outside 
collaborators. The registered capital has risen from Lit 4 
million to Lit 5.2 million as a result of the expansion in 
membership. 
Setting up and finance 
The women set up the cooperative because they wanted to offer a 
service to women as women and create a different kind of 
doctor/patient relationship. They felt that to work in a 
traditional hospital would mean having to conform to a 
male-dominated structure and service, which they were not 
prepared to do. They also described the medical service in Italy 
as being in a shambles, and in this respect their opinion has not 
changed. Having established the cooperative, the emphasis is now 
more on building it up and gaining recognition from public 
bodies. The founder members had participated in feminist medical 
collectives and from this experience grew the desire to organise 
themselves as women doctors. Their patients are mostly women and 
while initially they were young (15-30) they now find that an 
increasing number of older women are coming. The initial capital 
was put up by the women themselves without any loan or subsidy. 
Expansion 
The cooperative is functioning well and has gained a good 
reputation. It started with basic medical and gynaecological 
equipment worth about Lit 8 million in premises comprising two 
surgeries, a waiting room, office, bathroom, toilet and hall. The 
women have been able to invest in more equipment and instruments 
such as a microscope and a diatermocoagulator thanks to a grant 
obtained under legislation in Emilia Romagna (regional law 33) 
authorizing financial aid for investments by cooperatives where 
602 of their membership is under the age of 29. The grant can be 
applied for either to cover past investments or for future plans. 
The cooperative decided to finance two years retrospectively and 
three years ahead, obtaining Lit 20 million and Lit 15 million 
for the two periods. This year (1985) is the last year covered by 
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the grant. The money was paid on presentation of the invoices and 
covered 602 of each purchase. When necessary the members have 
advanced the initial purchase money. They are now about to move 
into new, bigger and more expensive premises for which they are 
also buying more equipment (sonicaid, computer, videorecorder, 
office materials, etc.). This is described as "a big step forward 
- and also a risk." 
Wages and costs 
The women are all self employed ("liberi professionisti") and the 
charges are calculated on the basis of the lowest fees laid down 
by the Ordine dei Medici (medical association), taking into 
account real costs. They are obviously not as cheap as public 
services but are cheaper than private practitioners and reckon 
their fees are more or less the same as those of similar groups. 
They are, however, the only women's medical cooperative in the 
area. The patient's bill is made out by the individual doctor 
since there is an old law in Italy, never repealed, prohibiting 
the formation of cooperatives by members of the liberal 
professions. To get around this law, the cooperative is in fact 
legally constituted as a service to doctors rather than as a 
doctors' cooperative. When the cooperative first opened, rent and 
other overheads stood at about Lit 1 million and have now risen 
to Lit 3 million. The rent of the new premises will be much more 
expensive, costing Lit 1.6 million when the women first move in, 
rising to Lit 1.9 million in the third year. To cover the cost of 
moving (plus the new equipment mentioned above) they are taking 
out a bank loan on which they will have to pay the normal rate of 
interest. 
Management and decision making 
The cooperative has an administrative council and a general 
assembly but, given the small numbers, the structure is flexible 
and the bulk of the decision making is done by the active members 
at meetings held about every two weeks. Most of their problems 
were and are caused still by their lack of experience in legal 
and fiscal matters. The accounts and auditing are carried out by 
the Lega and this service is regarded as good. But the Lega's 
organisation of the special services sector was criticised as 
inadequate: "Until recently all services were lumped together 
under one official - transport, porters, social services, the 
lot. There is now a separate social/medical sector but Lega is 
still not doing very much for this sector." The administrative 
load is now lighter with a secretary and a full-time 
administrator but the women have not abandoned their original 
idea of paying a set fee to members for participation in meetings 
and other non-medical work such as the preparation of 
applications and projects. They still hope to implement this. 
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Organisation of the work 
There are nine working members: three gynaecologists, one general 
practitioner, two dietiticians, one endrocrynologist, one breast 
specialist, one psychologist and one administrator. In addition, 
there are four outside collaborators, two of whom are men - a 
massagist, a mesotherapist, a neurologist and a specialist in the 
problems of ageing. There are two male collaborators simply 
because they were friends who offered their services "but it is 
not proposed that they become members." The consulting hours are 
organized by common agreement and there are no fixed number of 
hours. At the beginning the women tried to rotate some of the 
general work among themselves but found it was a mistake to be 
too flexible and have no specific roles. The policy now is that 
people take responsibility for specific tasks and assignments. 
Their earlier problem of trying to treat working relationships 
like relationships between friends and finding that this did not 
work has not been resolved. The present group of nine "has 
developed its own way of doing things - there's a certain esprit 
de corps" and the new members will have problems fitting in. "But 
at least we have a psychologist!" 
As doctors they find it an advantage to 'ork in a group and 
exchange experiences and ideas. 
Training 
All the medical practitioners are graduates in medicine. The 
administrator is a linguist by training who started studying 
medicine and then "reconverted" to administration. They also 
organise internal meetings and individual members attend external 
courses and seminars on their own initiative. 
The cooperative itself also carries out training. From the outset 
it has conducted courses on women's health for the trade union 
evening classes. The women also have had contracts with local 
public health bodies (usi) to conduct pre-natal classes, part of 
the contract being to train the usi's own workers. They would 
have liked to develop this part of their work but they have not 
been able to secure any new contracts, one of the reasons being 
cuts in public spending. 
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COOPERATIVA REGISTRAZIONE ELABORAZIONE AREZZO (CREA) - data 
processing cooperative - Arezzo, Italy 
CREA was set up in Aprii 1980 by 54 people, mostly women (average 
age 29), who had been working in the sector for nine years. In 
1981 there were 29 working members. There are now 22, of whom 19 
are founders. 
Historical background 
The cooperative was set up when the firm for which the founding 
group was working was closed down. There were 60 employees in the 
old firm and 54 of them (49 women and five men) decided to start 
a cooperative. The initial period was difficult. Although the 
cooperative largely succeeded in keeping the firm's former 
clients, it had problems in getting access to finance and in 
gaining credibility. Initial political support never materialised 
in the form of help in getting finance or contracts, the 
cooperative claimed. During this period some of the founder 
members left because of the problems or because they were offered 
more secure jobs elsewhere. Since 1982 other women have left but 
for personal reasons, not as a result of problems within the 
cooperative. There are now 22 members. There are no plans to 
expand beyond this number at present since it is felt to be 
"optimal" for the cooperative's present volume of business. Most 
of the women are married with children. 
letting up and finance 
Initial capital was found through members' contributions. The 
business required expensive equipment and most of it was bought 
initially from the receivership of the old firm. The cooperative 
had great difficulty in obtaining bank credit, which took two 
years to get, owing to problems of credibility and doubts (shared 
by the Lega) about the viability of the reconversion. The 
cooperative's financial situation has now stabilized; it has an 
annual credit line at the bank and has leased new equipment. 
Market and contracts 
The founders were hopeful about the cooperative's prospects in 
view of the expansion of the informatics sector and their 
previous experience in the field. They largely succeeded 
in keeping the old firm's clients but problems of credibility 
arose when looking for new clients, both as a cooperative and 
especially as a cooperative of mostly women. All market analyses 
and costing was done by the members although they would have 
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liked more technical advice from the Lega, which they did not 
receive. Marketing advice would also have been useful, they felt. 
Initially, their prices were lower than average to win a place on 
the market but they are now comparable. Their main contract is, 
and always has been, with the "Consorzio Nazionale Tra Gli 
Esattori Delle Imposte Dirette (National Consortium of Income Tax 
Collectors) which accounts for a large proportion of their work. 
Costs and wages 
The initial volume of work was insufficient to cover costs but 
this improved after one year. They cooperative kept the same 
grades and wage scales as the old firm and wages vary 
accordingly. They are the same as those normally paid in the 
sector under the national contract. Turnover in 1984 amounted to 
Lit 569 million. 
Working arrangements 
All the workers are salaried employees working a 37-hour week. 
There is no job rotation or flexitime. However, everyone "helps 
out" if the need arises. Overtime can be recovered later. There 
are no child-care provisions. 
Structure and management 
As in many reconversions, the cooperative has kept a fairly 
hierarchical structure. 
There is a seven-member administrative council, which meets once 
a month, and a general assembly. Day-to-day decisions are made by 
the president and the departmental heads, the chief accountant 
and the work coordinator. It is interesting to note that while 
only five out of the 54 founders were men, it was they who took 
command initially. The first president and vice-president were 
both men. The president was one of the first to leave and when a 
new council was elected, both posts were taken by women. This, 
members said, led to an improvement in the structure and working 
of the cooperative. However, the burden of the administration 
falls on the shoulders of the president and two departmental 
heads because most of the women are unwilling to take on extra 
responsibilities outside their normal work. As a result it is not 
easy to get people to join the administrative council. 
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Training 
The members had been working in this field for nine years and so 
continued in jobs for which they had been trained. In 1982 all 
che women participated in a European Social Fund-backed training 
course for operators, programmers and analysts. The content of 
che course was described as good but the outcome of the training 
has been disappointing. Although the women had a chance to learn 
new skills, this has not been reflected sufficiently in the 
cooperative. The women want to work a fixed number of hours and 
then go home, said the president. "They don't have the time to 
develop new programmes." Indeed, it was mentioned at the time of 
the last study that the women would have problems in following 
the course itself in addition to working full time and looking 
after their families. 
Conclusions 
In 1981, after a difficult start and the departure of some of the 
founding members, the cooperative seemed to be finding its feet. 
They felt their start-up would have been easier if it had been a 
question of saving the jobs of "male breadwinners." The 
cooperative is now "ticking over" without any immediate problems 
but is unlikely to expand or branch into new fields because of 
the problems women have of putting in extra time over and above a 
normal working day. 
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CTI "LILITH" (Cooperativa Traduttrici/Interpreti) Seri - Naples/ 
Italy 
Translators and Interpreters Cooperative 
Lilith was set up in July 1980 by 10 women who were graduates of 
or students at Naples University faculty of modern languages. Not 
finding adequately rewarded work in their field, they decided to 
set up on their own initiative. They offer a translation, 
interpreting and language teaching service. There are now nine 
members (one of the original group dropped out). Registered 
capital is Lit 110,000. 
Setting up and finance 
The women were all trained in modern languages and decided to set 
up a cooperative not only to get better wages and working 
conditions but also to improve the status and training of women 
linguists in the area. Graduate unemployment in Italy is high, 
particularly in Naples. There are few jobs in languages and 
competition is fierce. Many women are forced to take 
underqualified jobs in offices, often in the black and badly 
paid. Lilith's founders were strongLy supported by the women's 
bureau of the national Lega and the Unione Donne Italiane (UDI). 
UDI gave practical help in the form of premises at a reasonable 
rent. This assistance was vital since rents in Naples, already 
high, rocketed after the earthquake. These premises were not 
really adequate, however. The women have now rented more suitable 
premises and, by a stroke of luck, not too expensive. The members 
raised the initial capital themselves and have never received any 
outside funding apart from an ESF grant for training. 
Marketing strategy 
The women had no expert advice on this and relied on their 
personal experience. Their prices have always been slightly below 
the standard rates because there is a lot of competition from 
freelancers who often undercharge. One of their original plans to 
set up a conference centre has been shelved because they see no 
likelihood of obtaining the necessary funds to invest nor is the 
cooperative properly equipped to do it. The women publicise 
through leaflets and an advertising box in the telephone 
directory, but have not expanded their clientele greatly. A new 
activity being started is language teaching for private firms. 
Earnings and costs 
The members work on a freelance basis, receiving a 70% cut on the 
jobs done. Overheads now total Lit 600,000 a month compared with 
Lit 300,000 immediately after starting up. Running costs were 
covered after one year. The women sometimes have cash-flow 
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problems because of late payments. They have typewriters and 
equipment worth about Lit 3 million, the same situation as 
before. This is woefully inadequate but there is no money to 
invest in better typewriters, a photocopier, specialist 
dictionaries, etc. They still do not have equipment for 
simultaneous interpretation. 
Membership 
The women are aged between 25 and 30. Five were registered as 
unemployed before the cooperative was set up and for the majority 
it was their first job. Most have now obtained jobs in schools or 
offices because of the small earnings from the cooperative, and 
supplement their income with the business. 
Cooperative structure 
While the administrative council is responsible for general 
policy making, the day-to-day running and coordination of the 
cooperative is carried out by one of the members. The books are 
kept by the Lega. The coordinator is paid for her work 
sporadically "if there's any money left over." 
Organisation of work 
Members work on a freelance basis, usually at home. There are 
four or five outside collaborators who take on work in languages 
not known by the cooperative members. Work in the cooperative is 
more or less a secondary activity for the women since most also 
have jobs outside. 
Training 
All the members are graduates in modern languages. They 
participated in an ESF-funded course in interpretation, which, 
however, did not work out as successfully as they hoped. They had 
applied for funding for a year long course but were granted only 
enough for three months, "not at all sufficient." 
Conclusions 
The cooperative has not been able to expand as the women 
initially hoped. It is caught in a vicious circle since it cannot 
develop its work or improve the quality of the service without 
further investment. The cooperative is not generating enough 
revenue to finance these investments itself. They cannot afford, 
or put up the necessary guarantees, for bank loans which carry a 
high rate of interest. The only likely expansion is in language 
teaching for private firms. 
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LA PANOLE - CRAFTS COOPERATIVE - ARLECNA (UDINE), ITALY 
La Panole was set up in November 1978 to produce traditional 
craft products of the region such as corn dollies out of dried 
mai-e leaves. It had 15 members, none of whom had previous 
experience of this work. It ceased production towards the end of 
[°Pà and in September 1985 the General Assembly wound up the 
cooperative. 
Setting up and finance 
The women were all victims of the Udine earthquake and had had to 
rove into temporary housing, often inadequate and overcrowded. 
The cooperative was set up not only for economic reasons but also 
as a way of escaping from this depressing situation and lifting 
their morale. They decided to make these products because they 
were interested in maintaining the tradition of local crafts. 
They also knew of other craft cooperatives operating in a consor-
tium ard this gave them encouragement to start. The Region 
promotes this sector and gave financial aid and training through 
the consortium. 
Market ing 
The cooperative was a member of a consortium of local craft 
cooperatives which handled the promotion and marketing of the 
products. The problem for all the cooperatives in the consortium 
vas that these products were not commanding sufficiently high 
prices to pay worthwhile wages. The women considered moving into 
more profitable areas such as knitting or dress-making but that 
would have required financial investments they could not afford. 
rarnings and cost 
Earnings were low - about Lit 2-3,000 an hour in 1981 - whereas a 
Lega representative estimated that they should have been earning 
about Lit 5-6,000 an hour to have a reasonable return on the time 
and skill demanded. The premises were donated and overheads in 
1981 totalled Lit 250,000 a month. The cooperative had tools and 
equipment worth about Lit 1 million. 
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Membership 
The members were all women of varying ages. Three had been 
registered as unemployed and none of them had ever had paid work 
outside the home. Most were married with children. 
Structure and decision-making 
The cooperative has a formally constituted Administrative Council 
and General Assembly hut since the members saw each other practi-
cally every day, the administration and decision-making were 
carried out informally in working hours. Administration was made 
easier by the fact that the consortium handled all the marketing 
and distribution. 
Organization of work 
The working arrangements were elastic and informal and this was 
the main advantage of working in a cooperative for the women. 
Working hours could be tailored to individual requirements and 
some work done at home if need be. At the same time they enjoyed 
the social contact of working with other women. Each woman had 
her own batch of work to do and general tas'-'s such as cleaning 
and colouring were done on a rota system (groups of three women 
rotating every two weeks'*. This functioned well although there 
were some problems at the beginning "because for some members the 
meaning of the word 'cooperative' is still not clear." The 
cooperative worked independently but when there was a rush of 
orders, they asked for help from other cooperatives in the 
consortium. 
Decision to wind up the cooperative 
The women decided reluctantly a year ago that it was not worth 
continuing with the cooperative. It was not possible to obtain a 
worthwhile price for these products, a problem common to all the 
cooperatives in the consortium. This led to closure of the 
consortium two years ago. La Panole struggled on for another 
year but the running costs of the cooperative (some Lit 5 million 
a year) compared to earnings of some Lit 200,000 a month meant 
that the cooperative was barely keeping its head above water. 
And the situation was getting worse rather than better. 
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There are Regional aids for the artisar sector but "there are so 
rranv rules and regulations that it was out of the question, for 
example, to qualify we would have had to pay social security 
contributions for each of the members which would have come to 
Lit 250,000 each." The women did not have money to invest in the 
cooperative since their houses are being rebuilt and any spare 
money "coes in concrete and furniture". The last General 
Assembly was held last month to wind up the cooperative. "It was 
more like a funeral, it had meant a lot to us to get together 
after the earthquake, it gave us a moral boost." 
Other craft cooperatives in the area have had to close, one has 
converted to making ties, another group of women in a neigh-
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N'ADÌ Λ ­ KNITWEAR COOPERATIVE ­ SOLFAGNANO (PERUGIA) , ITALY 
NADIA manufactures knitwear under exclusive contract for a big 
Perugia knitwear firm producing for the Ginocchietti label. It 
vas set up in 197 3 by nine women and now has 34 members plus one 
employee. Seven apprentices are about to become members. 
Turnover in 1984 stood at Lit 435,794,000. 
Setting up and financing 
VADIA was founded in 1973 and started operating a year later. In 
1980 the cooperative in its present form only really came into 
being when it joined forces with other groups of women in the 
area already working collectively and moved into its present 
premises provided by the comune and the province. Many of the 
women knew each other and had worked together. The name NADIA 
was kept for the bigger group because it was the longest standing 
cooperative. All the women had previously been homeworkers and 
setting up the cooperative was an attempt to escape from this 
precarious, underpaid work. Homeworking is very widespread in 
this region and cooperatives (there are a number in the area) are 
very important in the struggle to create secure, declared jobs. 
The women's initiative therefore received a great deal of politi­
cal support. Their cooperative association, the Lega, was 
promoting this sector and actively backed the cooperative. The 
initial capital was gathered through members' contributions and 
the machinery the women already had at home. With Lega support, 
further finance was raised in the form of a bank loan obtained at 
a preferential rate for the artisan sector (the term 'artisan' 
covers not only crafts but a range of small and medium­sized 
businesses). The big problem was finding premises and it was 
only after seven years that they obtained the present newly­built 
factory offered to them by the local authorities at a nominal 
rent. The cooperative is the first tenant. 
Market 
All the women obviously had experience of the work and contacts 
with local firms. But none had any business experience or even 
experience of working for a company. The Lega gave some help in 
marketing but the early years were very hard and the women were 
clearing only Lit 30­40,000 a month, which, even ten years ago, 
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was very little. The women persevered, sub-contracting for 
various firms and the situation improved when they acquired 
proper premises. After working for a number of firms they opted 
for an exclusive contract with the Perugia company a few years 
ago since it was the company which gave the best rates. This 
arrangement suits the cooperative at present since it does not 
have the design and marketing skills to start up its own lines 
and the company offers a degree of security in return for high-
ciualitv work. 
Wages and costs 
The women started up the cooperative with their own machines and 
without premises and covered their costs from the outset, 
although earnings are very low. For the past five years, they 
have paid a purely nominal rent for their local authority-owned 
premises and although the amount of rent will be reviewed in 1986 
and probably linked to turnover, it will remain very low. The 
cooperative has bought some new machines over the years but any 
specialized machines required for a particular job are supplied 
by the company as and when needed on a loan-back arrangement. 
Wages have gradually improved over the years but reached "satis­
factory" levels only two years ago. Net take home pay now stands 
at about Lit 800,000 a month, slightly below the average for the 
sector, but can vary according to the volume of work. The 
cooperative has a policy of making sure that all other costs are 
covered before paying out the wages. "The bills and social 
insurance contributions always come first, then the wages. 
Unfortunately, while the wages sometimes vary the contributions 
we have to pay never do." 
Decision-making and organization of work 
Day-to-day administration is handled by the office worker, and if 
need be, the President. They pay a monthly fee (Lit 250,000) for 
Lega's services but do not need to call on them often. There is 
a five-member Administrative Council but in practice, whenever 
there is a major decision to be taken concerning, say, wages or 
an order, a General Assembly of all the members is called, 
usually in working hours. If a meeting is called, the women 
"knock off" an hour early, if there is work to catch up on, they 
make up the time later working through a break. 
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"We meet in the evenings only when we leally have to because most 
of us women are married with families to look after." They work 
a fixed eight-hour day but within this framework working arrange-
ments are as flexible as possible. The good relationships within 
the cooperative are strongly emphasized: "there is a very good 
feeling within the cooperative and a sense of solidarity, for 
example, some of the women are getting quite old now and cannot 
work as fast as some of the others but no one makes remarks or 
tries to put pressure on them to leave. There is no absenteeism 
and the women have tc be reallv ill to stav off work." 
Training 
All the women had extensive experience as homeworkers before 
setting up the cooperative and were able to produce good quality 
work. Many have been able to improve their skills thanks to 
courses run within the cooperative and paid for by the local 
authority. For example, in 1983, some of the women had training 
in the special cutting techniques needed for modern knitwear 
stvles. 
Membership 
There has been no turnover in membership and all the founders 
still work in the cooperative. The one non-member employee 
explained that in her case, "I was just taken on without being a 
member and it's just stayed that way. I could become a member 
but it doesn't make any difference." There is a fair spread of 
ages and some members are getting close to retirement age. This 
was one of the few cooperatives to mention age as an important 
consideration "as it affects productivity." Seven girl appren-
tices were taken on through the employment office in 1984 and 
their contract came to an end in September 1985. They were asked 
if they wanted to continue with the cooperative and become 
members. "We explained to them the history of the cooperative 
and the sacrifices we made building it up so they could under-
stand what the spirit of a cooperative is. We also made it clear 
that it's not like working for a normal firm where you can expect 
to be paid every increase in the index. We pay ourselves what we 
can." All have decided to stay on but two cannot become members 
yet because they are not yet eighteen. 
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Future plana 
The Lega is planning to set up a consortium of knitwear, clothing 
and leatherwear cooperatives in Umbria so that the cooperatives 
can market their own lines. Talks are currently being held with 
the cooperatives, including NADIA, but this is a long-term 
project and will not get off the ground immediately. 
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LES TRAVAELLES SARL - PARIS, FRAMCE 
it u p in D e c e m b e r 1 ^ 7 6 a s a l i m i t é e c o m p a n y , T r a v a. el l e s d o e s 
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SETTIMO UP THE BUSIMESS 
F o !_ r w o m e n d e c ι e e d t o s t a r t T ­ a v a e i i e s t c c r e a t e j o t s f o r 
t h e m s e l v e s , g e t m o r e j c b s a t i s f a c t i o n a n d t r a i n w o m e n t o d o 
t r a d i t i o . " a l i y m a l e j o b s . H o w e . ' e r , n o n e o t t h e w o m e n w e r e 
L r e m p l 3 , e d at t h e t i m e a n d t h e wort: s h o p w a s s e e n Ö S a w a v t o 
a c h i e v e m o r e c e n e r a i p o l i t i c a l a i m s , " t o m o . e a w a y t r o m 
t h e c r ι s ι η g a t o v t w o m e n a n d w o n ­ t c s e t t i n g u ρ s o m e t h i n g c o n c r e t e , 
o... r o w n b u s i n e s s . " D e s p i t e t h e i r l a c V. of t r a i n i n g t n e v s a w 
p r i n t i n g a s t n e o b v i o u s e n c i c e . F a m i l i a r w i t " " e a d i n g o r w r i t i n g 
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η did not seel or get apy g r a n t s . They rejected the idea 
g subsidised to avoid creating a dependence which would 
en 'hard to escape from a f t e r w a r d s . To buy the equipment 
t a m e d bank loans which they were only able to get by 
up personal collateral ­ one of the women had to mortgage 
e. Getting premises was aise a problem not oniy because 
high rents but aise because landlords were reluctant to 
he firm, doubting the women s ability to run a profitable 
The, had to depend on their families to raise seme of 
e y for the rent ­ a ir ι η ι m u m of F F 2 0 , 0 0 0 including the 
To get the premises one of the women had to ts> e 
responsibility for the lease. 
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A circular was sent in the hope of a t t r a c t i n g clients but most of 
their work came from personal c o n t a c t s . 
At the beginning the women c o n c e n t r a t e d on printing but this Oi:1 
not attract enough clients. "The^e was a g e n e r e ¡ suspicior of a 
P'inting w o r k s h o p run by women. P r i n t i n g is identified as a man's 
J O D and peopl e did not have the r o n t i d e n c e that women could do 
the w o r k . " The b u s i n e s ? run into debt and three of the women left 
in May 1*979. 
τ π e woman w h c stayed bought ail the shades and continued te· w o r I 
s ι n q i e h a n d e d for a few m o n t h s . By Septem t e r 1 ç 7' she found other 
w c IT e n to » c l· with her 'the second c o l l e c t i v e 1 but the b u s i n e s s 
dio n o t ρ ι e » up and by Mav 1 9 6 0 the b u s i n e s s was on the verge o ♦ 
b a n k r u p t c y . Left aione again, she worked unpaid to get the 
business out of debt. It was only in September l^Bl, w^er· the 
business back on its feet, that the third c o l l e c t i v e «as formed. 
It was decided to abandon «the nsacr­mes were given to another 
g^oup' and c o n e e n t r a t e on p h o t o ­ s e t t i n g . i"i« forav­la w o r ¡ e d and 
b> spring 1932 the Dus i n e s s was c o v e r i n g its ru­ning costs and 
had more work than it could s o m e t i m e s ecce with, ''Photo­
composition is seen by others as c o r r e s p o n d i n g more to the image 
of w o m e n . " H o w e v e r , much of their work still cate from 
" a l t e r n a t i v e " p u b l i s h i n g houses and m a g a; ι n e s. 
MAMAGEMEMT AMD DECISIOM RAKIHG 
Decisions on the running o* the b u s i n e s s were ir.ade at informal 
meetings both during work a n d / o r in the eve n i n g s ¿ P Q at the 
w e e k e n d s . Ail the women working there p a r t i c i p a t e d . 
¡eer the new m a n a g e m e n t , the b u s i n e s s has c h a n q e d some of its 
internal o r g a n i s a t i o n . The womar who too^ over in October !α 3 5 ­
s^e owns 50'/. of the snakes, the other 50« are ow­er? by the tamil y 
c* the original owner ­ intends to run the b u s i n e s s or. mere 
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t r a d i t i o n a l l i n e s . Sne will taie sole r e s p o n s i b i l i t y for the m a m 
b u s i n e s s d e c i s i o n s . She said that the women working at T r a v a e i i e s 
«¡il be c o n s u l t e d but the r e s p o n s i b i l i t y r e m a i n s hers, ·n there 
ii a p r o b l e m , 1 taie the d e c i s i o n " . She has Deen werking in t m s 
SE c K jr for more than ι 0 years and had p r e v i o u s e >· per ι enee w i t h 
c o o p e r a t i ves. 
Tre c h a n g e in m a n a g e m e n t seems to have been w e l c o m e d by t he t n ree 
other w o m e n w o r k i n g t nere ­ the same as under the p r e v i o u s o w n e r . 
0 r e of the women said that they always feit like e m p l o y e e s 
a l t h o u g h the a t m o s p h e r e was f r i e n d l i e r and they knew that their 
opinion c o u n t e d . But sne said that the final d e c i s i o n was a i w a . s 
taien tv the former owner. She said that the women dia not want 
to be cores'" ned with the m a n a g e m e n t of the b u s i n e s s , "if we were 
ιr t e rς ς t e d t n e n T r J V a e i i e s w ο u i α have f u n c t i o n e d as a real 
c o l l e c t i v e . But as e m p l o y e e s we do not want tc have more 
r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s . " 
MAGES. PRICES AMD COSTS 
1 r 1-52 the »ages were r e l a t i v e l y h ι g η but as t η s b u s i n e s s 
r s i r , e s t e d a n d t"ere were some f i n a n c i a l d i f f i c u l t i e s , the rate 
dio not leep up with the rest of the s e c t o r . Wages now are 
" a ·. e r a g e " with take home pay at around F F a , 0 0 0 a m o n t h , F F 2 ,0 0 v a 
m c r t h more t h a r the minimum w a g e . Monthly wages ΐΓ· o t h e ' firms 
esi be as h ι ς η as " F12 , ') 0 0. 
'.r tir the p r e v i o u s owner the f ι r it had a policy that e \ e r y o n e , 
î n e l u c i r g the o w n e r , should earn the same w a g e . Tne new wotan 
m a n a g e r will be paid a higher s a l a r y , a l t h o u g h she said trat if 
there is no work her salary will be the first to go down. She 
said that the d i f f e r i n g wages may c r e a t e some p r o b l e m s Gut it was 
still early d a y s. 
S e t t i n g p r i c e s was one of the most d i f f i c u l t t a s k s . When 
T r a v a e i l e s was started e r p e r t s were hired to e s t i m a t e the costs 
a " d d e c i d e the "right p r i c e " . But this did not work out and 
p r i c e s w e r e then set after n e g o t i a t i o n s with the c l i e n t s . P r i c e s 
d e p e n d e d aore on the existing m a r k e t p r i c e than any internal 
c o n s i d e r a t i o n s . 
The e : p e c t a t i o n s of a firm run by women were also d i f f e r e n t 
" C l i e n t s have come to us e x p e c t i n g that our p r i c e s will b 
l o w e r . " T r a v a e i l e s main work came from p e o p l e who ar 
s y m p a t h e t i c to their a i m s . They did not succeea in attraetin 
mere " c o n v e n t i o n a l " c l i e n t s such as large p u b l i c i t y fi'­f­s t ha 
car nigher p r i c e s . 
Under the new o w n e r , T r a v a e i l e s is hoping to attract c l i e n t s t rat 
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the last two y e a r s , T r a v a e i l e s went through a bad financial 
period. Many of its regular clients "disappeared" b e c a u s e they 
stopped publishing. The new owner said that Travaeiles p r i c e s 
were also very low. The b u s i n e s s was sane times run as a 
"charity". She is hoping to bring some of her own c l i e n t s to 
Travaeiles - she was working f r e e l a n c e b e f o r e . The b u s i n e s s "is 
making a step into the u n k n o w n " to find new c l i e n t s . 
In early 1984, T r a v a e i l e s r e i n v e s t e d m new p h o t o c o m p o s i t i o n 
machinery bought on c r e a d i t or through a leasing a r r a n g e m e n t . Tne 
capital was increased to FF 100,'300 frem F F 2 0 . 0 0 0 . 
The new manager said that T r a v a e i l e s will need F F 9 0,0 00 a month 
to cover its c o s t s . In the last few (norths it has earned only 
F F 4 0 , 0 0 0 . She hoped that by the end of the year the b u s i n e s s will 
pick up. Prices charged ar e higher although they vary d e p e n d i n g 
on the work and the client. The prices ar e still slightly lower 
than other firms. The manager saia that Travaeiles is hoeing to 
become "more c o m m e r c i a l l y minded". They will be moving into 
larger premises by the end of 1985 which are more c e n t r a l . 
0RGAM1SAT1QM OF THE M0RK 
From the start the firm had f l e x i b l e working a r r a n g e m e n t s . Under 
the p r e v i o u s o w n e r , all the jobs were rotated and every woman 
decided when she wanted to work. If there was a let of work 
everyone was asked to work w e e k e n d s or e v e n i n g s . 
At tiites flexible working a r r a n g e m e n t s caused t e n s i o n , 
p a r t i c u l a r l y during the first two c o l l e c t i v e s . There was a 
di f f e r e n c e in attitude between woaen who had little working 
e x p e r i e n c e and those who had worked in "traditional industry". It 
was felt that women who were new to paid work adjusted more 
easily tc fixing their own t i m e t a b l e and were more r e s p o n s i b l e 
for their work. 
At the workshop the women learned all the processes involved in 
book production. Each woman had her own c l i e n t s , discussed the 
design and layout and was r e s p o n s i b l e for doing the work. If 
there was too much work, the job would be shared out. 
The organisation of the work is expected to change little under 
the new owner. The women will c o n t i n u e to have their own clients 
- something that is not done in other firms - and share the 
wo r k l o a d . They will also c o n t i n u e to decide their working h o u r s , 
'although if there is an e m e r g e n c y then we will stay later or 
come in." 
T r a v a e i l e s said that new t e c h n o l o g i e s car, if used in the r; g h t 
way, be positive for women. These m a c h i n e s , such as those used b> 
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the c o l l e c t i v e , h a v e o p e n e d up new o p p o r t u n i t i e s for w o m e n . They 
have r e m o v e d all p h y s i c a l effort and h a • e a l l o w e d w o m e n to learn 
s t i l l s mere easily - the women feel that "the m a c h i n e s are no 
\ zr>zer a l i e n a t i n g as you c a r follow ail the s t a g e s of p r o d u c t i o n 
and see the final p r o d u c t " . 
C0HCLUS10MS 
" r a v a e l i e s is one a* the few e x a m p l e s of women s e t t i n g up a 
c o l l e c t i v e s e l f - m a n a g e m e n t b u s i n e s s in F r a n c e . In 1 9 s I, the women 
said that w h i l e the f e m i n i s t m o v e m e n t ma, h a v e a n a l y s e d the 
p o s i t i o n of women in the labour market Í^Q tried to set up 
H r. T. en s i n i t i a t i v e s with d i f f e r e n t kinds of w o r k i n g r e l a t i o n s h i p s 
w i t h i r the m o v e m e n t i t s e l f , it has not vet m a n a g e d to t r a n s l a t e 
t nem inte a wider c o n t e x t . T r a v a e i i e s said it was i m p o r t a n t that 
women should s row they can c o p e on their own and run a b u s i n e s s 
whie r' can e e m p e t e on the open m a r k e t . " u n f o r t u n a t e l y the women s 
m o v e m e n t has not shown i n t e r e s t in doing this y e t . " The 
d i f f i c u l t i e s in s e t t i n g up and the r e g u l a t i o n s i n v o l v e d "may too 
easiiv i n t i m i d a t e many w o m e n and t h e r e is a ge n e r a l t e n d e n c y to 
h e s i t a t e about doing it on their Own and so rely on o f f i c i a l 
schemes a~¿ subsidies." 
T h e new owner said that "the e e c n o m i c e n v i r o n m e n t ' is now a 
li t t l e more s y m p a t h e t i c to women s e n t e r p r i s e s than when 
Tra . ael1 es was set up. 
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CARABOSSES AMD BARCAROSSE - PARIS, FRAMCE 
I ar a b e s s e s . a feminist b o o k s h o p , and B a r c a r o s s e , a women s c a f e , 
shared the same p r e m i s e s and were set up in c o n s e c u t i v e years by 
the same group of women. In 1973, seven women started C a r a b o s s e s . 
Although it was r e g i s t e r e d as a limited c c m p a n y , it was run as a 
c o l l e c t i v e e n t e r p r i s e . In September 1979, B a r c a r o s s e was opened 
ar d r e o i s t e r e d as an a s s o c i a t i o n under the Law of 1901. Both were 
createo to p r o v i d e a new service which was linked to feminist 
p o l i t i c s . 
H 1 t h o u g h both -entures b e c a m e -ell known, neither the bookshop 
ne-r the cafe b e c a m e v i a b l e . At the eng of 1984 the women decided 
to close them down and the b u s i n e s s was seid. 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUMD 
Wrier starting up, the group received advice from other b o o k s h o p s 
and support from the feminist m o v e m e n t . The women never actively 
sought other a s s i s t a n c e nor did they see t h e m s e l v e s as part of 
the broader c o o p e r a t i v e m o v e m e n t . 
DEC1SI0M HAKIMS AMD 0R6AMISATI0M OF MORK 
T h e two gro u p s w e r e c o l l e c t i v e l y sei f-managed and d e c i s i o n s were 
ta»en by c o n s e n s u s . The work of both the b o o k s h o p and the cafe 
was rotated but not s y s t e m a t i c a l l y . Voluntary w o r k e r s g a v e 
between three and 12 ho u r s per week. 
MAGES, PRICES AMD COSTS 
Prices in the boo k s h o p and cafe were d e t e r m i n e d in r e l a t i o n to 
corcet111 on with the aim of covering c o s t s , except s a l a r i e s . 
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Volunteer work was a major problem because the women did not like 
it. They wanted to be paid what their work was worth. But they 
never managed to increase income sufficiently to cover labour 
costs. 
C0MCLUS10MS 
The project fell somewhere between a business and a voluntary 
o rganisati on. From the start, its main aim was providing a 
service not viability. Although income during the first few years 
'was promising", by 1983 it stagnated and the cafe and bookshop 
w e r e unable to cover their costs. 
By the end of 1984, the gυ es t ion of ­lability started to be 
raised. The 10 women running the business at the time looked at a 
number of options to decide if there was a way to increase 
income. une of the problems was that the business "was linked to 
a feminist project ­ the team of women were all feminists ­ yet 
activism is not what it used to be." H complete r e s t r u c t u r i n g was 
necessary to mate it viable. 
One of the women said that the cafe and bookshop had similar 
problems to other smail b u s i n e s s e s . The b o o k s h o p , for example, 
had difficulties surviving the strong compétition from bigger 
shops. The women also lacked formal management stills and 
everything had to be learned on the job. This led to management 
problems which were accentuated bv a shortage of money. 
The group was forced "to make a recovery plan." To become viable, 
income had to be increased by more than 30/C even if the paid 
workers continued to be subsidised. Two ootions were discussed 
which reflected the tendency of the two teams. One wanted to 
expand the cafe into a cultural centre with videos and 
exhibitions to attract more clients arguing that this would 
reduce costs and emphasise the political side. The bookshop would 
become a sideline. This was opposed bv the team r e s p o n s i b l e for 
the bookshop which wanted the group to c o n c e n t r a t e on promoting 
women s books. This would have involved expanding the booksnop to 
include a larger variety of books. Both of the options meant new 
ιn.estaents. 
The group was unable to agree on a common project and decided to 
close down both the cafe and b o o k s h o p . In a d d i t i o n , they felt 
that they had little chance to find the money to put the business 
on a new commercial base with real prospects of viability. 
¿ buyer was found for the b u s i n e s s , a smail women s publishing 
firm in Paris. The new owner,along with another small publishing 
house, have decided tc reopen the boot shop along the lines of the 
second option considered by the originai c o l l e c t i v e . Women 
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w r i t e r s will be p r o m o t e d by the b o o k s h o p , w h i c h was e x p e c t e d to 
open in November 1 9 & 5 . 
EffCh of the p u b l i s h i n g h o u s e s a p p o i n t e d a m a n a g e r to run the 
bo o i s h o p and two w o r k e r s have been taken on -one be i n g the woman 
p r e v i o u s l y e m p l o y e d in the b o o i s h o p . 
The new b o o k s h o p is "commercial and p r o f e s s i o n a l " , said one of 
tre w o m e n . The c a p i t a l was p r o v i d e d by the two p u b l i s h i n g h o u s e s . 
ire new v e n t u r e e x p e c t s to keep the old c l i e n t s of C a r a b o s s e s as 
«ell as r e a c h i n g a wider p u b l i c . Tne o r i g i n a l c o l l e c t i v e is not 
ir.vol.ed in this new v e n t u r e . 
r.ne of the w o m e n said that the new shop "wou i d ne·, er have seen 
the light of d a y " if the c o l l e c t i v e had not acted as " p i o n e e r s " . 
L o o k i n g b a c k , she said the c o l l e c t i v e failed b e c a u s e it was 
marked " b ν the f e m i n i s t ρ c l 111 c s of the 19 7 0 s , and it was un a b l e 
to s υ c e e s f υ i 1 v link this with the c r e a t i o n of a c o m m e r c i a l 
e n t e r p r i s e . ' 
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MANSOURIA - MOROCCAN RESTAURANT - PARIS, FRANCE 
The restaurant was set up In January 1985. Although it is 
registered as a limited company it is run collectively. The 
restaurant employs three full-time workers, including the woman 
who set up the business, and one part-timer, all Moroccan. There 
are two non-working partners. 
Setting up the business 
The idea of starting a restaurant came from one woman - the owner 
and present manager - who was interested in Moroccan cooking. She 
said that "good quality" Moroccan restaurants are rare in Paris 
and are usually owned and run by men. Although women work in 
restaurants, they usually do unskilled jobs. She wanted to offer 
Moroccan women the chance to put their cooking skills to profit­
able use and help create jobs. Two of the women who joined her 
had been cleaners and for the other, the youngest, it was her 
first job. 
The project was supported by the Association Femin'Autres, a group 
which provides funds to help women setting up their own busines­
ses. The money is collected in a way "inspired by African women." 
Members of the group pool their savings to finance individual 
projects. Each project waits its turn to receive funding in the 
form of low interest loans. The owner of the restaurant is a 
member of the group. The restaurant received FF 14,000 from 
Femin'Autres. Although this was a symbolic sum, it gave the owner 
the courage to seek additional finance. Some FF 900,000 was 
needed to start up the business. 
One year was spent trying to raise the money. Banks refused to 
make a large loan necessary as the group could not offer any 
guarantees. They devised an original way of raising more funds -
asking potential clients to buy "a meal in advance" costing 
FF 100. The campaign proved successful and some clients even 
offered personal loans. With the money collected and the FF 
14,000 from Femin'Autres, the women had enough collateral to get a 
hank loan. The loan was used to buy equipment and renovate the 
premises. 
The women were further helped by the fact that the person who sold 
them the restaurant business extended them credit of FF 200,000. 
The project also received public subsidies for local job creation 
initiatives (FF 40,000 for each job created). 
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While the financial support from Femin'Autres was symbolic, the 
group was of great assistance in giving advice on management, 
looking for funds, drawing up a provisional budget and giving 
continuous back-up. 
Marketing 
Femin'Autres also helped publicise the venture. There was no 
spare money for advertising but through its contacts Femin'Autres 
was able to spread the word. This led to newspaper articles, 
which was just as effective. The women also devised another form 
of advertising, which doubled up as a market survey. Four months 
before the restaurant opened, they offered a home delivery service 
of meals they planned cooking in the restaurant. This made them 
known in the area and allowed them to rest reaction to their 
dishes. The women found the premises in the 11th arrondissement 
of Paris, which has reasonable rents and "a future" as new public 
buildings are going up. 
Prices, costs and wages 
The average price of a meal is between FF 100 and FF 112, calcu­
lated on the basis of prices charged by other restaurants, the 
quality of food and the labour costs. The women seem to have 
found the right balance since custom is growing and after five 
months of work at a loss, "normal for this type of new business", 
costs have been covered and they are starting to make a profit. 
Earnings have been reinvested so far in the business to buy more 
equipment. Everyone earns the same wage, based on the standard 
legal rates for the sector. However, the women have often put in 
unpaid overtime, especially at the beginning, to get the business 
off the ground. 
Management, decision-making and organisation of work 
The restaurant was registered as a limited company because it was 
a less "cumbersome" structure and also because the group was not 
"sufficiently closely knit" to set up a cooperative. The women 
work as a team and all the jobs are shared (buying, kitchen work, 
waitressing, etc.). Because a couple of the women are illiterate, 
a system of oral instructions for the kitchen has been devised 
instead of written chits. The women have learnt to work on the 
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job since there was neither the time nor the money for outside 
training. The manager followed a week's course in business 
management at the local Chamber of Commerce. The three workers 
participate in decision-making, the planning of new projects and 
the daily running of the business but are not partners in the 
company. When the restaurant opened, the bookkeeping and admini­
stration were done by the manager hut recently this work was 
handed over to an outside accountant. He plays no role in manage­
ment. The manager would have preferred a woman accountant but 
they are scarce and she did not find anyone suitable. There are 
no childcare problems because none of the women have young child­
ren. Should such a problem arise, "it would be discussed in the 
group" and any necessary arrangements would be made. 
Expansion 
The restaurant is starting to do well and has recently taken out a 
new bank loan, on the strength of its forecast performance, to 
finish buying the equipment it needs and carry out work in the 
restaurant. The cooperative has obtained an exclusive contract to 
sell its specialities in a large cultural centre (Le Zenith) which 
will create two new jobs. They are also planning to open a shop 
selling Moroccan pastries along the same lines as the restaurant -
good c ility food that is not easily available on the Parisian 
market. They are currently looking for suitable premises. The 
shop would create a further job. 
Conclusions 
The manager believes their success has come from a "professional 
attitude" and a shared interest in Moroccan cooking. The 
restaurant also has achieved another aim - creating jobs with 
recognized skills for women who would otherwise be trapped in 
unskilled, casual labour. With the experience gained in the 
restaurant, they can now find other work in the sector should they 
need to. The manager has also satisfied her wish to promote 
high-quality Moroccan cooking rather than the standard dishes 
usually served. 
The main obstacle, as is almost always the case for small busines­
ses and cooperatives, particularly those started by women, was 
obtaining the necessary capital. It is very difficult to get a 
bank loan without collateral, which women often find difficult to 
raise. A public agency to stand as guarantor for loans is needed, 
the manager said. 
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VIRGINIA - PUBLISHING COOPERATIVE - AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS 
The Virginia feminist printing business started up in 1978 with 
the aim of promoting women's work and giving women jobs in a 
traditionally male sector. At present (1985), the collective is 
made up of four paid workers. All have acquired professional 
training and qualifications. 
Setting up and finance 
The collective was set up by 12 women in 1978. The four present 
workers were not among the founding group: the original members 
have left over the years either because they found other paid 
jobs in or outside printing or because they no longer agreed with 
the collective's policy. The start-up capital came from indivi-
dual contributions and a grant of Fl 25,000 from Amsterdam town 
council. The women also obtained loans at a low rate of 
interest. They were thus able to buy all the necessary equipment 
without, however, being able to pay wages. As the business 
expanded wages were paid and the women plan to take on a fifth 
worker early next year. 
Organisation of work 
"We started off hardly knowing anything and with scarcely any 
money. We all worked on a voluntary basis. At the beginning, 
everyone did everything. We realized fairly quickly that this 
was not working out, and we started dividing up the work. While 
working we were able to identify what we liked doing the most and 
chose the type of training best suited to' our tastes and the 
requirements of the business." In addition to attending training 
courses, the women were able to call on people they knew in the 
printing business for advice. 
The main decisions are taken at the monthly meeting of the 
Administrative Council which is held outside working hours (and 
is unpaid). Normally all four of the workers attend. In the 
day-to-day running of the business, the person responsible for 
any particular aspect takes the necessary decisions. There have 
not been any voluntary workers in the collective since September 
this year. They plan to take on a fifth paid worker early next 
year. The normal working day is from 9 am to 5 pm, totalling 32 
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hours a week. The workers are aged between 34 and 52 and none 
have children. 
Market and expansion of the business 
Virginia has acquired a good reputation and finds no problem ir. 
getting work. The women did not make a marketing study since 
they had many contacts in the women's movement and were confident 
there was a market to develop. They charge "fair" prices (no 
knock-down rates) and are able to allow themselves the luxury of 
choosing their clients. The women admit that initially they were 
not taken seriously in traditional printing circles, but this 
never affected them much because they were working in a comple­
tely different market. They print mainly newspapers, magazines 
and posters for women's groups. They have now reached a high 
level of professionalism thanks to continuous training. The 
business is going well and they can afford to invest in new 
equipment and pay a new worker. The women complain that it is 
difficult to find women with skills in printing, especially for 
the more technical tasks. Hence the importance of training in 
working hours. 
Conclusions 
Virginia has overcome its initial financial difficulties when it 
vas unable to pay its workers and now has a good number of 
clients. The women are satisfied with their achievements because 
they have been able to develop a new market, create their own 
jobs and gain professional qualifications while respecting their 
"feminist ideas and commitments." 
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DE BRON - translation collective - Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
De Bron was set up by five women in 1982 to carry out 
translations, preferably of feminist texts but also of general 
works concerning women. The women, aged between 30 and 40, had 
long been active in the women's movement and found that many 
feminists' works were badly translated because the translators 
either lacked knowledge of the subject or betrayed certain 
deep-rooted prejudices. They therefore decided to form a 
collective that would specialize in this field, with the hope of 
creating jobs for women in a highly competitive and saturated 
market. 
Setting up and finance 
The collective was able to start up thanks to a grant of Fl 
15,000 from the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs. The grant 
proved to be insufficient to cover the costs involved in 
launching the business, but the women said that this was their 
fault because they underestimated how much was needed. They were 
also helped by Stew, a cooperative support agency, and all the 
women followed a business management course run by Stew. 
The grant was used to buy basic materials and equipment 
(dictionaries, typewriters, etc.). It was not enough to cover the 
cost of renting premises, however, and at the beginning each 
member contributed Fl 100 a month towards the rent. This is now 
covered by the collective's earnings. 
The collective is still in debt to its members since it has not 
been able to repay the money members paid out of their own 
pockets at the beginning. However, the cooperative is starting to 
stand on its feet financially since "earnings have doubled each 
year." To make up any shortfalls, the women sometimes do 
proof-reading and interpretation but the bulk of their revenue 
comes from translation. They feel that "heavy taxation" hinders 
their efforts to put the collective on a sound financial footing. 
Organisation of work 
Five women work in the collective on a regular basis and are 
responsible for all the administration (unpaid). In addition, 
there are 40 outside collaborators (all women). Ten of these 
collaborators are working on a new project - the preparation of a 
feminist dictionary. This is a voluntary effort. Everyone works 
on a freelance basis; when a translation job comes in, it is 
awarded to the person most suitable to carry it out and 10% is 
kept by the collective to cover administrative costs. 
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For most of the women, earnings from the collective are a 
supplementary income. Some women still receive unemployment 
benefit and others are part-time teachers. 
Decision making 
Apart from the obligatory annual general assembly, meetings do 
not take place on a regular basis. Meetings were held regularly 
at the beginning but they find that this is no longer necessary. 
Day-to-day administrative decisions are taken by whoever is 
handling the day's business and the five regular workers get 
together as and when a decision is needed on the collective's 
policy. This system has functioned to everyone's satisfaction. 
Even though three of the original members have been replaced 
(they found full-time work and no longer had time to commit to 
the collective), this has not affected the smooth running of the 
business. 
Policy 
From the outset, the women were determined to do "high-quality" 
work. This principle applies not only to translation but also to 
the texts they translate. "We didn't want to translate anything 
simply for the money." They work only with women who have 
feminist sympathies and awareness of feminist issues. Women who 
work with the collective must be qualified and they are asked to 
do a translation test. 
For example, if the collective is asked to translate a text which 
the women feel is "not good", it is turned down. However, if one 
of the members or collaborators wants to translate it on their 
own account they can do so, but the collective's name will not 
appear in the published work. 
Marketing 
The women did not carry out a market study prior to setting up 
since "we were the only specialists on the market - and still 
are." Publishers approached the collective on their own 
initiative "since they did not know of anyone else to do good 
quality translations of feminist writings." But this was not 
enough by itself and the women made the mistake of not doing 
enough publicity in their first year of activity. But they have 
now rectified this and, coupled with a good reputation, are 
gaining more clients. Their prices are standard in the 
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Netherlands for translation; there is a professional association 
which sets prices that all translatiors must observe. In certain 
cases, however, the collective gives small discounts in return 
for a service such as free publicity in a magazine. This is also 
a way of supporting small groups with little money. 
Work with other groups 
De Bron makes an effort to work with other collectives. A lot of 
their work is for feminist publishing houses such as Sara and 
whenever possible they buy materials such as writing paper from 
other collectives. They have also given advice on translation. 
Conclusions 
While the women who set up De Bron were anxious to create jobs, 
they also wanted to work as feminists within the women's 
movement. This has shaped the character of the collective: the 
choice of texts, the preference for working with alternative, 
preferably feminist groups and a flexible working structure. They 
complain that it is difficult to find premises in the 
Netherlands, particularly Amsterdam, and say they were lucky to 
find the ones they occupy at present. They argue that the public 
authorities could play a bigger role in offering or building 
reasonably priced offices and work spaces. Another complaint is 
that tax and contributions make it very expensive for the 
collective to hire people and that something should be done to 
make it easier. 
However, with income doubling each year and a project for a 
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HET SCHIPSTERSKOLLEKTIEF - BARGE COLLECTIVE -
AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS 
The Schipsterskollektief was formed by 12 women in 1980 with the 
aim of setting up a commercial service to transport goods by barge 
and of starting a training centre for women. The barge was bought 
in 1983 thanks to a grant and four women started working: a 
coordinator and a barge operator (both paid) and two untrained 
voluntary workers, who were trained on the job. The commercial 
side did not prove to be a success and in 1985 the barge was sold. 
The training continues. The women found that it was not easy to 
enter into a hitherto male preserve and suffered, in addition to 




The collective was legally constituted as a foundation in 1980 by 
12 women, three of whom had founded the group. Their aim was to 
become professional barge operators. They received a grant of Fl 
25,000 from the Queen Juliana Foundation towards the purchase of 
the equipment and Fl 10,000 from the Amsterdam Town Council for 
fitting out the boat. The barge was bought in 1983 but by then 
the collective had lost eight of its members: some had decided to 
go into other forms of navigation and others went into other 
fields altogether. 
The commercial operation - the transportation of goods by barge -
was able to start, thanks to further subsidies from the Noord-
Holland province and the European Social Fund (ESF). The Dutch 
funding helped with the purchase of the boat and running costs, 
while the ESF funding made it possible to pay two workers, the 
coordinator and the bargehand. 
Why_ the c_omŒercial_op_er_at_i£n_fa^ i^ ed^  
The women ran into problems from the beginning. "Reactions in the 
business to our initiative were very aggressive. Doubtless we 
didn't have enough training and experience but nothing was done to 
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help us acquire any. We weren't given any real chance to inte­
grate". They were not taken seriously by bargemen and never 
gained their confidence. Without professional recognition they 
did not obtain work in a sector which is tightly organised and 
protected. 
Barge operators do not have direct contact with their clients: 
all contracts pass through a commercial intermediary which dis­
tributes work on the basis of a waiting list. The collective 
claims that it did not get work because the intermediary systema­
tically ignored them when they came up on the list. 
The women say they received no support of any kind in trying to 
combat this discrimination. They had foreseen there would be 
problems and had contacted the seamen's union beforehand. The 
women wanted to explain why they had taken this step and hoped 
that the union would help give them a foothold in the sector. 
This hope was dashed because the union thought the setting up of a 
women's collective in the business served no purpose. The women's 
failure to win credibility, which came close to a boycott, meant 
the enterprise was doomed to failure. With no contracts, there 
vas no revenue to pay the running costs of Che barge or the 
services of skilled workers, such as fitters, repairers and 
helmsmen. 
With little or no work, it was impossible to improve the women's 
skills and gain experience and they started to lose confidence in 
their ability to make such an operation viable. 
Other financial difficulties were caused by delays in obtaining 
ESF money. In September 1985 the women were still owed Fl 60,000 
for 1984. Payment delays, combined with the difficulty of getting 
work, meant that the project had no chance of becoming viable. 
The barge was sold this year and the transport operation ceased. 
Orgjanieationjrô work 
In addition to the problems of finance and acceptance, the women 
feel that they never organised the work satisfactorily. Without 
full training in all the different tasks connected with barge 
transport, they often felt "unable to cope." When starting up, 
they received assistance and advice from two organisations: the 
women's section of STEW, a support agency for collective and 
cooperative businesses, and Veringing voor Werk, a group which 
helps unemployed people who want to create their own jobs. This 
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assistance mainly took the form of "study days" and seminars where 
the problems of collective management were discussed and analysed. 
The assistance was not followed up, said the collective, which 
does not feel it was of great help. 
Training 
It is very difficult to become a bargeman, let alone a bargewoman. 
There are schools in the Netherlands offering mainly theoretical 
training in navigation, open to both women and men. Few women opt 
for training in this traditionally male job, and to become a fully 
fledged bargehand four years practical experience on a boat are 
demanded, almost impossible for a woman. There are no women 
working on their own account in this sector, only wives of barge 
captains whose work is unrecognised. 
The Schipsterskollektief's barge was therefore the sole possi­
bility of training and practical experience for women wanting to 
become professional inland waterway navigators. To set up the 
training course, the collective placed small ads in the press and 
45 candidates presented themselves. Ten were selected and this 
training is still under way. Since the barge has been sold, the 
training is now mostly theoretical. The aim is to arm women for 
the problems they will face in the commercial sector because of 
the difficult working conditions and the prejudice they will meet. 
"We need to expand the training still further since it was the 
lack of training in the very specialised skills required in 
commercial navigation that contributed to our downfall." The 
women hope to buy another barge in five years. In the meantime, 
they plan to rethink their commercial operation and develop their 
navigating skills and ability to carry out heavy work done by 
other workers in this sector. 
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ZIJWIND - BICYCLE COLLECTIVE - AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS 
Zijwind was set up in 1983 by three women and specializes in the 
storage, repair and sale of secondhand bicycles. All three had 
qualifications and experience in this type of work and were keen 
to set up their own business. 
Setting up and finance 
The women obtained start-up finance from the Amsterdam Town 
Council totalling Fl 20,000, half as a grant and half as a loan. 
In May 1985 they took out another loan from Memomunt, a support 
agency. These loans are repayable over five years, with the 
condition that there is a guarantor in case of bankruptcy. The 
women's families agreed to act as guarantors. 
In addition, they received advice on business administration from 
the women's section of a cooperative support agency, Stew, which 
had also put forward their application for the loan from the 
Amsterdam Council. With the initial loan and grant the women 
were able to buy basic materials and equipment and rent premises. 
During the first year they paid Stew to do the bookkeeping. They 
then acquired a fourth member, an accountant, who has taken ove. 
the business administration since May 1985 and is paid for this 
on a freelance basis. Recently the women have been able to pay 
one of the workers a wage and they plan to start paying a second 
wage in January 1986. The third member of the original group 
will continue on a voluntary basis. Towards the end of the year 
they plan to expand the business by taking over a warehouse 
belonging to another group affiliated to Stew's women's section. 
Marketing 
Finding a market was not a problem - bicycles are big business in 
the Netherlands. They were also helped by the fact that their 
premises had housed a bicycle business, so there was a ready-made 
clientele. The location Is also good - central and thus acces­
sible - with a lot of passing traffic. The women have advertised 
in newspapers and leafleted letterboxes in the area. They gained 
some free publicity when they were featured in a television 
programme on initiatives to combat unemployment. All this, 
coupled with the fact that they already had some experience 
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before starting up has meant that they have built up a good 
clientele despite the fact that their prices are somewhat higher 
than average. 
Management, decision-making and organisation of work 
All decisions are taken jointly at meetings held twice a month 
outside working hours. Each person takes responsibility for 
their own area of activity in the day-to-day running of the 
business, the principle being "recognition of each person's work 
and skills." This system works well and the collective has 
always aimed at developing "working relationships based on mutual 
trust." 
The business is open all day, five days a week. Each of the 
women works three and a half days a week and the hours are 
flexible to fit in with individual requirements. Everyone works 
on the bicycles and the administrative tasks are shared out, each 
woman having a particular responsibility - bookkeeping, renting 
out storage space, etc. The cooperative can pay only the legal 
minimum wage. The decision on who should be the next to receive 
a wage (the collective could not afford to employ everyone at 
once) has been made jointly "taking into account each woman's 
needs." 
Conclusions 
The women were highly motivated to set up their own collective 
business "with no boss" and carry out high-quality work. They 
have created working arrangements suited to their individual 
needs and are optimistic about the future. The one fly in the 
ointment is the fact that they are forced to pay low wages at 
present because of the "burden" of employers' and social 
insurance contributions. 
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WOMEN'S COMMUNITY PRESS - DUBLIN, IRELAND 
Women's Community Press (WCP) was set up as a limited company in 
November 1983 by a group of women who had completed an innovatory 
training course in women and publishing. The course, set up by 
Irish Feminist Information, was funded by AnCo, the Irish 
national training authority, and the European Social Fund. 
Problems with the Irish law on cooperatives and a belief that it 
would be easier to get loans from banks led the women to form a 
limited company but they work as a cooperative. There are seven 
founder members, of whom three are employed as full time workers 
and one part time. The cooperative publishes books and does 
contract work in design, layout and editing, as well as distri­
buting books published by other companies. 
Historical background 
In deciding to set up a community publishing cooperative, the 
women saw themselves as breaking into a new area for Ireland. 
They looked to other countries such as the UK for examples of 
what could be done. One of their main aims was "to give people 
normally denied access to the printed word the opportunity to 
have their experiences recorded." In addition they hoped to 
promote the women's movement and create jobs for women in what 
has been a traditionally male field. The cooperative also wants 
to research into the special problems of women and minority or 
"social issue" groups and publish the results, as well as train 
women in publishing and printing. 
The women started with a commitment to collective work because it 
is non-hierarchical and gives "equal access to information and 
decision-making." They also had some experience in community 
publishing which "was a criterion for the women in the publishing 
course." 
Setting up and finance 
Finance has been a major problem for WCP, partly because of the 
nature of publishing which is "a special case: you need the 
money immediately and then you might have to wait a year before 
getting it back." Such a business needs a large amount of money 
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to start up, although capital investment is not enormous. In 
this context, the funding given by the Commission's women's 
bureau was crucial, not in the amount given (£7,000), which was 
nowhere near enough as start-up finance, but in giving credibi­
lity to the project and therefore access to some national funding 
bodies, such as the Youth Employment Agency. "EEC funding can 
give you the credibility you need to get further funding but if 
you're not eligible for any other funding then the amount given 
by the women's bureau is really nothing." 
Another problem facing the WCP has been the way in which funding 
is allocated. They would prefer to see funding "gradually slowed 
down" rather than having it cut off after one year. Flexibility 
is the key, the women believe. "Funding should be available 
according to the needs of different enterprises ... which vary 
from country to country and business to business ... It would be 
better in our case if funding was spread out over two years or 
so. In publishing cash flow is a big problem. 
The women stressed the psychological pressure of getting a 
reasonable amount of financial aid for one year and then having 
it cut off. "The idea that everything is dried up makes you feel 
hopeless about the whole thing... it can cause you to break up or 
collapse before you should." There is a danger of being used as 
"a publicity stunt" by funding agencies and then "blamed for 
failing" when the money is cut off, they said. Conventional 
businesses are not expected to be totally viable after one year, 
they said. Delays in payments can also cause serious problems 
especially for cooperatives which usually have cash flow difficul­
ties. 
Premises were not a major problem for WCP since they were able to 
rent a room in the same building as the publishing course and the 
"owners were supportive". The cooperative needs more space. 
They have only one room for the four workers and their equipment, 
consisting of office machines such as typewriters, calculators 
and a dictaphone. If they had more money they would take on more 
rooms and specialised material such as a computer, a repo-camera 
for art-work, a photocopier and telephone answering machine. 
Marketing 
Since "community publishing is virtually non-existent in Ireland" 
the WCP has special marketing problems. Not only do they have to 
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compete against the "very high-powered, commercial methods" of 
the bigger publishers, but they must "create an interest in 
community publishing as well as publishing the books." 
But they are optimistic the business will get off the ground. 
They have seen that community publishing is successful in the UK 
and some of the books they have published have been received 
favourably. They recognise the need to expand marketing beyond 
present methods which are limited by lack of money to word-of-
mouth, free publicity in the media and sales through community 
groups and at conferences. They would like to expand their 
distribution network which could fill a major gap in the Irish 
market since the outlets for selling alternative or radical 
literature are very underdeveloped compared to other countries. 
WCP also has financial problems because of the market it has 
served so far: "We have the poor groups - the women's groups, the 
community groups, the left groups - the ones that have no money." 
The women recognise they may have to become more hard-headed in 
dealing with their clients. "Our service is unique in the sense 
that we're sort of softies. We'll spend an hour talking to 
anyone that comes in without ever any mention of money." Yet 
they see this as one of the main factors which attracts clients. 
"The process Is as important as the end product." 
There is a danger that the cooperative will get caught up in a 
vicious circle. Their working methods and clients mean low 
income. This in turn keeps wages low and prevents them from 
introducing innovations which might save them money in the long 
run. They also find it difficult to publicise their services 
outside Dublin or beyond "certain circles" which already know 
them. 
Organisation and decision-making 
Despite the fact that it Is registered as a limited company, WCP 
operates collectively. The four workers make up the board of 
directors - only those employed by the cooperative have a right 
to sit on the board. The day-to-day running of the cooperative 
is decided at weekly meetings of the "worker-directors" which are 
held during working hours. The "wider organisation" is discussed 
at monthly evaluation meetings. 
The passive role of the cooperative's other members does not 
bother the directors, but they said any future members of the 
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board would be chosen carefully to avoid problems. Any woman who 
becomes a worker has a right to apply to join the board after six 
months. Her admission needs the approval of all the board 
members. 
Employment 
Three women are employed full time on a self-employed basis. The 
fourth works part time. Wages are low because of the coopera­
tive's financial problems but all workers are paid the same rate. 
The women work 38 to 40 hours per week although this is flexible 
depending on the work load. 
Childcare has not yet become an issue; only one of the workers 
has children. The woman's maternity leave was arranged so that 
she could do some of the bookkeeping at home. 
WCP believes in rotating jobs as far as possible, so as to share 
information and pass on skills. But the pressure of too much 
work and too few workers has made this difficult to fulfill at 
times. The women do not ¿eel this has caused any major problems. 
The women started the cooperative with skills such as type­
setting, editorial, layout and research and have acquired exper­
tise in business management, basic bookkeeping, marketing and 
general knowledge of the book trade. 
The main problem area for the women is that "there is always a 
danger of self-exploitation which leads to demoralisation." This 
can happen, they feel, both because of financial problems and 
through cooperative members' commitment to the business. This 
can lead to more general problems such as pressure by funding 
agencies to keep wages low and the negative image of cooperatives 
among trade unionists who fear hard-won wage levels and condi­
tions will be undermined. 
Wider context 
High unemployment in Ireland has led to an Increase in the number 
of cooperatives, as well as the example of the cooperative 
movement in the UK and the influence of certain political ideas, 
especially the belief in non-hierarchical structures. The WCP 
believes that women are particularly active in the development of 
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cooperatives and that the women's movement has influenced the 
trend. 
When WCP was looking for support to start up, it found backers in 
the trade union movement, especially among women, in feminist 
groups and in other cooperatives. 
The cooperative now gives informal advice to other groups and is 
involved in the 30-member federation of worker cooperatives which 
was launched in October 1983. The federation is aimed at provi­
ding mutual support for workers' cooperatives operating in "a 
hostile environment", encouraging and helping the formation of 
new cooperatives and lobbying for improved funding and services. 
The WCP's support of the cooperative movement is not uncritical. 
The women warn that female involvement in cooperatives could be 
seen negatively given that wages are low. This perpetuates 
women's traditional economic disadvantages. They also feel that 
in some ways they are letting governments and local authorities 
"off the hook" by giving advice and information which ought to be 
available through publicly funded bodies. 
WCP wants the government to take a more constructive approach to 
the development of cooperatives. They stressed the need for 
adequate start-up funding as well as a major change in the 
attitude of banks, tax authorities and other public bodies. 
26.5 
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LIVE MIRES - LOMDOM, UK 
Set up in Fe b r u a r y 1984 by four w o m e n , the c o o p e r a t i v e started 
work immediately with b a c k i n g from London New T e c h n o l o g y N e t w o r k 
- LNTN (1; and some financial support from the E u r o p e a n 
C o m m i s s i o n W o m e n ' s B u r e a u . Ail the women had t r a i n i n g in m i c r o ­
e l e c t r o n i c s and'or c o m p u t i n g . The c o o p e r a t i v e a s s e m b l e s printed 
circuit beards and c a b l e s for computer h a r d w a r e . 
SETTIMO UP THE COOPERATIVE 
The c o o p e r a t i v e was i n i t i a t e d by the direc t o r of LNT N who was 
aware that finance was a v a i l a b l e froir, the E u r o p e a n C o m m i s s i o n for 
this type of p r o j e c t . He was in contact with one of the founder 
m e m b e r s who haa been t r a i n e d on a g o v e r n m e n t youth t r a i n i n g 
course in e l e c t r o n i c s and wished to c o n t i n u e in this -field. She 
formed the c o o p e r a t i v e with two other women from the c o u r s e and a 
trained p r o g r a m m e r . For all the women this was their first job. 
The c o o p e r a t i v e is r e g i s t e r e d with ICOM and r e c e i v e d a st a r t - u p 
grant o + £1,500 from the Women s Bur e a u . 
C o n s i d e r a b l e s u p p o r t has been given by LNTN w h i c h is the 
co o p e r a t i v e s l a n d l o r d and s p o n s o r , p r o v i d i n g p r e m i s e s and 
equ i p m e n t at a f a v o u r a b l e r a t e . W i t h o u t the eq u i p m e n t p r o v i d e a by 
LNTN . the c o o p e r a t i v e could not o p e r a t e . The e l e c t r o n i c 
p r o c e s s i n g and tes t i n g e q u i p m e n t r e q u i r e d is too e x p e n s i v e for 
the c o o p e r a t i v e to c o n s i d e r buying itself. The grant from the 
Commi s s i o n oniy just c o v e r e d the p u r c h a s e of b a s i c o f f i c e 
e q u i p m e n t and hand t o o l s needed for assembly of the c i r c u i t s . 
The c o o p e r a t i v e said that small g r a n t s to c o o p e r a t i v e s t r y i n g to 
set up in t e c h n o l o g i e s can only be useful if the gr o u p has a 
support s t r u c t u r e . They c r i t i c i s e d the C o m m i s s i o n s system of 
paying out the g r a n t s in two steps as this c r e a t e s cash flow 
probi e e s . 
il) The LNTN is a body s p o n s o r e d bv the Greater London E n t e r p r i s e 
Board i.Gi.EB/ which runs t r a i n i n g p r o g r a m m e s in new t e c h n o l o g i e s 
and houses p r o d u c t i o n f a c i l i t i e s on its p r e m i s e s . M e m b e r s are 
drawn from u n i v e r s i t i e s , m i c r o e l e c t r o n i c m a n u f a c t u r e r s , 
e d u c a t i o n a l and t r a i n i n g i n s t i t u t e s , trade u n i o n s and local 
α o v e r n m e n t. 
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Initially, clients were introduced to the cooperative through 
LNTN, but the women have now established regular contract work 
and are beginning to consider their own marketing. All work 15 
carried out on a contract basis, with clients providing the basic 
components and the cooperative carrying out assembly and testing 
of circuits. The cooperative has two permanent contracts and has 
carried out several one-off projects. 
Apart froir. the need for finance and equipment, the cooperative 
has found a major problem in convincing clients that women can 
wort, in electronics. They feel that some potential clients were 
sceptical about the group's abilities or tried to take advantage 
of their inexperience. Both attitudes have been challenged by the 
members but they feel that women inevitably face the problem of 
having to prove their credibility in a technical field like 
electronics. 
The cooperative wants to expand but finds that its small amount 
of equipment limits the type of work, it can take on. Grants are 
not available to buy the major electronic processing and testing 
equipment required. 
MAMAGEMEMT AMD DEC1S10M MAK1MG 
Decisions affecting the cooperative alone are taken in informai 
meetings held during working hours. However, as the cooperative 
is so dependent on LNTN, many decisions have to be taken jointly 
with them. For instance, decisions affecting the premises are 
made in meetings of all organisations working in the LNTN 
building The cooperative is represented by one member. 
MAGES AMD COSTS 
Initially, prices were set on the advice of the LNTN production 
manager. So far costs have not been a p r o b l e · in as much as 
clients provide components and most overheads are initially 
financed by LNTN. The cooperative uses part of its income for 
rents etc. 
All the workers are paid at the same rate but as the work flow is 
erratic this is not a very regular income. Therefore, the women 
need faaily support (all are young and single) for accommodation 
etc. 
QRBAMISAT10M OF THE MORK 
Work: is organised to tie in with the requirements of clients. All 
members carry out the saire tasks in assembly and testing. 
However, one member (who is the most recently trained) acts as an 
unofficial technical supervisor by mutual agreement. Working 
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hours vary according to the workload. When there is little or no 
contract work, the women work a 6 1/2 hour day, five days a week. 
When a contract is u n d e r w a y , the women have worked up to 11 hours 
a day. Other workers at LNTN help when the workload is very 
heavy. Although contracts are e r r a t i c , all members see the 
f l e x i b l e hours as one of the advantages of working on a 
c o o p e r a t i v e basis despite the f l u c t u a t i o n s in income. 
In addition to the basic assembly c o n t r a c t s , the c o o p e r a t i v e is 
interested in training women in new t e c h n o l o g y . LNTN sponsors a 
m i c r o - e l e c t r o n i c s training course for women and members of the 
c o o p e r a t i v e h a «· e given training and advice on this c o u r s e . 
C0MCLUS10MS 
Despite lrreoular wort and income, the members see the 
c o o p e r a t i v e as an e f f e c t i v e way of combatting u n e m p l o y m e n t and 
g a m i n g e - p e r i e n c e . They prefer to wort in this way than claim 
state unemployment b e n e f i t s . It will be some time before the 
c o o p e r a t i v e can stand on its own feet financially and in the 
m e a n t i m e it is heavily dependent on LNTN, e s p e c i a l l y for the 
p r o v i s i o n of e q u i p m e n t . 
Another problem is marketing and finding new c l i e n t s . This costs 
money that the c o o p e r a t i v e does not have. Yet unless it e x p a n d s , 
the c o o p e r a t i v e cannot become s e l f - f i n a n c i n g or pay regular 
κ a Q e s 
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COOPERATIVE AMAI - crafts and educational aids - Brussels, 
Belgium 
Cooperative Amai, made up of mostly Moroccan but also Turkish and 
Italian women, was set up in November 1984 as the result of a 
study carried out by three Asbls (non profit-making 
organisations) working in the immigrant communities of Brussels. 
The cooperative produces pottery and educational aids for 
teaching immigrant children. It sublets premises from Dar El 
Amai, an Asbl involved in the study, which organises courses for 
women and girls in domestic science and other skills including 
knitting, weaving, first aid and Dutch and French language. 
The study looked into "the integration of the immigrant 
population in the host country." It argued that for women from 
Mediterranean cultures a cooperative-style structure was the most 
appropriate form of employment, since they were used to carrying 
out tasks communally. The Asbls contacted women in the area of 
Molenbeek, where immigrants make up 60% of the population, and 
the cooperative was set up in November 1984. A marketing study, 
which focused on the Dutch-speaking part of the country, found 
that there were possible markets for pottery and educational 
games aimed at immigrant children. The study took into account 
the fact that the cooperative could rent space at Dar El Amai, 
which has a basement with a pottery workshop and space for the 
production of games. Loans were obtained from individuals and a 
cooperative bank to buy a minimum of basic equipment: a wheel, a 
table and shelving, moulds for mass production of pottery, etc. 
The Asbl's workshop was already equipped with an oven. At the 
same time, the administrators made an application for a start-up 
grant from the women's bureau of the Commission (some BF 
300,000). The first part of this funding, for .1985, has been used 
to employ a qualified domestic science teacher, who has five 
years' experience in literacy teaching in the immigrant 
community, as coordinator for three days a week. She is 
responsible for the day-to-day running of the cooperative. It 
would not have been possible to employ anyone without the grant 
from the women's bureau. The condition for membership of the 
cooperative is to be unemployed without right to 
unemployment benefit. 
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Marketing strategy 
The pottery market is very competitive and publicity is needed to 
be able to sell individually designed items. The cooperative 
therefore decided to undertake mass production and is working on 
the basis of a couple of big orders for about 300 pieces each 
(mainly candle holders and plates). Since there were no existing 
clients and the cooperative does not have any organized sales 
outlets, it holds exhibitions of its wares on the premises. 
Educational aids for immigrants is something new in Belgium. Up 
to now there has not been any production of teaching materials 
specially designed for literacy programmes aimed at women or the 
teaching of the language of the host country in nursery and 
primary schools. The Asbls which helped set up the cooperative 
have undertaken to act as intermediaries between schools which 
might be interested in using these products and the cooperative. 
They tell the cooperative about the schools' needs and pass on 
orders. The materials used are simple and inexpensive - paper and 
cardboard - and are made up into collages and demonstration 
boards. 
This first year was a "trial run" for the educational aids and it 
has proved there is a potential market for these products. The 
cooperative is hoping to increase production and so lower costs 
and prices. 
Organisation of work 
The women work on a voluntary basis for two hours a week each in 
small groups of three to six people. The number of groups varies 
according to the amount of work. At the peak of activity last 
May, there were three groups producing pottery and two 
producing educational aids. Now, with work starting up again 
after the summer, there is only one group for each activity, with 
the expectation that there will be two for each by winter. 
Membership of the groups also varies and a total of 20-25 women 
have participated over the past year. 
Costs 
Sales of the pottery are expected to cover production costs, 
estimated at BF 500,000 since starting up. At the time of 
writing, the cooperative had not yet completed a full year of 
activity but turnover is estimated at BF 50,000 a month to give a 
total of BF 600,000 for 1985. The cooperative has equipment worth 
some BF 800,000. 
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Decision making 
An administrative council comprising three founding members meets 
three times a year. In practice, the management and 
administration is carried out by the part-time workers, assisted 
by the three administrators and three voluntary workers 
representing the work groups. Meetings are held whenever 
necessary and all the volunteers participate if they are free to 
come. 
Future prospects 
The sales of pottery are the main source of income at present 
while the educational aids are being developed. The educational 
aids are thought to be the best long-term prospect for improving 
the skills of the members and creating paid employment. The 
cooperative hopes to have its bookkeeping carried out by an 
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PRIMULA - SERVICES COOPERATIVE - MILAN, ITALY 
Primula was founded in April 1985 by nine women, some of whom 
were members of Coop di Utenza, a service cooperative within a 
housing development, which aims to provide services for working 
women and employ women unable or unwilling to work outside the 
area. The aim of Primula is to provide back-up services such as 
child-minding, assistance for isolated people such as the el­
derly, laundry, etc. on a commercial basis. It has no employees 
yet and the registered capital is Lit 450,000. 
Setting up and finance 
The idea for the cooperative arose after a year of discussions 
among a group within the Coop di Utenza. The women decided to 
try and identify sectors where needs existed and see if there was 
a market. The provisional project was to supply an emergency 
stand-in service of the type not available through more conven­
tional channels which could range from assistance to families 
where the mother was in hospital, help to drug addicts where 
there was no one who could help cope, to child-minding or 
ironing. This could be backed up by a service to help people 
find more permanent solutions where necessary, putting them in 
touch with the local authorities, specialist organizations, etc. 
A proposal along these lines was submitted to the European 
Commission's Women's Bureau for a grant, which was approved. 
Most of the money has been earmarked for a feasibility study 
which is under way. The rest has gone towards rent of a small 
room which Is only just big enough for meeting and has no tele­
phone. At present the women are using the address and telephone 
of Coop di Utenza. They have applied for a telephone from the 
local company which has promised them an easy number for people 
to remember. 
The other main expense has been the legal documents and fees for 
setting up the cooperative. The regional Lega helped the women 
with the constitution of the cooperative, found them a lawyer and 
recommended a firm to carry out the feasibility study. The women 
said the Lega regional committee was helpful "but they're not 
used to working with non-professionals like us." It would not 
have been possible to start up without the grant from the Women's 
Bureau and the women feel the project will not be able to go 
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ahead without further funding. Members' contributions made up 
the initial registered capital. 
Market 
A feasibility and marketing study is under way. The women have 
produced some posters and leaflets and are planning to advertise 
in free sheets. At present they reach clients by word-of-mouth. 
Wages and costs 
The grant did not cover all the start-up costs and no other form 
of external assistance was received. "Since some of us have 
already been in cooperatives we're used to putting in our own 
money." The women have tried to start work on a small scale, 
charging Lit 7,000 per hour for child-minding and Lit 5,000 per 
hour for ironing. No wages are paid at the moment and any income 
is reinvested back into the cooperative. Payment is in cash on 
the spot. The women obviously hope the cooperative will become 
viable. 
Membership 
The ages of the members range between 30 and 45. Three work In 
the home. They are also members of the housing cooperative for 
whom Primula represents their first "job". The others have 
office jobs but want to work for the cooperative if it gets off 
the ground. Six are married and some have children but they are 
past the toddler stage and child care is not a problem. 
Management and decision-making 
An Administrative Council meets once every two weeks, the ad­
ministrators being the three members of the housing cooperative 
who have more free time to devote to the running of Primula. The 
General Assembly meets every month. 
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Working arrangements 
All the women work on a voluntary basis, putting in about 15-20 
hours a week. Those who have jobs outside clearly cannot put in 
as much time as the others. At this stage, no clear working 
arrangements have emerged but a number of women have previous 
experience in cooperatives. 
Training 
None of the women have previous experience of this work although 
one is a qualified social worker. They hope to enrol for 
regional training programmes and perhaps do courses with the 
Lega. 
Future strategy 
Much depends on the results of the feasibility study and on 
whether Primula will convince the local authorities to offer them 
work. If the women get the go-ahead, it will be necessary to 
acquire a computer or have access to a data bank in order to 
store the information for their referral service. 
29.3 
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HOHEM'S AGRITOURISM COOPERATIVE OF PETRA - LESBOS, GREECE 
As on other Greek islands, aany families on Lesbos rent out 
rooms to tourists. The cooperative Mas founded in 1983 by 24 
women to provide an overall structure and coordinate the 
provision of bed and board by eeebers in their own hoses. The 
cooperative started trading in the suseer of 1984. There are now 
So aeabers, four of who« are eaployed in the running of the 
cooperative, five non-aeaber eaployees (aale) and a Noean aanager 
appointed by the 6reek Tourist Office. 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUMD 
The idea of foreing this type of cooperative - which is becoming 
increasingly coaaon in parts of the Mediterranean - caae froa the 
Greek Council for the Equality of the Sexes, which proaoted the 
idea aaong soae of the woeen on the island. The Council proposed 
a woaen's tourist cooperative because aany of the woaen were 
already involved in this sort of work. It would also help bring 
aore tourists to Petra, so financially benefiting the whole 
village, and provide an alternative to sass tourise which treats 
tourists as 'herds' or just a source of eoney. Agri-tourism 
encourages tourists to participate in local life and learn about 
local traditions. It was also the Council which told the woaen of 
the possibility of obtaining financial assistance froa the 
Commission's woaen's Bureau and a written proposal was put in. 
SETT1MG UP AMD F1MAMCE 
A nuaber of woeen had already rented out rooes in their houses, 
others had worked in the faaily business or on fares. None had 
experience of running a cooperative. In addition to the Council 
for Equality, they received advice and help froa a nuaber of 
sources - ELKEPA (Greek Centre for the Proeotion of Production), 
the National Bank, the Ministry of Agriculture, the Bank of 
Macedonia and Thrace and the local authorities. Each aeaber 
contributed Or S00 to fore the cooperative and they obtained bank 
loans that were shared out aaong all the eeebers (Dr 20,000 each) 
to buy furniture and fittings for the rooes and equipaent for the 
cooperative's restaurant. 
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The cooperative is registered with the Greek Tourist Office and 
the office appoints and pays the salary of the sanager of the 
cooperative restaurant. The restaurant is in rented preeises. 
MARKET 
No aarketing or feasibility study was carried out but several of 
the woaen had already been taking in paying guests, and tourism 
on the island is on the increase. In addition, the initiative was 
supported by the Greek Tourist Office and the cooperative's 
publicity material is distributed through travel agents. The 
cooperative did not face any probleas in attracting business. 
People are attracted by 'the good ateosphere and high standard of 
service." 
COSTS, MAGES AMD PRICES 
Costs were covered at an early stage. The first year's trading 
produced a surplus which was reinvested in the cooperative to buy 
aore equipaent. The second suseer (1985) brought a substantial 
surplus, this tiee distributed aaong eeebers according to the 
nuaber of rooas each one rents. When a roos is rented, a certain 
proportion goes to the cooperative to cover running costs. Prices 
are fixed by the 6reek Tourist Office. Monthly costs stand at 
soae Dr 700,000 for nine wages, rent and other overheads (the 
aanager's wages being paid by the Tourist office). Financially, 
the cooperative is a great success. 
COOPERATIVE STRUCTURE AMD 0RGAM1SATI0M OF MORK 
The cooperative has a general asseably and a aanageaent coaaittee 
eade up of eeebers and the restaurant eanager. The committee is 
the eain decision-eaking body but the restaurant eanager is 
responsible for the day-to-day running of the cooperative. There 
art also nine paid eeployees, four woeen aeebers and five aale 
non-aeabers, who do the adainistration and run the restaurant. 
The other aeebers each contribute about one day's voluntary work 
a eonth in the restaurant. Besides this, there art no fornai 
working arrangeeents as such; each member is responsible for her 
own rooes and the cooperative has overall responsibility for 
ensuring a high standard of service is aaintained. They also have 
to coaply with the standards laid down by the Tourist Office and 
the cooperative is also subject to supervision by the 
Agricultural Bank, as are all cooperatives in the agricultural 
sector. 
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TRA1MIMG 
Soae of the woaen already had experience in renting rooes to 
tourists and tourisa is a faailiar phenoaenus on the island. 
Soae of the aoney froa the woaen's bureau was spent on 300 hours 
of subsidised training; seainars on cooperative structure and 
aanageaent and the history of the island. The woaen have not done 
any further training although the Council for Equality believes 
that now would be a better tiee to run sesinars on cooperative 
aanageaent since the woeen have gained soae practical experience 
and would know what questions to ask. It is worth stressing that 
five of the nine eaployees are aale 'professionals' hired froa 
outside the cooperative to do certain jobs. 
FUTURE PLAMS 
The cooperative would like to build sore rooas and premises for 
the restaurant (the present preeises are rented). Another idea is 
to convert for tourisa soae of the old traditional houses but a 
loan would have to be taken out to carry out this scheme. 
C0MCLUS10MS 
The present Greek government supports the cooperative aovement 
and there is a policy to encourage woaen in agricultural areas to 
break into the aale-doainated world of cooperatives. This, 
coabined with the active role played by the Council of Equality 
in setting up the cooperative, aeant that the woaen received a 
great deal of concrete support. All the woaen were questioned on 
their feelings about the cooperative and they were generally 
pleased with the results, especially froa the financial point of 
view. But views on the role of the cooperative differed. Those 
aore closely involved with the running of the cooperative as a 
whole tend to see it as a political and social achievement and 
state willingness to aake sacrifices to keep it going. Others see 
it as a chance to earn eoney and acquire skills but are aore 
diffident about working collectively. There has been eistrust and 
'power trips", but grievances are not always expressed: in some 
ways the cooperative is perceived as another "authority', 
especially since it has been proaoted by outside bodies. The 
experience is generally regarded as a success, however. The 
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KV1MDEKUSEET, ARHUS - DEMMARK 
A woaen s auseua set up by a collective in 1982. Three years 
later it is eaploying 42 woeen backed up by an equal nuaber of 
volunteers. The euseua is a private non-profit aaking 
organisation and the woaen are eaployed through a variety of 
public subsidised job creation scheaes. 
HISTORICAL BACK6R0UMD 
The collective was set up "to produce and transsit woaen s 
culture" through a centre on women's history, filas, exhibitions, 
a library and publications. The woeen felt that such a auseua was 
necessary to research into woaen's history, "the spoken word 
rather than the written word has handed down the knowledge and 
tradition of woeen.' The group set out to record the lives of 
women, collecting objects that reconstructed their history 
tools and utensils, diaries, photographs, etc. 
Although the woeen never expected the euseua to becoee self-
financing, one of their major aies froe the beginning was to 
create jobs for woaen. Contributions were aaae by the aeebers of 
the collective, who now total 250, and the local council offered 
the building "for a symbolic rent". Money was also received from 
the Ministry of Labour. Mesbers of the association continue to 
make reouiar contributions. 
A gtant was also received froe the Coeaission woeen s bureau but 
by then the project was already under way. Even without the grant 
the woaen said, the project could have started but the group said 
that it was a useful contribution to their work. 
The woeen received no outside support to start their project. 
They pointed out that it was very hard to have access to private 
funds as the auseue 'is a bit too radical in structure to please 
the aainly aale boards of private funding bodies." They said 
that by getting EEC eoney froe the woeen's bureau "it was euch 
easier" to tap national sources for grants, both public and 
private. 
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ORSAMISATIOM OF UORK 
The collective organises its work under two aain sections. The 
euseua, run by volunteers and largely financed by eeabers' 
contributions, and job creation scheees setting up, for example, 
exhibitions, which are totally publicly financed. 
One of the job creation scheees that the eusuee is involved in 
concerns young people under 25 years old. Sixteen young woeen 
were taken on under the scheee. Six were single mothers. All the 
woaen had little formal education or work experience. Two aain 
theaes were chosen for the youth work projects: woaen in doeestic 
help and single aothers. The woeen traced history through 
interviews and collections of photographs, objects and docuaents 
recording the life of such woaen froa a predominantly rural and 
agricultural society to present day society. By the end of 1984, 
when the first job creation scheees case to an end, the museum 
put together 'a live exhibition' on woeen's lives in the 1930s 
centered on housework, childbirth and bringing up children. The 
exhibition is now being showed in other museums across the 
country. 
During the scheee, the young woeen were taught interviewing 
techniques, archiving, darkroor techniques and operation of 
audio-visual equipment. Soee of the woeen also learnt 
administration, bookkeeping and basic budget control. Technical 
skills were also gained in setting up the exhibition. Throughout 
the training, the woaen were given eoral support and help with 
confidence building. 
The wages of the 16 young woeen were jointly financed from the 
State Departaent of Eaployeent and Aarhus municipal council. The 
council also paid the wages of the teaching staff. The materials 
used were paid through donations froa private funds and public 
funds such as the grant froe the woaen's bureau. 
The other paid workers at the museum are financed by the 
eunicipal council. They are all woeen who had been uneaployed for 
over two and a half years and are entitled under Danish law to be 
eaployed on publicly subsidised contracts for a maximum seven 
eonths. All the woeen eaployed under this scheee chose to work at 
the euseue because they were interested in its activities and 
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soee had worked there previously as volunteers. The age group of 
these woeen is 18 to 55 and they come froe different educational 
backgrounds - soee having university degrees, others being 
unski11 ed. 
All the wages are fixed according to the agreed trade union rates 
and the woeen have to becoae eeebers of the association. There 
are set working hours, each working an eight hour day and there 
are no flexible working arrangeaents. Soae atteapt is aade to 
rotate 'the uninteresting but necessary jobs" although this has 
created problees because of lack of continuity. Soae of the 
woeen on the youth job creation scheme considered their work at 
the eusuee as just another job and were not interesting in the 
running of the organisation. 
Although aany of the women have children the euseua does not 
provide any child care facilities. Ail the woeen working there 
were registered as uneeployed and none of the young woeen had 
previously worked for longer than six aonths. 
The euseua itself is financed totally froe member s 
contributions. The subscriptions do not however cover all the 
costs and the woeen said they were often held back because of 
insufficient funds to buy the technical equipment needed to start 
new projects and exhibitions. 
Evening classes on all aspects of woeen s lives are also held at 
the museus. Two videos and eight slide shows have been produced 
for the classes which are accoapanied by lectures, plays and 
exhibitions. Tape and photograph archives are slowly being 
built up as well as "regular euseue objects' to expand the 
collection. 
DEC1S10M MAK1MG 
Policy aaking eeetings are held aonthly and are open to all the 
members. These aeetings are held in the evening to allow all 
woeen interested in the euseue to attend. Day-to-day decisions 
are taken in weekly eeetings of all the woeen working at the 
euseue held during working hours. At these aeetings the tasks are 
shared out. In addition, for each project, be it an exhibition, 
a course or the collecting of materials, an independent group is 
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set up to plan the work. These groups are aade up of both paid 
workers and volunteers. The volunteers work 'froe one hour a week 
to seven hours a day." 
FUTURE PLAMS 
It was never iaagined that the euseue would become self-
financing. The group is trying to get public recognition for the 
euseue putting it on equal footing with other cultural and 
historical euseues in Deneark. This recognition would guarantee 
the euseue annual subsidies froe the Ministry of Culture. 
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MALCYOM CRAFTS - DYFED, MALES 
The cooperative was set up by ten woeen in June 1984 to aarket 
local crafts. Host of the woaen were already producing crafts in 
the area. The cooperative started trading in October 1984. 
BACKGROUMD AMD 0R6AM1SAT10M OF THE MORK 
The cooperative was set up to try and find outlets for 'high 
quality original craft products.' The ten woeen were all involved 
in the sector and felt the need to try and aarket their goods 
collectively. The idea was to sell the products through sail 
order and at different craft shows. They said that the earketing 
cooperative was aiaed at helping woaen working in 'this isolated 
rural area". They felt the cooperative could also help proeote 
and aaintain individual craft skills. 
The cooperative was helped with a grant fro· the Coeeission s 
woaen's oureau. Although the project was already under way when 
the cooperative applied for the grant, the woeen said that 
starting up would have been "a lot slower* without the EEC eoney. 
A written proposal outlining the difficulties of earketing and 
lack of eaployeent possibilities for woeen in the area was 
subeitted to the woaen's bureau. The grant did not cover all 
setting up expenses. Although the woeen said the grant was very 
useful they said problees were caused by the condition that "the 
full grant be spent before it is received". 
None of the woeen are eeployed by the cooperative. They all work 
there on a self-eeployed basis. 
The cooperative received outside support froe the Industrial 
Coeeon Ownership Movement. The woeen said that the eajor problems 
faced by the group before starting up was finding preeises, which 
the cooperative still does not have, and a lack of inforeation on 
earketing. 
The woeen felt that they could attract clients through the 
originality of their products. However, getting off the ground 
has been slow and the cooperative is unable to pay wages for the 
running of the business. All the woeen are paid, however, once 
their products are sold. The cooperative keeps 10X of the craft 
persons price to cover its costs. 
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The cooperative does not aie to train woaen in new skills and all 
the woeen there are experienced in craft work. 
DEC1S10M MAK1MG 
All the woeen are actively involved in the cooperative. Day-to­
day decisions are taken at regular aeetings which all the woeen 
are entitled to attend. Decisions are taken by consensus of those 
present. The aajority of the woeen are between 30 to 45 years old 
and six of thee have children. 
The woeen said that working in the cooperative takes up eore time 
and energy. They eaphasised that they would like to see eore 
funds and training being set aside for business eanageeent and 
aarket research. 
FUTURE PLAMS 
The woaen said they would be greatly helped if they had an office 
in a central area. The cooperative is still finding it hard tc 
aake a break through. The woeen decided to jointly earket their 
products as they live in an isolated rural area with few outlets. 
But as the cooperative is also operating in this environeent the 
woeen have f3und it difficult to reach new earkets for their 
craft work and one of the skills the woeen said they needed to 
ieprove was earketing techniques to enable thee to expand. 
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